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A bstract

This thesis describes the design, fabrication, and installation of a new control system 

for the Radcliffe twin 24/18-inch refracting telescope built by Grubb of Dublin in 1901. 

The specification includes a requirement for the telescope to set within a precision of 

one arcminute, and the ability to find objects under automatic control. Alteration to the 

original mechanical layout and dismantling of the axes was not permitted within the design 

remit, thereby preserving the possibility of future restoration to the original configuration.

In order to set the historical context of the original Radcliffe drive, a review of tele

scope control systems from 1824 to 1994 is given. New evidence is presented that the 

first successful clock drive was probably German, closely followed by distinct French and 

English designs. The progression from early twentieth century electromechanical control, 

to the first attempts at incorporating a computer are also chronicled.

The design and installation of the necessary mechanical subsystems to drive the tele

scope axles under computer control are described, which includes: a new solution to the 

precision mounting of a two-part primary encoder wheel across an otherwise inaccessible 

telescope axle; and a novel method of incorporating a sector drive into an automated sys

tem. The design philosophy of the control hardware which incoporates redundancy is also 

presented, together with the software routines necessary to control the hardware.

Astronomical pointing tests with the Radcliffe telescope are described which demon

strate that the new control system exceeds the original specification, and the thesis then 

concludes with an analysis of possible improvements for future development.
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C hapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE RADCLIFFE TELESCOPE

The Radcliffe telescope is situated at the University of London Observatory (ULO) in Mill 

Hill, a suburb of North London (figure 1.1).

The instrument is based on a German equatorial mounting and is a double refractor 

comprised of a 61cm photographic telescope and 46cm visual telescope mounted parallel 

to each other at one end of the declination axis, (figure 1.2). The focal length of both 

instruments is 6.858 metres, and 10.1 metre diameter dome is required to accommodate 

the structure. The total weight of the tubes and declination counterbalanced cross-arm 

moving with the polar axle, is approximately 5 tonnes.

Built in 1901 by Grubb of Dublin (figure 1.3) for the Radcliffe Observatory at Oxford 

(figure 1.4), it was offered by the Radcliffe trustees to the University of London in 1935. In 

1938 the instrument was re-erected at ULO, an outstation to the department of Astronomy, 

University College London (UCL).

The telescope was originally designed for Stellar Parallax and Proper Motion work 

which continued until 1960. Since then it has been primarily used for undergraduate 

teaching, which now consists of observational training in the use of CCD’s for Astrometry, 

Photometry, and Imaging.
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Figure 1.1. The University of London Observatory, Mill Hill. 
The largest dome houses the Radcliffe twin 24/18-inch 

refracting telescope. Photograph courtesy of the Metropolitan Police
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Figure 1.2. The Radcliffe twin refractor, refurbishment 
completed 1995.
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Figure 1.3 shows fabrication of a section of tube for tbe 
Radcliffe telescope, Dublin 1900. (ULO archive).
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Figure 1.4 shows erection of the telescope at the Radcliffe Observatory 
Oxford circa 1901, (ULO archive).
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1.2 THE MOTIVATION FOR AN UPGRADE

It was acknowledged by Observatory staff that the basic construction of the Radcliffe was 

of high quality and that students gained worthwhile experience using a larger telescope. 

Finding objects using circles was at best unnecessarily time consuming and at worst prone 

to error, which with clear weather at a premium often gave rise to disappointment.

In order to reflect modern observational practice, it was decided that undergraduates 

should have experience observing with the aid of computer controlled systems equivalent 

to those used at major observatories. A project to refurbish the Radcliffe telescope was 

therefore initiated.

Supporting this undertaking by instalments (of effort and funding) enabled the obser

vatory under the directorship of Dr. D. McNally, to proceed as detailed in the following 

chapters.

1.3 THE PROJECT BRIEF

After consultation with the author and astronomers at ULO, a broad project brief was 

documented by the Director and is quoted below.

‘The Radcliffe telescope, currently driven by a 1920’s vintage electric 

motor and regulated by a sidereal clock pulse mechanical regulator, is 

to be provided with a digital control system for the drives of both the 

Hour angle and Declination axes. Positional and Time (UT and Sidereal 

Time) displays are to be provided. Such a change will carry implications 

for the mechanical configuration of the telescope. The control system  

must deliver an accuracy of setting no worse than the existing circles 

(1 arcminute), and tracking must be better than that currently obtain

able. Opportunity must be taken to provide automatic rewind of the 

final driving sector in such a way that a sector rewind causes minimal
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disturbance of ongoing observations and should present the observer 

w ith no detectable displacement of the stellar image before in itiation, 

and after completion, of the rew ind’.

‘The new control system m ust be im plem ented so th a t the 1901 in

tegrity  of the telescope is not compromised (i.e. any new mechanical, 

electrical or electronic modification required m ust be executed in a re

versible m anner). The installation of the new control system  m ust leave 

the telescope available for norm al use during student practical classes in 

the period O ctober-M arch inclusive, each year, during the whole period 

of the change. The new system m ust be engineered in a robust m anner 

and be designed to incorporate such logic as will prevent student dam 

age through erroneous use. The system should also be engineered to 

allow use of the telescope to continue in the event of progressive failure 

of the system, e.g. while com puter control of the system  may be antic

ipated it should be backed by simple, transparen t, push bu tton  control 

of m ajor functions. It should be possible to m anhandle the telescope to 

a safe parking position in the case of catastrophic failure of the entire 

digital control system ’.

1.4 BASIC ENGINEERING POLICY

Once a description of the project requirement had been formulated (as given in the quota

tion), I embarked on an extensive series of discussions with astronomers at L’Observatoire 

de Haut Provence, Lick Obsevatory, UCL, and anyone else willing to offer expert advice. 

It soon became apparent that there was no standard approach to this type of undertaking, 

and that retrofits in general were often unsuccessful.

In order to translate the project brief into a basic specification, it was necessary to
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distil the background research into a series of decisions which would form the basis of the 

engineering policy.

From an examination of the existing drive and in accordance with preserving the 

original, I decided that no parts of the old control gear could be modified for the new 

system. The specification was therefore initiated on the basis of existing or replacement 

mechanical sub-assemblies in accordance with the following constraints:

1.4.1 DESIG N CO NSTRAINTS

• No change to the original mechanical layout of the instrument, which confines pow

ered aquisition of targets to the extent of the existing right ascension (RA) sector 

and declination (Dec) tangent screw.

• Any new sub-assemblies are to be fitted to the telescope without dismantling the axes 

or alteration to existing components. Changes are to be in the form of additional 

instrumentation held by original fixings (if possible), and redundant components are 

to be removed and stored for potential restoration.

• Where possible, a sympathetic approach to the design of additional sub-assemblies 

should harmonize with the original appearance of the instrument.

Once the design brief had been refined, an outline of the specification for the mechanical 

and digital control hardware emerged. Within the context of the limited extent of the 

sector and tangent screw, auto-acquistion must therefore rely on the observer (under 

control system instruction) hand slewing the telescope to within a suitable target window, 

at which point powered acquisition takes over.

An examination of the literature failed to provide any helpful information on how to 

retrofit a 90 year old Refractor (or any other telescope) with a sector drive.
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1.5 AN OUTLINE MECHANICAL SPECIFICATION

1.5.1 DR IV IN G  THE POLAR AXLE

The design brief clearly states that the sector drive should include the facility to rewind 

and reposition the telescope onto its former tracking position. If an additional clamping 

arrangement can be made to hold the polar axle stationary, then the following sequence 

is possible:

• THE TRACKING IS SWITCHED OFF.

• AN ADDITIONAL CLAMPING ARRANGEMENT HOLDS THE POLAR AXLE 

STATIONARY.

• THE EXISTING RA CLAMP IS UNCLAMPED (disconnecting the sector from the 

Polar axle).

• THE SECTOR IS REWOUND.

• THE EXISTING RA CLAMP IS CLAMPED.

• THE NEW POLAR AXLE CLAMP RELEASES THE POLAR AXLE.

• TRACKING RESUMES AND THE TELESCOPE IS RE-SYNCHRONIZED TO 

ITS FORMER POSITION.

NEW MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS FOR THE POLAR AXLE

• Stepping motor drive to the existing worm and sector in order to provide a complete 

range of track, guide, set, and slew rates extending from 0.001 arcseconds per second 

to 90 degrees per minute.

• Powered operation of the existing RA clamp.

• The development of a new clamping system to hold the polar axle stationary and 

without disturbance, during the complete clamping, rewinding, and unclamping cy

cle.
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• An optical encoder retrofitted to the polar aods providing a resolution of one arcsec- 

ond, which will require the developement of a new system of geared linkage between 

the telescope axle and encoder shaft.

1.5.2 DR IV IN G  THE DECLINATION AXLE

From the design brief, any drive to the declination axle must be confined to powered 

operation of the original tangent screw. The traverse of this device is limited to 3.3 

degrees. This therefore confines the range of rates under power to track, guide, and set. 

However, the possibility of installing a slewing motor and additional 360 degree drive is 

outlined in Appendix C.

NEW MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS FOR THE DECLINATION AXLE

• Stepping motor drive to the existing tangent screw in order to provide a complete 

range of track, guide, and set rates extending from 0.001 to 990 arcseconds per 

second.

• Powered operation of the existing declination clamp.

• An optical encoder linked to the declination axis in order to provide a resolution 

of one arcsecond, which will require the further development of a geared encoder 

linkage including a large sp lit primary encoder drive gear. The encoders, gears, and 

associated components should be modular to those developed for the polar axle in 

order to rationalize costs.

1.6 DIGITAL CONTROL HARDWARE

Once a basic mechanical specification had been formulated, essential elements for the 

controlling hardware were then listed and are given below:

• The control consoles are to be situated on the rising floor.
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• The stepping motors are to be supplied with controllers which will allow a complete 

range of track, guide, set, and slew rates to be selectable in standard astronomical 

units (i.e. arcseconds per second). Tracking (in both axes) solar system objects 

should also be possible if required.

• Controllers for the clamps to include electro-mechanical interlocks so that the current 

direction of traverse is able to resume if interrupted by power failure during the 

clamping transition.

• Tracking and guiding without the benefit of microprocessor control should be pro

vided for simple operation in the event of computer systems failure.

• All primary commands are to be individually operable by discreet switches.

• All primary commands are to be accessible via computer control (keyboard).

• A dedicated interlock should be provided to prevent the sector being driven (and as 

protection for the worm) against the polar axle clamp.

• A modular approach to the control hardware should be incorporated in order to 

minimize complexity and maximize redundancy.

• Microprocessor control should be incorporated without total dependence on any one 

processor.

• The control hardware should be housed in robust consoles, with convenient access 

for maintenance.

• The overall design should allow the possibility of future computer upgrades to be 

made with minimum alteration to the interface circuitry.

This basic engineering specification then gave a framework on which to proceed with 

detailed designs of specific subsystems. From the design brief, continued use of the tele

scope defined a gradual and phased installation of additional subsystems, so that any 

disruption to teaching commitments was avoided.
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1.7 A REVIEW OF TELESCOPE CONTROL SYSTEMS

During the process of understanding the original Radcliffe control system and the various 

upgrades the instrument was subject to over its lifetime, it became apparent that very little 

research had been published on the early development of telescope driving mechanisms. 

Here was a situation where the history of one of the most important pieces of equipment 

in observational astronomy had been one of the most neglected.

The successful application of celestial photography, the astronomers predominant tool 

for the better part of the past century, depended critically on the evolution of two factors; 

sufficiently sensitive emulsions and reliable, accurate, driving mechanisms. A suggestion 

by the author to the late Dr. Jon Darius (then of the Science Museum, London) of a 

long term joint project based on tracing the development of early drives 1800 to 1900, led 

to a Leverhulme sponsored research award for studies in France, Germany and the UK. 

Although there is a wealth of related archival material in existence, it is rarely referenced 

and thus particularly difficult to access. For example, it was previously assumed that 

the earliest documented telescope drive was that devised by the Rev.R. Sheepshanks on 

the Smythe 6-inch equatorial, circa 1829 (Science Museum, London); this has now been 

revised by the example cited in chapter 2 designed by Fraunhofer for the 9.5-inch refractor 

in the Dorpat observatory, 1824 (Deutches Museum, Munich).

It is also evident that the history and development of twentieth century telescope 

control systems is not well represented in the literature. Whilst the post second world 

war era is still replete with working examples, control systems in original condition of the 

pre-second world war period are difficult to find; those that do exist have often suffered 

unsympathetic alteration to the original design. Indeed in preparing the background 

for this research project, it was found (by personal communication) that many of the 

older telescopes upgraded with digital control systems did not work as well as expected; 

published information on unsuccessful upgrades is usuadly confined (if documented) to 

internal reports which are not available to those outside the institution in question.
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1.8 ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION

Within the text reference is made to a number of engineering drawings which are not 

contained in the thesis. These drawings form part of a large and detailed collection 

of documentation provided to fabricate specific hardware. Where necessary, simplified 

schematic versions of these drawings have been included in the thesis to illustrate particular 

aspects of the control system. Appendix A contains a complete listing of the detailed 

drawings which now reside in the ULO archive.

1.9 THE THESIS

The progression of this thesis therefore starts with a review of telescope drives, examines 

the mechanical design of the original Radcliffe telescope and then offers explanations of 

the designs employed to implement solutions based on the philosophy of the original brief.

The development of a calliper action clamp to enable powered rewind of the sector, 

has provided a successful solution the problem of unwanted disturbance inherent to the 

process of clamping and critical in the application described in this thesis.

The legendary mechanical difficulties associated with retrofitting encoders to telescopes 

have promoted new solutions to this fundamental aspect of updating telescope drives, and 

it is this aspect of the work in particular which has provided a cornerstone to the successful 

outcome of the project.

The last two chapters offer an evaluation and concluding commentary on the project, 

together with an account of the effectiveness and the ability of the system to respond to 

control commands. This thesis has encompassed a wide range of engineering disciplines 

and includes several substantial subsystems of mechanical, digital, and control engineering 

origin. It is therefore not the intention of the concluding chapters to provide a detailed 

analysis of the performance of the system (which is a considerable project in itself), but 

to demonstrate that the New Radcliffe Control System fulfils the criteria laid down by the 

specification, and is capable of performance concomitant with similar sized instruments 

built in recent years.
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C hapter 2

A REVIEW OF TELESCOPE 

CONTROL SYSTEMS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis spans instrumentation developed and constructed in the nineteenth century 

(The Radcliffe telescope) to servo control based on technology of the 1990’s (single board 

486 microcomputer). In order to set the historical context of this project and to gain a 

better understanding of the original Radcliffe drive, an account of the progress of telescope 

drive technology from 1824 to 1994 has been selected to provide a review of the subject 

area.

2.2 CLOCKWORK DRIVES.

The history of telescope control systems originates from the 24cm refractor designed by 

Joseph Fraunhofer for the Dorpat observatory in 1824 (Darius and Thomas, 1990) with an 

equatorial mounting suitable for use with a drive. For telescopes to perform useful work, 

they must be pointed accurately in the sky, and then must track objects over an extended 

period of time with considerable precision. Early efforts at achieving these requirements 

involved the use of setting circles to position the telescope and weight- driven, centrifugally
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governed mechanisms to compensate for the Earth’s rotation. Fraunhofer’s system was 

based on a pair of hinged rotating arms (figure 2.1), contained in a brass dish. As the 

assembly rotates, the outer sections of the arms are in constant contact with the sides of 

the dish, regulating the speed of rotation by frictional braking. Alternative research and 

development was also being undertaken in France and England and an examination of 

some of this early work is now given.

2.2.1 ENGLISH CLOCKWORK TELESCOPE DRIVES

Regulation of the throttle valve on steam engines using W att’s fly-ball governor, inspired 

by devices developed for the Albion flour mill at Blackfriars (H.W. Dickinson, 1939), 

probably formed the basis for such devices to be applied to telescope drives. The earli

est known English fly-ball regulated clockwork driving mechanism was designed by the 

Reverend Richard Sheepshanks for the equatorial telescope of W.H. Smythe at Hartwell 

House in 1829 (Science Museum, London). Subsequent development of English drives were 

based on weights mounted in such a manner that centrifugal forces operated levers which 

introduced frictional braking to regulate the speed. English instrument makers did not 

radically change the layout of the standard fly-ball configuration; instead, gradual refine

ment towards the most simple and solidly constructed versions of this principle evolved 

during the course of the nineteenth century (figure 2.2). Further precision beyond the lim

itations of centrifugal governors was eventually achieved by secondary electromechanical 

means incorporated in clockwork drives (Howard Grubb, 1905).

2.2.2 FRENCH  CLOCKWORK DRIVES

A survey of French clockwork drives undertaken with the aid of a grant from the Lever

hulme Foundation by Darius and Thomas showed further variations in governor design. 

Air braked vanes with and without weights or springs were introduced by individuals such 

as Foucault and Villarceau. Figure 2.3 shows a range of governors by Foucault published in 

1878. According to E. Rolland (Madame Foucault, 1878) Directeur General des Manufac

tures de l’Etat, the evolution of Foucault’s designs emerged in approximately the following
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Figure 2.1 shows an early gravity driven equatorial drive by J. Fraunhofer 
circa 1824, Deutches Museum, Munich.

The twin hinged arms regulate the speed of rotation by frictional contact with 
the sides of the bowl. Each of the two weights incorporate a glass insert which

acts as the braking pad.
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T. COOKE & SONS

M

BUCKINGHAM WORKS, YORK

Figure 2.2 shows a typical English refracting telescope, with equatorial 
mount and weight driven clock drive incorporating a 

fly-ball centrifugal regulator.
T. Cooke & Sons, circa 1870.
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Figure 2.3 shows three governors by Foucault intended for telescope 
drives and chronographs. (Recueil des Travaux scientifiques de Leon 

Foucault, Paris, 1878, p435).
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order;

1. Governors with weights.

2. Governors with weights and springs.

3. Governors with springs only.

4. Governors with various combinations of 1-3 and air braking.

An examination of a number of surviving French telescope drives implies that air brakes 

using weighted vanes became the most widely adopted form of governor used by French

manufacturers. This is also supported by evidence presented by Konkoly (1883), Danjon

and Couder (1935), and Daumas (1953). Foucault’s dominance in this area influenced 

makers such as Eichens, Gautier, and Secretan. It is these makers who in turn are re

sponsible for an almost common approach to the design of French clockwork drives (figure 

2.4).

Another important contribution to the development of a truly reliable clockwork drive 

was that made by Vill arceau, (1819-1883). His intention was to provide almost perfectly 

uniform rotation of an equatorial telescope by introducing an isochronous governor. A 

collaboration with the firm of Breguet, arguably the manufacturers of the finest nineteenth 

century horological and scientific instruments world-wide, produced his first ‘régulateur 

isochrone’ (figure 2.5). It was successfully tested on 24th May 1870, and with some minor 

improvements displayed to the Paris Academy of Sciences on 10th June 1872. Villarceau 

reported that a variation in the driving force between 21 and 120kg resulted in a deviation 

in the period of the governor of only 0.2 seconds in the course of 51 observations over 

30 minutes. It could effectively cope with sixfold variations in the load, where Foucault’s 

drives could only deliver a factor of two. Subsequent versions of Villarceau’s ‘régulateur 

isochrone a ailettes’ were produced by the firm of Secretan. The exacting requirements 

for the manufacture of these devices made them extremely expensive, and therefore few 

examples were manufactured.
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Figure 2.4 shows a weight driven regulating drive mechanism by 
Gautier circa 1860, Paris Observatory. The lever linking the two 

weighted air-vanes is positioned such that separation remains constant, 
thereby minimising imbalance. This variant also incorporates a spring 

together with Vane counterbalance weights.
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Figure 2.5 shows a governor made to Villarceau's design. 
Breguet made the first of these isochronous governors which were then 

manufactured hy the firm of Secretan.
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2.2.3 THE EXCHANGE OF IDEAS

Are there definite design characteristics associated with different countries of manufacture? 

It is clear from the specimens examined during the course of this research that French 

drives show a marked preference for air-braked governors using vanes, whereas English 

drives opted for friction-braked governors using fiy-balls. From the evidence examined 

during the course of this work it is probable that the Germans were the first to apply 

weight-driven clock drives to equatorially mounted telescopes, Fraunhofer’s early designs 

were superseded by fiy-ball governors; no examples of German air braked drives were 

located in this study. If foreign designs were not frequently imported into France, was it 

also true that French designs were not exported? Uncommon as fiy-ball governors may 

have been on French drives, air-vane governors of the Foucault type did achieve a firm 

foothold abroad. For example, on the siderostat of Lord Lindsey’s observatory at Dunn 

Echt in Scotland, on the 30cm refractor by Hugo Schroder of Hamburg at von Bulow’s 

observatory on the estate of Bothkamp near Kiel, on the 5-inch telescope used by the U.S, 

Naval Observatory for their 1849 expedition to the Southern hemisphere (GiUis, 1856), 

and on the 24cm refractor at the O’Gy alia Observatory in Hungary (Konkoly, 1883), It 

should also be pointed out that the later evolution of French governors saw the demise of 

weighted vanes in favour of adaptations of W att’s fiy-balls. It is interesting to note that 

at the University of London Observatory we have found a driving clock signed by J,B, 

Thistleton of Old Quebec Street London, which is virtually identical to the one illustrated 

by Secretan, 1874 (figure 2,6),

2.3 ELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS.

With the advent of electrical technology during the latter part of the 19th century, greater 

tracking precision than that accomplished by clockwork was made possible with such 

innovations as Sir Howard Grubb’s pendulum controlled telescope drive (§3,3),

Although centrifugal regulated drives were produced well into 1930’s (figure 2,7), elec

trically driven mechanisms were gradually introduced during the second quarter of the
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Figure 2.6. Spring driven clock by Secretan, exported to England and 
signed J.B. Thisleton of Old Quebec St, London. This example 

(belonging to the University of London Observatory) incorporates a 
governor based on a design by Focault and illustrated in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.7 shows an electrically wound weight diâven clock drive with 
friction governor huilt by Grubb Parsons for the 36-inch reflecting 

telescope at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich in 1933.
As can be seen by this example, weight driven drives with centrifugal 

regulation were built well into the twentieth century.
(Grubb Parsons sales catalogue 1948).
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twentieth century. These may be summarized by placing them into three categories.

The first and simplest form of electric drive employs a synchronous motor with suitable 

gearing driven directly from the mains. By this time supply frequencies were sufficiently 

stable so as to provide acceptable precision.

The next improvement was the Gerrish drive which employed an electric motor whose 

power input is controlled according to the relative position of a shaft in the driving gear 

train carrying contacts made every second by an observatory clock.

The third category and most accurate system of this era of development was the 

McMath-Hulbert drive. This system employed a driving motor attached to an alternator. 

The output frequency of the alternator is compared with a standard tuning fork or quartz 

oscillator and phase differences are used to control the power input to the motor (figure 

2.8). Systems such as these had the great advantage of much better response together with 

ample power reserves for larger instruments. It also has close parallels, as is often the case 

when looking at the developmental history of instrumentation, with the latest control 

systems using d.c. motors and tacho-feedback. During the course of these developments 

in tracking systems, motors to slew the telescope under power, as telescopes became 

increasingly large, were incorporated together with electromagnetic synchronous resolvers 

to display position. Yet the user still required considerable skill to find an object and 

centre it in the field of view.

2.4 ELECTRIC MOTORS

2.4.1 ST EPPIN G  MOTORS

The development of electrical position control has always had close connections with re

quirements for the military. An issue of JIEE (McClelland, W., 1926) carried an article on 

‘The application of electricity in warships’. A part of this paper describes a three phase 

variable reluctance stepping motor used to control the direction indicator of torpedo tubes 

and guns in British warships. Here we see the possibility of controlhng the position of a 

shaft by incrementing electrical steps.
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Figure 2.8 shows the tuning fork control hardware for a 
McMath-HuIhert drive. This valve maintained oscillating regulator was 
built hy Grubb Parsons for the Radcliffe 74-inch Reflector, Pretoria, 

South Africa in 1938. (Grubb Parsons sales catalogue, 1948).
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Stepping motor prototypes existed in the form of variable reluctance motors as early 

as 1914 (Walker, 1914). The January 1957 issue of Control Engineering carried an epoch 

making report on modern applications of stepping motors under the title ‘The Power 

Stepping Motor... A New Digital Actuator’. The application cited was a three-axis milling 

machine capable of contouring. For astronomical use, the stepping motor provides a device 

able to be rate-dependable over a wide dynamic range of source frequencies. Further, the 

possibility of running open loop reduces the potential complexity of control, a significant 

factor for the pre-processor era.

2.4.2 D.C . MOTORS

Using a high resolution digital tachometer back-to-back with a d.c. torque motor provides 

an alternative which greatly simplifies the problem of dynamic range. One motor is capable 

of driving the telescope across the required rate range, and problems associated with zero 

position error (i.e. damping problems) are much more controllable. Improved precision for 

work such as lunar laser ranging (Dittmar and Floyd, 1971), which requires very accurate 

offsetting, fuelled the progression towards better pointing performance. The inclusion of 

velocity feedback from a d.c. motor was not considered sufficiently secure as the telescope 

was not included in the feedback loop. Later we shall see that this approach coupled with 

digital loops and on-axis encoders, is a configuration which has found some favour with 

the astronomical world.

2.4.3 OFF THE SHELF MOTOR CONTROLLERS

Early computer control systems required a tremendous amount of hardware development 

to enable software command of the servos. Software development was also complicated 

by having to include characteristics specific to the chosen servo. In recent years, motor 

manufacturers have come to realize that provision of controller cards is a critical marketing 

factor. D.c. motors require a precision servo amplifier as well as an expensive intelligent 

controller. Companies such as Torque Systems Inc. produce a servo controller which 

merely requires the direction command and a number proportional to the desired motor
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speed. These cards contain a D/A (digital to analogue) converter giving up to 4096 

separate control voltages (speeds). Acceleration ramps and synchronizing infomation is 

taken care of ‘on board’. As the position error is reduced, so the control voltage to the 

motor is decreased until the servo reaches its target. Using such commercially available 

devices has vastly reduced the real cost of automation. Controller cards are now produced 

for most commonly used bus connections. Although the control of stepper motors by 

computer is somewhat less involved, the generation of pulse trains by the CPU (central 

processing unit) can be cumbersome. However, a commercial controller requires a number 

from the computer to determine the pulse rate output and from that point on the controller 

card sends out pulses at the commanded rate without reliance on the computer until it is 

re-instructed. Besides the pulse output lines, cards may have separate input lines for limit 

switch sensing. The latest cards include ‘intelligent chips’ which allow for the most complex 

control functions. The main advantage of these devices is that once the computer loads the 

slew profile and motor control parameters into the controller, the cpu can attend to other 

tasks. This permits sophisticated control without the necessity for realtime programming 

techniques or domination of the central CPU.

2.5 SHAFT POSITION INDICATING DEVICES

During the nineteenth century engraved circular scales incorporating vernier setting were 

used to position the telescope axes. The development of these devices had been established 

by the requirements of marine navigation and the use of sextants. The need for accurate 

positions in RA and Zenith distance promoted the construction of transit instruments 

incorporating engraved scales. The first successful transit was constructed by Troughton in 

1806 and was capable of resolving positions to O.OOlarcseconds (Howse, 1975). Gradually, 

engraved scales were included in the specification of high grade instruments, allowing the 

user to read off the position of the telescope according to the LST (local sidereal time).

Dividing engines capable of engraving to 0.0001 inches (equivalent to one arcsecond on 

larger instruments) were used to construct setting circles for the best instruments during 

the second half of the ninteenth century. Sophisticated optical viewing facilities were
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sometimes incorporated to enable the user to read off the position of both axes at the 

breech end of the telescope for greater convenience (Grubb, 1901), yet a high degree of 

skill remained a prerequisite for positioning the telescope using vernier setting circles.

2.5.1 ELECTROM AGNETIC POSITION SENSORS

Companies such as Muirheads started producing devices called magslips during the early 

1930’s (Upson, 1960). These devices enabled angular data to be transmitted electrically 

from one place to another. In appearance, the magslip resembles a small electric motor, 

although it operates in rather a different manner. The Admiralty developed these devices 

for gunnery control purposes, and they were used extensively by the military during the 

second world war. The Americans also developed their own variant of this device called the 

Synchro, As far as the author has been able to ascertain, their application to telescopes 

began in the late 1940’s. Completed in 1949, the 200-inch telescope of the Palomar 

Observatory incorporated position displays driven by synchro’s. The precision obtained 

with these devices was of the order of minutes rather than seconds of arc. Instruments such 

as the Isaac Newton, designed in the early 60’s by Grubb Parsons, incorporated geared 

synchros driving clock dials. Hours and minutes were thus indicated by separate hands. 

Unlike circles or digital displays, the position indicated could be seen at almost a glance.

The use of these devices represented the intermediate stage in the transition from 

mechanical to electronic readout devices. With the trend towards computer control of 

telescopes, optical encoders soon became the dominant position transducer for telescope 

control.

2.5.2 OPTICAL ENCODERS

The roots of optical encoder technology were founded in the late 1940’s when electronic 

organs were developed to emulate the sounds produced by pipe organs located in European 

cathedrals (BEI, 1992). Engineers of the Baldwin Piano Company in Cincinnati, Ohio, 

developed a rotary optical technology that generated the fundamental tones and harmonics 

necessary to produce the desired sounds. Incredibly enough, it was from this electronic
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organ work that encoder technology evolved.

In the early 1950’s, the U.S. Army Signal Corps became interested in Baldwin’s rotary 

optical technology. The Signal Corps believed that the technology would enhance the 

pointing and tracking capabilities of radar antennas. A contract to produce a machine 

capable of producing the necessary rotary code patterns was agreed, and this also included 

the first experimental encoders to use this technology. The first optical encoders were 

tested for the Signal Corps in 1955.

Between 1965 and 1970 many larger telescopes were being updated for computer con

trol, and it was at this stage that the high precision optical encoder started to appear in 

telescope control systems. Application to machine tools had provided the astronomical 

community with a proven technology.

2.6 THE EARLY USE OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS.

Individuals such as A.N. Argue (1969) were using TTL logic with quartz crystal frequency 

sources to improve the precision of synchronous drives during the late 1960’s, and this 

method of control was soon identified as being suitable for stepping motors.

2.7 AUTOGUIDERS

A factor in pressing forward to high response control was the advent of photoelectric 

autoguiding. High frequency disturbances such as those due to vibration and wind could 

be corrected to a limited extent.

2.8 THE ADVENT OF THE MINI COMPUTER

With the birth of mini (as opposed to main-frame) computers and the eventual emergence 

of single-board microprocessor interfaces, classical (closed loop) control systems were de

veloped. Typically, these designs incorporated a motor (stepper or d.c. velocity encoded) 

together with position feedback from RA and declination axes via shaft encoders. If the
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efficiency of larger instruments was to improve, it would become necessary to integrate 

control for maximum automation, and eliminate mechanical, positional and atmospheric 

errors. Therefore drive systems of increasing complexity have been produced to satisfy 

these requirements. It should be mentioned that vast under estimates of the time needed to 

develop software for these systems was a common occurrence. Whilst the hardware often 

worked it took many years of refinement to actually integrate the software successfully.

The 1960’s saw the first attempts at integrating the various hardwired elements of 

control within systems centred around a computer capable of handling a large number 

of custom-made peripheral devices. At this period it was in vogue to incorporate both 

telescope control and data collection using one processor. In retrospect, when one considers 

the restricted power and memory capabilities of these early computers, this approach 

appears at the very least idealistic.

2.8.1 RA M PA N T CONSERVATISM

During a discussion on telescope automation at MIT during April 1975, a cautionary 

message was delivered by Dr R.Racine (1975), a self declared member of the old school 

of optical astronomers. His argument was that automation may not warrant the massive 

costs incurred by vastly increased complexity. With the benefit of hindsight, we can now 

see that hanging a computer at the side of a large hardwired system, thus allowing manual 

backup, really does expand the complexity to an almost counter-productive extent. What 

he failed to anticipate were systems designed around a computer as the major element of 

control; he was in fact commenting on the mid-stream situation of partial design solutions. 

Furthermore, with the advent of local area networks, distributed processing, and faster 

processors, in a curious way the customized hardware approach of the earlier systems 

are mirrored in the functionality of the latest distributed solutions. Here numbers of 

single board micros are used to provide local intelligence at each part of the system. 

The crucial difference is that the hardware and the communications software is based on 

highly developed commercially available equipment, which is therefore readily obtainable 

and modular in construction.
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2.9 THE AUTOMATED TELESCOPE.

In 1953 Bart J. Bok called for a ‘small automatic monitoring telescope that would provide 

at all times exact extinction information’, which was probably the first suggestion that 

automatic telescopes might be useful (Bok, 1955).

Certain categories of ground based observation require dedicated and continued accu

mulation of data to render subsequent analysis worthwhile. The routine nature of photo

electric photometry prompted one of the earliest attempts at full automation. With the 

support of a grant from NASA, McNall, Mieder and Code (1968), attempted to fully auto

mate an 8-inch telescope for the purpose of a series of photometric observations. The heart 

of the system was a PDP-8 with a memory of 4096 12-bit words. The authors carefully 

avoid disclosing such information as pointing accuracy, processing speed or the routines 

necessary to compensate for the inaccuracy of the mechanics. However they do inform 

us that their software included correction for gear errors and other ‘unforseen problems’. 

Using a stepper motor and encoder on each axis, this project was a brave attempt at 

automating what previously had been the province of a skilled observer.

Work on automated telescopes for supernovae searching, (Colgate, et al 1975), pro

duced one of the first fully integrated digital control systems utilizing stepper motors open 

loop. By recognizing star fields, the system updated its co-ordinates and pointing model 

(just as the skilled human might) in what can be referred to as a non-classical system.

Very clearly the scientific importance of discovering supernovae within the first few 

hours of detonation provides a powerful motive to automate the search. Here was an 

opportunity to design from scratch a system embodying the new technology. If the early 

light curve history of a supernova event could be obtained, then information on the distance 

scale of the universe might be forthcoming.

Later developments in the field of robotic observing include telescopes manufactured 

by the Autoscope corporation. These instruments are claimed to be more productive than 

conventional observatory systems as users can observe via remote terminals, connected to 

a fully automatic control system.

The notion that the observer is not necessarrily required to be on site, has also
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prompted a number of remote observing projects with larger instruments. For example, 

on the New Technology (3.5 metre) Telescope located in Chile. This system is based on a 

permanently leased satellite link to ESO (European Southern Observatory), in Germany 

(Wallander, 1992).

2.10 LARGE TELESCOPES

The early techniques outlined for automating smaller telescopes are also applicable to 

larger instruments (Maran, 1967). During 1968, the Hale Observatories embarked on a 

research program ‘to develop a control system for operation on their various telescopes’. 

Residing within the philosophy of the Hale Observatory system, was a capability for adding 

new peripheral devices without disturbing any of the previously constructed hardware or 

software drivers. Since the relationship between control elements is highly flexible using a 

computer, the possibility of program crashes dictated the provision of independent hard

wired interlocks. Denison (1971) wrote, ‘software costs are not insigniflcant and adequate 

budgets must be made for programming’. In retrospect, we can see that understatement 

provides us with a salutary insight into some of the ensuing problems incurred during the 

development of computer controlled systems.

The Hale control system used a synchronous motor for tracking in RA, and a stepping 

motor for tracking in declination; both were driven from a computer controlled frequency 

source. Until the advent of more sophisticated digital interfaces for stepping motors, 

the development costs for the implementation of these devices was high. Further, in 

reply to a question on how to cope with accelerating the slewing motors, Denison (1971) 

wrote, ‘we will be able to accelerate in a relatively straightforward way... in fact by 

simply putting on the full power command’. From this we learn that velocity feedback, so 

necessary for maintaining a constant rate, had not been included in the control software. 

The requirements of automated control were beginning to expand the workload of the 

computer; software development on a large scale was starting to rear its ugly head.

In 1971 ESO reported (Laustsen and Malm, 1971) the flndings of a preliminary in

vestigation into the control of their 3.6 metre telescope. Here a design brief, including
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user-oriented philosophy as a starting point, was introduced. The manner in which the 

astronomer interfaces with the controls now became an important factor. Instead of ap

pending modules of further sophistication to existing systems by instalments, a hierarchy 

of user requirements and consequent engineering implications was planned at the outset.

Emerging from the introduction of setting under computer control, a need for slewing 

the telescope from one object to another automatically became essential to any improve

ment in efficiency. Whilst worm gears had traditionally provided the necessary precision 

for tracking and setting; rapid slewing via the worm was not considered efficient. Also, for 

large telescopes, worm gears incurred an extremely high cost. The dilemma was whether 

to have hybrid gear arrangements or a single alternative, i.e a worm for tracking and 

setting, and spur gears for slewing. Larger telescopes built during the mid-sixties and 

onwards, tend to use an arrangement of anti-backlash spur gears. This is essentially a 

large spur gear, situated on the axis of the telescope, driven by two trains of gears with a 

spring-linked opposition arrangement to take up any backlash in the meshing of the driv

ing mechanism. Another factor limiting the progress of digital servos during this period 

was the small dynamic range of the stepper motor. Typical drive frequencies were limited 

to 3Khz.

2.10.1 ANGLO-AUSTRALIAN TELESCOPE

This instrument has proved to be the most successful and efficiently run large telescope 

built to date. In 1971 BothweU outlined the computer subsystems for the AAT (Anglo- 

Australian telescope) control system. With the engineering choices then available, the 

computer still represented an auxiliary device to the main drive.

Using very accurately cut spur gears on the telescope axes, the designers’ intentions 

were to obviate problems such as control difficulties caused by the non-reversibility of 

worm drives and balancing. Each axis is driven by two trains of gears, independent 

of each other except for a spring loaded idler pinion which meshes with both trains to 

provide a pre-load to take up the backlash. The two motors powering each of these trains 

are printed circuit motors giving the full range of rates to each axis. This simplification
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of the electromechanics was a great improvement over multi-motored systems extant on 

large telescopes up until this period. Corrections for refraction, gear imperfections, and 

other mis-alignment errors were also included in the control solution.

One particular innovation tried on the AAT should be mentioned; the use of touch 

screens. Here the software provides a menu/console arrangement and the user activates 

particular highlighted functions as desired. With the almost universal familiarity that 

individuals now have with keyboards, it is not surprising that this attempt at a kinder user 

interface did not become more widely adopted. Utilizing the benefit of rationalizing I/O 

and standard hardware subsystems developed for nuclear physics research, the planners 

also took advantage of CAM AC (Computer Application to Measurement and Control) 

modules; using commercially available equipment interfaces was a big step away from the 

reputation for breakdowns which underpinned the arguments against automation.

2.10.2 TPO INT

One of the most important tools used for accurate telescope pointing was developed for 

the AAT. TPOINT (Wallace, 1975), which is now used at many observatories around the 

world, is an interactive telescope pointing system which allows positional data to be input 

to various models, generating error correction coefficients that can be used to calculate 

telescope position errors.

Although the AAT control system has always had a reputation second to none in the 

area of its pointing and tracking precision, a programme of research and development 

has supplied constant improvement to the drive performance. The ability to track for 

short periods without guiding has been identified as necessary for the efficient use of the 

instrument, and further refinement of the gear errors and the associated control software 

(Wallace, 1994) has resulted in continuing improvements in performance.

2.11 COMPUTER INTERFACES

Once larger telescopes were being controlled by one or more computers, the standardization 

of interfacing became an important factor in both reliability and development costs. ‘ At
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first glance the CAMAC interface seems expensive, but these costs have to be distributed 

over all the equipment to be interfaced. Furthermore no manpower is needed for the 

development of the mere exchange of signals’, wrote Shraml et al in 1983. As early as 

1972 CAMAC interfacing modules were being incorporated in telescope control systems at 

Cerro Tololo Observatory, (Aikens, 1975). For very large telescopes these devices provided 

a viable and quick hardware solution to interfacing problems. These devices also provided 

standard highways to enable the installation of peripherals on an observing determined 

configuration. With the universal use of LANS (Local Area Networks) in the present era, 

these facilities now seem cumbersome and slow.

2.12 MODULAR SOFTWARE

As various computer controlled systems were being implemented and evaluated, it became 

increasingly clear that a much larger input to the software effort was required than had 

otherwise been declared. Since radio astronomers require somewhat less precision in their 

pointing accuracy (typical beam widths of around 0.5 arcminutes) and have a tradition 

of working with plenty of electronic hardware around them, development of computer 

controlled drives for radio telescopes had some influence on optical telescopes.

An attempt to provide modular software for on-line telescope control, first applied to 

a radio telescope in the early 1970’s, (Moore and Rather, 1974), enabled the possibility 

of customizing typical control functions from a hardware point of view, and embedded 

them within the software as programming modules. This philosophy enables a potential 

reduction in hardware and plants the responsibility for control firmly in the lap of the 

computer. Here was an unambiguous declaration for implementing control via the custom 

design of a programming language called FORTH.

2.12.1 FORTH

FORTH is built on subroutine like procedures called ‘ words’. These are strung together to 

form a ‘dictionary’ of definitions which is the core of the language. Writing a program in 

FORTH consists of using previous definitions (both kernel and user definitions) to define
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new words. Once added to the language, control functions peculiar to the application and 

interface become as much a part of the language as any previously defined word. FORTH 

is a language which provides the programming and debugging speed of an interactive 

language with the execution speed of a compiled language. If the full speed of the machine 

is necessary, then FORTH usually has an assembler built in. An assembler vocabulary 

will typically take less than one kilobyte of memory, which gives some idea how sparing 

the memory can be. The most important point is that the interface between high level 

definitions and FORTH machine language is completely transparent to the programmer.

Although FORTH held some promise for a short while, it did not become widely 

adopted for telescope control because much faster disributed processing became commer

cially available.

2.13 CLOSED-LOOP POINTING ERROR CORRECTION

With the computer playing an ever increasing role in the control of telescopes, many of the 

problems of pointing peculiar to individual instruments were solved using custom config

ured hardware interfaces; this enabled a constant review of pointing errors without domi

nating the CPU. By 1980 the minicomputer was providing the opportunity of minimizing 

interface hardware. Using multitasking operating systems, various control functions can 

be operated concurrently, provided a real-time interrupt of the operating system can take 

place. A telescope must be able to command attention with priority above other tasks; 

e.g. if the tube approaches the horizon, current duties associated with tracking errors can 

be suspended whilst the more urgent control function is attended to. In earlier systems 

an external interlock would have been provided, leaving the computer unaware of why its 

current task had been suspended. It was now possible for the computer to provide all 

control functions, minimizing custom-built hardware costs. Also, the overhead incurred 

in task-to-task communication becomes one purely of software, rather than prescribed in 

hardware design. This represented a tremendous saving in hardware ‘plant’, and makes 

possible a greater unity in design approach.
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2.14 FRICTION DRIVES

During the late seventies the configuration of using a friction driven polar axle was suc

cessfully implemented by Melshimer (1980). It was not a completely new idea. Encoders 

on large telescopes often relied on friction linkage to the horseshoe or worm wheel. With 

the extremely high cost of worm driven axes and the problems of backlash in spur gears, 

a solution that would simplify and cut costs by a claimed factor of three was highly de

sirable. Telescopes such as the vintage Warner and Swasey 60-inch (built over the period 

1922-40) of Cordoba Observatory in Argentina, use a friction-driven declination axis; an 

indication that the idea had been considered at an earlier era. Prior to the DFM design 

of Melshimer, the Byers company of California had attempted to produce an equatorial 

mount incorporating a friction-driven polar axle during the early sixties. Noted for the 

excellence of their products, Byers’s difficulty in achieving the required precision in an 

open loop configuration eventually led to the abandonment of the project. The Ed Byers 

design incorporated a 36-inch diameter steel disc, heat treated, and ground to sixty Rock

well. Two rollers, one tenth the diameter of the main wheel, are spaced 120 degrees to the 

circumference. This then provides the main bearings to the polar axle, as well as friction 

drive transmission for precision movement of the axle. In discussions with the author, 

Byers reported that the main problems encountered with these early efforts were due to 

slippage between rollers, the eventual formation of a film on the contacting surfaces, and 

the constant possibility of sand or similar substances causing skidding. Companies such 

as C.W engineering, the French company Reosc of Paris and Questar, have all produced 

friction driven telescopes; the author has been unable to find reliable information on the 

performance of these systems.

The DFM system incorporates a similar layout to the Byers mount described above, 

but the drive uses a sophisticated closed loop computer control system. Combined with a 

well damped mount, a d.c. torque motor drives the primary wheel through one roller and 

the encoder is driven by the other. By situating the drive wheels as near as possible to 

the optical axes an extremely stiff mechanical structure is achieved. Problems associated 

with unwanted particle debris interfering with the wheel-to-roller contact, are obviated
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by enclosing the driving mechanisms in carefully sealed housings. Although Melshiemer 

claims that friction driven systems work better on large telescopes, to date its use has been 

largely confined to instruments not exceeding 3,5 metres, or limited to driving encoders 

on the bigger instruments. Reports of flats being generated on the drive wheel, roller 

contact alignment problems, and concern over scum accumulation have engendered some 

caution in the astronomical community at large. However, a detailed analysis by Kibrick 

and AUen (1990) of roller slippage on the Shane 3-meter telescope concluded that friction 

encoder linkages are capable of sub-second pointing accuracy as long as a sufficient num

ber of accurate fiducial markers are incorporated to allow frequent recalibration. It is a 

hybrid approach using friction and direct linked absolute encoding, which will eventually 

incorporate this technology into very large telescopes.

2.15 TELESCOPE CONTROL USING A MICROCOM

PUTER

The first attempt at controlling a telescope using a microcomputer was probably based 

on one of the most widely used 8 bit processors of its generation, the 6502 (Skillman, 

1981). Early versions ran at about 1 megahertz and this is too slow to generate software- 

controlled pulse trains fast enough for slewing stepper motors. Although the inclination 

was to integrate as much of the system as possible with software, technology at this end of 

the market was restricting these requirements. External devices to increment CPU timers 

and counters had to be incorporated in the interface design to provide the dynamic range 

necessary to resolve the desired precision.

With the advent of the ‘desk top’ microcomputer in the late 1970’s, the possibility of 

controlling small to medium sized telescopes began to be viable. These early machines did 

not incorporate facilities for running high level languages and were confined to 8-bit CPU’s. 

For the purposes of astronomical control, using a single processor of this size to handle 

arithmetic (typically up to 24 bits) was cumbersome; but by utilizing assembly language 

and fast arithmetic interfaces, a number of systems were built and commissioned. It is not
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clear from the published literature to what extent these early systems achieved precision 

pointing and tracking, which may be in part due to the lack of a standard test procedure. 

However, it soon became apparent that the prohibitive costs of computer hardware was 

falling rapidly. The use of industry controllers such as STDbus and Qbus etc, provided a 

route to off-the-shelf interfacing together with the prospect of software development using 

high level languages.

As with large scale systems, smaller ‘desk top’ based telescope automation gradually 

included modules of error correction such as compensating for refraction and mechanical 

flexure. These improvements were rapidly noticed by observers, as it was easier to assess 

the pointing accuracy; and in turn even better performance became desirable. Correction 

of periodic errors associated with the worm drive is yet another task for the new generation 

of control. Precision is now not only dependent on high mechanical performance, but on 

the measurement and correction of repeatable and transducerable errors.

The history and development of ‘desk top’ type computer control may have been 

initiated by lower costs, but the real impetus came from specific astronomical applications. 

Since photometry, as mentioned earlier, requires a great deal of routine object acquisition, 

and also involves considerable data collection, its automation by means of microprocessor 

control for small to medium sized instruments became obvious. If the observer could at 

least acquire objects under computer control, a greater number of observations could be 

made. If we consider that most research observations are made using small to medium size 

telescopes, then automation can provide much greater freedom for astronomers to think 

about their astronomy rather than setting the telescope. Although one might argue about 

the value of computerizing smaller telescopes, Abt (1980) has shown that for telescopes at 

Kitt Peak ranging in aperture from 0.4 to 2.1 metres, the most effective telescopes were 

the 0.4 metre instruments; this assessment was based on the number of papers pubhshed 

and the number of times these papers were cited per unit cost of annual expense.
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2.16 OPTIMIZING TELESCOPE DESIGN FOR COM

PUTER CONTROL

Whilst interfacing computer control to the RadclifFe telescope at the University of London 

Observatory has presented many difficulties peculiar to its vintage, it is typical of the 

complexity/performance characteristic of many retrofits; i.e. it was never designed for 

such modification.

More recent developments start with telescope mountings designed specifically for com

puter control. Aspects such as increasing the natural frequency of the structure so that 

the number of oscillations the structure makes due to such factors as gusts of wind or 

short and frequent pointing demands, take less time to dissipate. A large German mount

ing has a typical natural frequency of IHz, whilst a mounting specifically designed for a 

higher natural period of oscillation (usually a fork type) can achieve better than lOHz. 

If the designer is unavoidably confronted with a structure of low natural frequency, his 

only recourse is to employ (if possible) various damping techniques . This may reduce the 

speed of acquisition and increases servo/software complexity.

2.17 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TELESCOPES

The advent of a new generation of telescopes (up to 10 meters aperture) has promoted 

the development of technologies which enable accurate pointing and tracking for much 

larger structures. The use of friction drives on alt-azimuth mountings such as the Keck 

telescope, which incorporates no fewer than eight friction driven rollers in azimuth and four 

in elevation (Lewis et al, 1994), provides the opportunity to assess this form of control 

with all the resources that such a large project can offer. Although new telescopes of 

similar size to the AAT have incorporated friction drives, such as the Apache point 3.5m 

telescope (Owen et al, 1990), the published pointing error on the sky is not as good (3.9 

arcseconds) as that of the AAT (1.2 arcseconds, Wallace 1993).

An alternative approach to off-axis linkage, is the direct driven and encoded approach 

(Ravensbergen, 1994). Factors such as mechanical slippage are elliminated in this con-
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figuration, but the high cost of hollow shaft servos and encoders currently preclude its 

widespread use.

The ultimate cost of precision pointing and tracking by providing stiff structures for 

telescope mountings, may be reduced by incorporating inertial drives (Gillingham, 1990). 

This technique involves correcting the telescope position by means of supplementary drives 

which react against angular inertias in a manner similar to the use of reaction wheels on 

spacecraft; especially useful for compensating for the effects of wind buffeting which is 

applicable to all ground based telescopes.

Typical Drive systems incorporating VME based controllers linked to workstations 

now provide a high degree of flexibility for future upgrades, so important to the effective 

lifetime of any telescope.

It is now evident that the successful implementation of telescope pointing and tracking 

is as dependent on software modelling of the servo loop and telescope structure (Sirota, 

1994), as on the mechanical design of the telescope itself.
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chapter 3

THE RADCLIFFE TELESCOPE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the construction of the RadclifFe twin 24 /18-inch refractor which was 

built in 1901 and has been situated at ULO since 1938. Except for some modifications to 

the control of the original drive in 1974 operation of the instrument was largely unchanged 

until the upgrade described in this thesis.

An explanation of the Sir Howard Grubb chopping system is also given, and the chapter 

ends with a list of operational limitations for the telescope in its former drive configuration.

3.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TELESCOPE MOUNT

Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of the telescope taken circa 1970. The essential operation 

of the telescope at this time was basically the same as it had been since installation in 

1938.

The framework of the telescope mount (weighing approximately 6 tonnes) is in two 

parts as shown in figure 3.2. The lower casting contains the RA drive and some portion 

of the anti-friction counterbalance mechanism to the polar axle: (Figure 3.2 taken from 

Grubb’s original drawing, does not show the counterweight and associated lever which 

counteracts the downward force on the top polar axle rollers; it is situated at the foot of
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Figure 3.1. The Radcliffe telescope circa 1970, (ULO archive).
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Figure 3.2 shows a line drawing of the Radcliffe telescope mounting. 
(Engineering Volume XIIV., Page 630, 1906).
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the mount).

The upper casting of the mount supports the polar axle and is constructed of cast iron 

with a steel toe-piece at the lower end on to which are fitted a sector and silver engraved 

circle. At the upper end is an arrangement for friction relief of the polar axle. A very hard 

manganese-bronze ring has been shrunk onto the cast axle which has a conical face turned 

on it such that the lower face is horizontal, and against this face the counter-balanced 

roller runs. If a vertical line is drawn through the centre of the anti-friction roller until 

it intersects with the axis of rotation, it is (approximately) coincident with the centre of 

gravity of the whole moving portion of the assembly. Thus, virtually the entire weight of 

the moving section of the instrument can be carried (rests) on the roller , leaving minimal 

loading on the polar axle end bearings (Grubb, 1906).

The anti-friction roller is constructed in three parts, so that each section can creep 

on the other minimizing surface-to-surface skidding. Originally the whole system of triple 

rollers revolved on a live ring of hardened steel rollers, but these were replaced by Skefco 

ball bearings after the steel cylindrical rollers were found crushed on September 22, 1913 

(Rambaut, 1923). This system therefore cdlows most of the weight of the moving parts to 

be transferred from the mount to the telescope pier. Arrangements for the adjustment of 

altitude and azimuth are also provided at the base of the instrument.

Figure 3.2 also shows the declination axle which is constructed of cast iron and weighs 

approximately 5 tonnes. Friction at the tube end of the axle is relieved by a stirrup 

incorporating two rollers. When the telescope is six hours off the meridian, friction is 

countered by a lever (giving maximum relief at this position) which pulls the stirrup in 

the opposite direction to gravity. The lever is pivoted in a ball joint which allows lateral 

movement for other positions giving extra counterforce to one or other roller.

Axial restraint of the declination axle is accomplished by two hard manganese-bronze 

bevelled rings which have been shrunk into position at the cube of the crosshead. Between 

these bevelled rings, bevelled rollers are mounted from foundation plates attached to the 

cube, thereby providing back-to-back support to the axle. These rollers take all unbalanced 

end pressure, which is maximum at six hours oif the meridian.
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3.3 RIGHT ASCENSION DRIVE

3.3.1 THE SECTOR

Precision rotation of the polar axle is transmitted via a geared sector. The 30 degree 

sector (equivalent to 2 hours tracking) has a radius of 1.098 metres, which for all practical 

purposes gives it an uninterrupted tracking duration of only one and a half hours.

3.3.2 THE DRIVING  MOTION

Originally the tracking motion of the RA axis was provided by a gravity powered cen- 

trifugally governed clockwork drive based on a typically English layout similar to those 

described in chapter 2 and shown in figure 3.3. In the early 1930’s this was replaced by a 

mains three phase motor driving through a reduction gearbox.

The motion, as supplied by these respective driving mechanisms, was fine regulated by 

a Sir Howard Grubb sidereal seconds beating electromechanical chopping regulator which 

is shown in figure 3.4.

3.3.3 PENDU LUM  CONTROL OF THE TRACK ING  RATE

The chopping or pecking mechanism was designed by Sir Howard Grubb because clock 

drives powered by weights did not perform as well on larger telescopes. Scaling up the 

centrifugal governing mechanism to drive instruments with balanced payloads of several 

tonnes, reduced the response to variations in loading. Therefore the use of a pendulum- 

controlled mechanism provided a means of synchronising the final tracking output to the 

rate of a high precision regulator (pendulum-controlled clock); independent of variations 

due to loading.

ELECTRIC CONTACTS ON PENDULUMS

A requirement to synchronize timekeeping for the railways encouraged the technology that 

enabled electrical contacts to be fitted to pendulums; slave dials, or repeaters, could be
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Figure 3.3 shows the original RA centrifugal drive.
The lower photograph shows the declination tangent arm and screw 

prior to installation at Oxford (ULO archive).
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Figure 3.4 shows the original Radcliffe telescope RA electromagnetic
fine regulating drive mechanism.
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connected to one time standard. It also allowed Sir Howard Grubb to take advantage of 

the precision of a mechanical regulator via an electric pulse.

The author has been unable to identify the original Radcliffe Observatory regulator, 

which may have had electrical contacts fitted with the installation of the telescope. How

ever, when the University of London Observatory received the telescope from Oxford, it 

included a Synchronome sidereal observatory regulator.

Invented in 1895 (Hope-Jones, 1923) these pendulum-controlled clocks were not pow

ered by clockwork, but by an electrical impulse every half minute. As the pendulum 

beat seconds, a very fine lever with ruby pallets incremented a thirty-tooth scape wheel. 

When the wheel had completed one revolution, a set of electrical contacts activated an 

electromagnetic actuator to give a half minute impulse to the pendulum. Sensitivity to 

variations in temperature were accounted for by using a pendulum rod of invar. Since the 

ideal mechanical regulator should have a totally free pendulum, the Synchronome system 

incorporated much greater detachment from its impulsing source than clocks using an 

escapement (typically impulsed every second).

The Radcliffe sidereal regulator dates from 1925, and represented state of the art dis

tributed timekeeping. Used until 1974 to impulse the Grubb chopping mechanism, it was 

capable of maintaining a rate of one second per week. It could also provide synchronized 

sidereal time throughout the observatory by impulsing slave dials.

3.3.4 THE CH O PPING  M ECHANISM

Figure 3.5 shows a schematic representation of the chopping arm. A pair of coils attract 

the pivoted arm towards the V-sprocket wheel every sidereal second.

The V-sprocket wheel is able to rotate independently on shaft A, such that left alone 

it rotates with shaft A. If the chopper causes the wheel to rotate with respect to its 

supporting shaft (A), then electric contacts register the direction of rotation by means of 

slip rings attached to shaft A.

If the period during which the arm pointer remains in the V-slot is too short, then any 

change in the position of the V-slotted wheel with respect to shaft A is not corrected as
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much as it could be. Conversely, if the chopping arm does not stay clear of a V-sprocket 

for long enough during the one second cycle, then it will fail to avoid the lagging edge of 

the sprocket.

Although the synchronome regulator provides the seconds impulse, the duration that 

the power is held on the activating coils is determined by an intermediate relay. This has 

adjustments for the mark-space-ratio, such that the chopping action is optimized.

Tracking corrections (either advance or retard) are then relayed to the differential gears 

situated on shaft A (figure 3.6).

THE DIFFERENTIAL GEARS

Two pairs of differential gears (one pair for guiding and one pair for tracking corrections) 

allow the final output of shaft A to be advanced or retarded by solenoid operated band 

brakes acting on the plates supporting the planetary differential pinions. If the differential 

linkage is left to rotate with the supporting shaft (A), then no change to the final output 

of shaft A is made. Conversely, if the planetary pinions are restricted in their orbit around 

shaft A (by means of the associated band brake), they start to rotate and therby impose 

a change to the final shaft velocity of shaft A. If the three phase motor is slow, output 

at B is increased by introducing the advance differential until the sprocket wheel regains 

its former position. Retardation is accomplished by introducing the corresponding set of 

differentials which slows down the final output.

The second pair of planetary differential gears provide fine guiding. By pressing buttons 

on the handset the observer introduces one of the differentials which add or subtract 3 

arcseconds per second to the final output, thereby allowing guiding.

Since the intention was to design a purpose built instrument for astrometric photog

raphy, small vibrations introduced by varying the rate of the governing mechanism could 

be avoided by using differential gears. Earlier systems had suffered from the blurring of 

photographic images whilst attempting to guide for long exposures. The main feature of 

this system is that it increases or diminishes the rate at which the driving worm rotates, 

without interfering with the rate of the driving clock; in the case of the synchronous motor
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Figure 3.6 shows the original layout of the Radcliffe RA drive.
(ULO archive).
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electrical control might have been introduced, but was not, presumably on the grounds of 

simplicity. No facility to vary the track or guide rate was available to the observer. Fine 

regulation of the pendulum controlled clock which impulsed the chopping mechanism gave 

some adjustment of the track rate, but was difficult to implement.

3.3.5 SETTING  AN D SLEW ING

A fine setting rate could be activated by means of an electric motor situated as indicated 

in figure 3.6. Under track or guide, the disc supporting the planetary pinions of the 

relevant differential are held stationary (by band brakes) to advance or retard the drive. 

By driving the coarse milled edge (band) of one of the differential discs with an electric 

motor, a much faster motion is superimposed onto the final drive. This was achieved by 

bringing a leather pinion, driven by the electric motor, into contact with the edge of the 

differential disc when the set rate was required.

Slew is implemented by unclamping the axis and turning a large contrate wheel via a 

pinion to which a hand-wheel is attached.

3.3.6 RIGH T ASCENSION CLAMP

By turning a T-shaped handle clockwise, the sector is clamped to the polar axle. Since the 

sector is restrained by the worm, the telescope axle is undamped by freeing it from the 

sector. The action of turning the clamp handle clockwise screws the outer shaft towards 

the axis of rotation. Contained within the shaft is a hardened steel dog, whose furthermost 

end tightens against a steel collar situated at the end of the polar axle. The whole assembly 

originally supported a 44 kilogram weight which counterbalanced the sector about the RA 

axis of rotation.
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3.4 DECLINATION DRIVE

In keeping with its vintage, the original RadcliflFe telescope declination drive utilizes a 

tangent arm and micrometer screw (figure 3.7). This provides a total traverse of 3.3 

degrees. Operation of the slow motion for guiding and setting was via a hand-operated 

rod, situated at the breech end of the tube. A system of universal couplings diverted the 

rotary motion to a pair of bevelled gears connecting the screw (at right angles) to the rod.

3.4.1 TAN G EN T ARM , CLAMP AN D  SCREW .

The tangent arm (figure 3.3) has a radius of 1.22 metres. It is constructed of cast steel 

in the form of an open framework. When the declination axle is undamped the clamp 

disengages the top end of the sector from the declination cross arm. This allows the sector 

and tube (connected via the tangent screw) to rotate in declination.

The declination clamp consists of a threaded shaft which tightens onto a brake-shoe. 

When the declination axle is clamped, the tangent arm is held to the crossarm, and 

therefore the telescope can only move in declination via the tangent screw. A system of 

rods and universal joints allows operation of the clamp at the breech end.

The tangent screw is made of hardened steel with machined ends for running in 

phosphor-bronze plain bearings. The original assembly incorporated adjustable end pivots 

to take up end play. However, considerable backlash was experienced with this arrange

ment if the end pivots were not frequently adjusted (§5.2.2).

Attached to the tangent arm via a double hinged link, the threaded block (nut) remains 

tangential to the declination axis. It consists of two threaded sections which can be rotated 

and clamped with respect to each other. This allows fine adjustment to the fit of the screw 

and split block.

3.5 MODIFICATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL DRIVE

In 1974 some modifications were made to the original electromechanical control to enable 

more convenient use of the instrument and to improve reliability. These included the
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Figure 3.7 shows the declination tangent screw arrangement 
fitted with d.c. electric motor (1974).
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following features;

• A quartz crystal sidereal seconds generator to replace pendulum control of the one 

second chopper.

• A new guide and set d.c. electric motor offering four preset rates in RA.

• The introduction of electrically operated guide and set rates in declination.

• An early warning and automatic cut out to the drive for the sector.

Difficulties with the mark-space-ratio relay between the pendulum and the chopper 

eventually led to the introduction of solid state control. Replacement of the complicated 

contact arrangement and its attendant adjustments proved too difficult to undertake. 

Simple TTL (transistor transistor logic) circuitry was by this time commonly available 

and was relatively easy to implement.

A pair of d.c. motors were used to provide slow motions in both axes. Thyristor 

control of the preset d.c. voltages to enable guiding and setting rates to be obtained over 

four user selectable rates was also included.

An accident in which the sector ran off the end of the worm during October 1973 ini

tiated the introduction of a cut-out device, which was included in the 1974 improvements. 

The various circuitry and power supplies for this system were housed in a 19-inch rack 

situated in the mount. These improvements gave the telescope the ability to work reliably 

within the performance boundaries of the original control system.



3.6 LIMITATIONS OF CHOPPER CONTROLLED RA  

DRIVE

In summary, the principle limitations of the Grubb chopper controlled RA driving system 

are given below:

• Track rate not easily changed.

• Fixed set rate (two set rates available after 1974),

• Complex electromechanical contacts needing frequent maintenance.

The sector was rewound by hand and had the following disadvantages:

• SAFETY: Even if undamped when rewinding the sector, residual friction in the 

RA clamp can cause the telescope to move risking collision.

• Possible interruption and thus premature curtailment of observation with loss of 

position.

3.7 LIMITATIONS OF DECLINATION DRIVE

• Hand operated (powered guide and set rates after 1974).

• No track rates available.

• Backlash in bevelled gears to tangent screw.

• Severe problems of backlash in the bearings supporting the tangent screw.
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C hapter 4

DRIVING THE POLAR AXLE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Within the boundaries set by the project brief and basic engineering policy, (§1.4), limita

tions imposed by the original mechanical layout have prompted a new approach to driving 

a polar axle connected to a sector drive.

Whilst the ability to acquire objects under automatic control is fundamental to modern 

practice, the use of a sector is not. By definition, the limited extent of the sector (two 

hours), precludes continuous powered slewing and interrupts tracking. However, if the 

observer can hand slew the telescope under microprocessor control to a prescribed window 

(±30 arcminutes), then the control system can automatically clamp the telescope and 

complete the acquisition sequence (§6.7.3). Rewinding the sector automatically can be 

implemented by means of an additional clamping arrangement to the polar axle (§1.5.1), 

and this also enables re-acquisition of the target.

In addition to providing powered operation of the existing RA clamp and sector, it has 

therefore been necessary to introduce a calliper action clamp and an optical shaft encoder 

to the polar axle.

This chapter includes under its title, descriptions of the new mechanisms designed to 

rotate, clamp and encode the polar axle as an integrated approach to this aspect of the 

project.
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4.1.1 REW IN D IN G  THE SECTOR

If at the end of its traverse the sector is disengaged from the polar axle (via the existing 

RA clamp) and the polar axle can be held stationary by an additional clamping system 

(Calliper Clamp), the sector can then be rapidly rewound under power. Once the rewound 

sector is reconnected to the polar axle (via the existing RA clamp) and the polar axle is 

released by the Calliper Clamp, the sector can be resynchronized to its former tracking 

position over the short tracking distance lost by the rewind cycle (typically 80 seconds).

Without the use of an additional polar axle clamping system rewinding the sector is 

subject to the following constraints:

• If the telescope is clamped during rewind, then the worm and sector are subject to 

the load incurred by the entire moving part of the telescope. Rapid rewind under 

power would therefore cause unecessary wear to the worm and sector. It would also 

prevent the possibility of track resynchronization, as the telescope will have moved 

(by the distance equivalent to the length of the sector rewind) away from the target.

• If the RA axis is left undamped during rewind, residual friction in the RA clamp 

or imbalance across the RA axis may cause uncontrolled movement of the telescope; 

this possibilty is unsafe.

Therefore, to accomplish safe and rapid rewinding, it is necessary to disconnect the 

polar axle from the sector via the RA clamp and hold the polar axle stationary whilst this 

process takes place. Further, the angular position of the axle, as opposed to the sector, is 

needed for HA (hour angle) to be detected. This therefore precludes open-loop operation 

of the drive (with the proviso that large slews involve unclamping the sector from the 

polar axle, and slewing the telescope by hand) as a means of position display, i.e, counting 

pulses to the motor.

4.2 ROTATION OF THE POLAR AXLE

The RA drive is a mechanism whose basic function is to impart to the polar axle a rotation 

whose angular velocity or mean rate is such that the axis completes one revolution in 24
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sidereal hours. This enables the telescope to track celestial objects whose apparent motion 

is caused by the Earth’s rotation. Within the context of modern control techniques, 

provision for considerably varying the speed may also be included. Although the mean 

rate is constant over extended periods, it is found in practice that at any instant the rate 

can be varied from its previous value on a timescale of tenths of a second. Corrections 

for the effects of atmospheric refraction, misalignment of the polar axis, and inherent 

mechanical errors within the telescope structure can effect the apparent position of any 

celestial object being tracked. If the control system can compensate for these variations 

with a sufficiently fast response, then it allows integrating detector systems to provide 

sharper images over extended exposure times,

4.2.1 M ECHANICAL TRACKING PRECISION  

PERIODIC WORM ERROR.

If we look at the angular position of the worm and make a comparison of time against 

distance, the ideal plot will be a straight line function. In practice a quasi-sinusoidal error 

is encountered due to inaccuracies in the worm gear (figure 10,3), Therefore, the period 

of this error is equivalent to the time taken for one complete revolution of the worm gear. 

If the peak-to-peak value of the sinusoid exceeds the full width half maximum (FWHM) 

for the average seeing disc of objects observed with the instrument in question, then 

corrections to flatten this error are necessary. At Mill Hill, the average value of FWHM 

is between three and four seconds of arc. By taking a number of trailed plates (with the 

original RA drive) it was found that the periodic tracking error of the worm was within 

±3 seconds of arc,

MESHING OF WORM AND SECTOR.

Three plain bearing blocks support the worm axle. Since the new RA drive mechanics 

incorporates the original worm bearings, but is mounted on a new baseplate, careful 

measurement of the bearing block positions relative to the sector have been necessary. 

Any departure from the original position of the worm to the sector is not conductive
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to maintaining precision as the two components have a mutual wear profile. Changing 

the existing mesh position will also enhance the wear characteristic which will eventually 

increase the periodic error, i.e. The shape of the gears will change.

4.2.2 DESIG N CRITERIA FOR THE N EW  RA DRIVE

The criteria chosen as essential to the basic specification were based on the following 

requirements;

• Power rewind of the sector.

• Automatic lubrication of worm and sector mesh.

• The provision of a complete range of track, guide, set, and slew speeds.

4.2.3 NEW  RA DRIVE SUB-ASSEM BLY

Figure 4.1 shows the worm with its original shaft and plain bearing blocks mounted on the 

new baseplate. The position of the worm with respect to the sector and the underside of 

the original one piece cast baseplate was carefully measured, and the new bearing blocks 

now reproduce the position of the original mesh. A primary shaft takes power from one of 

two stepping motors. This shaft connects with the worm shaft via the two bronze gears 

from the original drive. The motors are connected to the primary shaft through Warner 

electromagnetic clutches. The smaller motor provides track and guide rates, and the larger 

motor set and slew rates.

The primary shaft utilizes a pair of RHP EP7 high precision radial bearings (drawings 

M12 and M13, Appendix A). A 50:1 reduction gearbox is connected to the smaller motor 

providing a final resolution of 59.29 pulses per arcsecond at the optical axis. The set 

and slew motor drives the primary shaft 1:1 via a timing belt mounted on a concentric 

electroclutch (equivalent to a resolution of 1.1858 pulses per arcsecond). The rubber 

timing belt also aids mechanical damping, especially at low stepping rates.

Daily lubrication of the worm and sector has been one aspect of the routine main

tenance now automated. By incorporating a cyclic lubricating system, the quantity and
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Figure 4.1 shows the original worm shaft and plain hearings fitted to 
the new base plate for the RA drive, together with cyclic lubricator and 

sump. The lower photograph shows the sub-assembly complete with
track/guide and set/slew motors.
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Figure 4.2 shows the new RA drive assembly installed in the telescope 
mounting. The photograph also shows the limit switch pod (associated 

with the sector), together with the standby rewind shaft protruding 
to the left of the new base plate.
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frequency of lubrication becomes automatically proportional to usage. The oil reservoir 

has been fitted with a float switch such that a low lubricant reserve can generate an in

terlock to the control system. An oil sump situated on the underside of the worm collects 

surplus lubricants draining off the worm.

4.2.4 W ORM  MESH AN D  SECTOR SLIDE

There are two adjustments available to position the mesh of the worm and sector. This is 

accomplished by means of a second baseplate which is mounted on the main baseplate.

The first adjustment allows the main baseplate to slide into and away from the sector, 

with sufficient traverse to enable the worm to be completely disengaged from the sector 

when necessary.

The second adjustment enables the sector to be bedded onto its slide (situated on 

the underside of the sector’s circumference) by means of an adjustable way located onto 

the corresponding face of the sector. Elongated holes allow the smaller baseplate (which 

carries the sector guide) to be moved independently along the axis corresponding to the 

radius of the sector.

Figure 4.1 shows the sector guide (situated above the worm) which restrains the sector 

from lifting off the bottom slide and thereby out of mesh with the worm. Originally this 

device was positioned with bolts providing a dead fit. Fine positioning is now available 

by mounting the guide on a sliding sub-plate with bolts to adjust pressure on the sector.

4.3 POWERED OPERATION OF THE RA CLAMP

Electric operation of the RA clamp was achieved by replacing the original counterweight 

to the sector with a d.c. motor and gearbox. Manual override of the new powered system 

was also incorporated as fundamental to the design approach.

4.3.1 THE CLAM PING M ECHANISM

Figure 4.3 shows a photograph of the new assembly. The existing ‘T ’ shaped lever clamps 

the polar axle to the sector when it is rotated through 180 degrees. A coarse screw thread
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contained within the shaft of the lever provides a downward motion onto the brake-shoe 

when clamping. This lever has been connected to a quarter h.p. 12 volt d.c. motor driving 

through a 250:1 reduction gearbox. Since the brake shoe is held against the polar axle 

by the action of the screw, a self aligning and longitudinal linkage has been devised to 

connect the shaft of the gearbox to the travelling ‘T ’ shaped lever. Heavy duty industrial 

limit switches are used to register the traverse of the clamp. A cam attached to the 

handles provides fine adjustment for the desired limit position. These are backed up by 

over current protection to the motor in the case of failure. By removing a pin in the 

self-aligning linkage, manual operation of the clamp can be recovered, A chain connects 

the pin to a notice offering the user instructions on how to clamp the telescope by hand, 

i.e. Remove the pin.

The bracket supporting the motor and gearbox has been constructed so that the total 

moment of the new assembly is just under that of the old counterweight (figure 3.2). 

Fine balance of the assembly about the polar axle is provided by two supplementary lead 

weights which slide on the underside of the new bracket.

4.4 CALLIPER CLAMP

4.4.1 INTRO DUCTIO N

The success of this project depends critically on preserving the positional integrity of the 

floating polar axle during the rewinding sequence. It is well known that clamping per se 

causes intrinsic disturbance. Following personal communication with engineers at other 

observatories, it became clear that a fully satisfactory solution to the problem had not 

yet been attained. The design to be described represents substantial progress towards a 

resolution of this difficulty.

The Calliper Clamp is a device whose function is to hold the polar axle stationary whilst 

the sector is rewound. If the telescope can be held in a known (stationary) position, then 

the sector can be disconnected from the polar axle (by means of the original RA clamp), 

and re-acquisition of the object after rewinding can be made possible.
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Figure 4.3 shows the new RA clamp actuator fitted to the opposing side 
of the sector and substituting the original counterbalance weight.
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T h e r e f o r e  t h e  e s s e n c e  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n  i s  t o  p r o v i d e  a  s e c o n d  c l a m p  
t o  t h e  p o l a r  a x l e  i n  a  m a n n e r  a n a l o g o u s  t o  a  d i s c  hrake^ w h o s e  a c t i o n  
i s  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  p o l a r  a x l e .  T h i s  a c t i o n  m u s t  he g e n t l e  y e t  p o s i t i v e ,  s o  
t h e  e f f e c t  o f  c o n s e q u e n t i a l  t r a n s v e r s e  f o r c e s  a r e  k e p t  b e l o w  t h e  c r i t i c a l  
t h r e s h o l d .

4.4.2 CALLIPER CLAMP DESIG N CRITERIA

The polar axle of the RadclifFe telescope consists of a rough cast iron tapered shaft approx

imately 2.5 metres long. At the top end, a manganese-bronze machined bearing surface 

(concentric with the axis of rotation) rests on a system of counterbalanced bearings. The 

south end comprises a plain bearing situated in a self-aligning housing fixed to the mount. 

The design criteria listed below are based on a clamping arrangement which does not 

deflect the counterbalanced polar axle away from its prescribed position:

• The clamp must prevent the axle from rotating whilst the sector is rewinding.

• The clamping action must not disturb the axle; forces out of the radial plane may 

move the axle and thereby change its attitude. Hysteresis within the counterbal

anced bearing system will not permit repeatable recovery, in which case track re

synchronization is not possible.

• The solution adopted cannot include dismantling or re-machining of the polar axle, 

as the size and weight of these components are too large in relation to the resources 

available.

• A modular approach to the design of the carriage in order to minimize workshop 

effort.

4.4.3 AN ASSESSM ENT OF THE EFFECTS OF CLAM PING

A series of tests were made to assess the forces necessary to disturb the polar axle. It was 

found that the polar axle was most sensitive to a force applied at a parallel attitude to the
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axis of rotation and in the same plane as the pad action of the proposed Calliper Clamp. 

Forces out of this position were found to be less sensitive.

MEASUREMENT OF DEFLECTION

An evaluation was carried out using the arrangement shown in figure 4.4. A plate was 

clamped to the axle and a simple lever used to apply known loadings. Deflections were 

detected (as the weights were applied) using a dial gauge and by observing a star field at 

the eyepiece.

A dialgauge is a device similar to a small clock with a spring loaded plunger (stylus) 

projecting at the bottom. Very slight upward pressure on the plunger moves the indicating 

hand clockwise around the scale which is generally arranged to indicate fiftieths of a 

millimetre. By setting the plunger midway along its traverse and rotating the movable 

scale to read zero, movement in either direction along the axis of the plunger can be 

detected. No attempt was made to measure the magnitude of deflection, only the force 

required to cause detectable movement.

However the hysteresis encountered during recovery of the counterbalanced bearings 

after release of the minimum force for deflection was estimated by using an eyepiece in

corporating a graticule. Movements imposed on the polar axle caused a star centred on 

the crosswires to shift. Release of the loading on the polar axle effected limited recovery. 

Estimates of the accuracy of recovery were calculated by reference to the graticule (cali

brated in millimetres) and the plate scale (30 arcsecs per millimetre). The results of the 

tests to measure the sensitivity to loading of the polar axle are given below.

• THE MINIMUM FORCE CAUSING DEFLECTION OF THE POLAR AXLE IS 

41kg.

• TARGET RECOVERY ERROR; expressed as a percentage of maximum deflection 

is approximately 30%
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Figure 4.4 shows the polar axle deflection test configuration.
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4.4.4 A SCHEME FOR THE CLAM PING ACTION

By empirical measurement it was determined that the polar axle could tolerate an applied 

force of no greater than 41kg in the position indicated in figure 4.4 without detectable 

movement. On the basis of these tests it was therefore decided that a calliper action 

clamp might be introduced in order not to disturb the polar axle whilst clamping. The 

first task was to introduce a machined clamping face to the polar axle, and the second 

to establish the location of the proposed clamping assembly. The position of the clamp 

was chosen on the basis of accessibility to the area between the polar axle bearings and 

the convenience in fixing the assembly with minimum alteration to the mounting. From 

the scheme described it can be deduced that any clamping action of a machined surface 

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the axle, if contained in a counterbalanced carriage, 

will result in radial restraint only. In theory this scheme looked good, but in practice a 

number of difficulties were encountered.

4.4.5 IN TRO DUC ING  A DISC TO THE POLAR AXLE.

The first stage in the implementation of the Calliper Clamp was made by clamping a steel 

disc onto the polar axle. As the polar axle is tapered and in section is oblate, fixing was 

not straightforward. Access to the ends of the polar axle to position a disc between the 

axle bearings involves major disassembly. The disc was therefore designed in two parts. 

The surface of the axle was also pitted, so a snug fitting collar was not possible. Instead 

a two piece annular disc mounted on adjustable studs was implemented. Figure 4.5 shows 

a schematic representation of the annular disc.

The two halves of the disc are pulled together over the axle using M8 capheads tapped 

into the disc. Six adjustable equi-spaced studs support the annular disc on the axle. The 

studs are tightened down onto the axle by M8 capheads thereby allowing for the oblate 

section of the axle. Adjustment of the studs enables the disc to be positioned concentric 

to the axis of rotation of the axle.
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Figure 4.5 shows a schematic section of the method of support for the 
two part Calliper Clamp disc. Note that the studs allow fixing to a 

non-circular tapered polar axle.
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STUD TO AXLE CONTACT

To overcome the shape and surface characteristics of the axle, hard copper blocks were 

introduced between each stud and the surface of the axle. A mean value for the radius 

and taper of the axle was calculated and this was used to dimension the underside of the 

copper support blocks.

As the adjusting screws tighten down onto the studs, the blocks are compressed onto 

the axle. The blocks are made of hard copper which allows for a small amount of spreading 

on contact between the block and the axle. This results in a more effective surface to 

surface contact characteristic.

CONCENTRICITY AND PERPENDICULARITY

Whilst the clamping action takes place, it should be remembered that the axle and there

fore the disc are stationary. If this were not the case, then the disc would have to be both 

perpendicular and concentric to the axis of rotation. Owing to the extreme non-circularity 

and surface characteristics of the polar axle, fixing a braking medium true to the axis of 

rotation was not practical (variations of up to 5mm in diameter for any given section along 

the taper). For the purposes of a stationary machined clamping face, perfect alignment is 

not necessary as long as the clamping pads incorporate self-alignment.

4.4.6 PO SITIO N ING  THE DISC

A ring was scribed around the axle (by rotating the telescope in RA) in the desired position 

for the disc. Then two halves of the disc were assembled across the polar axle, and the six 

studs locating on their respective copper blocks were put into position using the scribed 

line. By carefully adjusting the cap-head screws above each stud, concentricity to within 

±2mm was achieved.

A further set of adjustments to improve the perpendicularity were also made. This 

involved carefully tapping the copper blocks into position and repeatedly monitoring the 

procedure using a dial gauge. In this instance the plunger was set against the disc face 

such that movement toward or away from the zero (mid) position could be measured. The
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disc was reversed back and forth until final positioning was accomplished. The maximum 

value for swash (non perpendicularity of the disc faces to the axis of rotation) is ±2mm. 

The studs were then finally tightened down onto the blocks. Tell-tale varnish was applied 

around the block to axle join to monitor any movement in the final seating. No movement 

has been detected since installation.

4.4.7 CALLIPER ACTION OF THE CLAM PING A R R A N G EM EN T

Figure 4.6 shows a schematic arrangement of the calliper action.

If pad 1 is actuated in the direction A, then as soon as it contacts the disc, the clamping 

carriage as a whole will move in the direction indicated at B. Eventually pad 2 will contact 

the disc and initiate compression against its spring. Thus the difference in the relative 

forces of pad 1 and pad 2 to the disc faces is equivalent to the following factors;

• The friction in the linear bearings.

• The difference between the weight of the carriage and the carriage counterbalance 

weights.

4.4.8 CO UNTERBALANCING  THE CARRIAGE

Because the polar axle is not horizontal and is in fact inclined at an angle of approxi

mately 51.4 degrees (latitude) , the carriage is counterbalanced by a simple pulley and 

weight system. The total weight of the carriage is 262kg, and by trial and error coun

terbalance weights of 241kg have been found to be the optimum necessary to accomplish 

smooth recovery of the carriage position. Ideally, the carriage bearings and the counter

weight system should be frictionless. This would then allow an extremely small imbalance 

between the weight of the carriage and the counterweight. Subtracting the weight of the 

counterweight from that of the carriage, we get an imbalance of 21kg. In effect it is this 

value which is equivalent to the introductory force imposed on one side of the disc when 

clamping takes place. From 4.4.3. we can see that this represents approximately half the 

maximum permissible force necessary to disturb the polar axle.
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Figure 4.6 shows a schematic representation of the pad  action 
during calliper clamping.
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4.4.9 PAD TO DISC REGISTRATION

Because the disc faces are not perpendicular to the polar axle axis of rotation, self-aligning 

clamping pads have been incorporated into the design. Although the disc is stationary 

when clamping takes place, the position (HA) of the disc with respect to the pads is 

arbitrary. Therefore heavy duty universal couplings connect the pads to their respective 

shafts. Attention to minimizing play in these couplings has been given so that precise 

clamping can be achieved (drawing M40, Appendix A).

It is also important that no ‘pinching’ action takes place at the stage in the clamping 

sequence when the pads first contact the disc. From this point in the cycle to final seating 

of the pads, an undue radial influence on the disc will disturb the position of the axle. 

Any pinching effect might cause the disc to rotate by a small amount. If this occurred the 

datum for repositioning the telescope would be lost.

PAD TO DISC FRICTION COEFFICIENT

If the coefficient of friction between the materials used for the pads and disc is high, then 

the pinching effect will be enhanced. By using a combination of phosphor-bronze for the 

pads and hard chromed steel for the annular disc, frictional effects during the initial stages 

of clamping are minimized. However this arrangement does require a much higher final 

clamping force to compensate for a lower frictional coefficient.

4.4.10 THE CLAM PING ACTION

The clamping action is provided by a 12v d.c. motor driving a screw-jack linear actuating 

mechanism. This powers pad A (lower pad, figure 4.7) into the south side of the disc. 

Pad B, (upper pad, figure 4.7) which approaches the disc from the north side, is counter

sprung using a combination of two springs. Careful attention has been given to ensuring 

coincident linear action of the two shafts supporting the pads, thereby preventing any 

twisting moment across the face of the disc.

The primary (low rate) spring provides a compressive force of 50kg per 12mm. It also 

allows a sufficiently low seating force over the distance represented between initial contact
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Figure 4.7 shows the Calliper Clamp and (hsc installed across the
polar axle.
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and complete contact. A second spring (high rate) rated at 500kg per 12mm provides 

the compression necessary for final clamping. Arrangements for pre-setting the tension on 

each spring are incorporated into the pad B shaft so that the total traverse of the clamping 

action can be minimized.

LINEAR ACTUATING MECHANISM

Translating the rotary motion of the electric motor and gearbox into linear motion has been 

based on a simple screw-jack principle. The gearbox output powers the outer internally 

threaded shaft, which mates with a matched externally cut thread on the internal shaft.

Further along the inner shaft, a pair of double edged precision guides are used to 

maintain linear motion. These run in a phosphor-bronze collar, cut with keyways to 

accommodate the slides. A buttress thread has been specified as the preferred form to 

provide maximum strength in the direction of clamping. Since high torques are also 

experienced within the mechanism when unclamping occurs, a pair of back-to-back angular 

contact bearings have been used. An internal bore of 65mm allows the outer shaft to run 

smoothly within this arrangement.

UNCLAMPING

Smooth separation of the pads is also important in maintaining the stationary position of 

the polar axle. Ensuring that the carriage ‘tips the balance’ with respect to the counter

weights provides a gentle retreat of the pads from the disc. Any sudden change in loading 

on the disc may cause unwanted disturbance to the telescope mount. Ideally, the clamping 

faces of the pads should be parallel with the disc faces when unclamping is complete. This 

then minimizes any re-alignment of the pads to that required by the swash of the disc. To 

prevent the effects of stiction causing an undue amount of misalignment of the pads when 

the clamping surfaces separate, it is essential that contacting elements are kept clean.
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LIMIT SWITCHES

Two pieces of information are required by the control system; clamped and undamped. 

Each condition is provided with a separate limit and extreme limit. The heavy duty 

industrial type limit switches are situated as near as possible to the critical element in 

question; i.e. the clamping and unclamping microswitches might solely be actuated by pad 

A, but this only implies the condition of pad B. For the clamped condition, the position 

of pad B relative to the compression springs on its supporting shaft provides more direct 

information. Conversely, situating a limit at the position corresponding to the undamped 

condition for pad A, aids the prevention of over retraction of the supporting linear actuator 

and reduces the possibility of mechanical collision. Adjustable cams are provided for all 

four limit switches, and thereby enable fine positioning of the two conditions. Figure 4.7 

shows the entire assembly, including both pads, the universal couplings and the supporting 

shafts.

The two Wedge shaped cams that register the undamped and extreme undamped 

condition are situated on the back face of the universal coupling together with their corre

sponding limit switches. Behind the top cross-support a conical shaped cam provides the 

clamped and extreme clamped switching motion via the two opposing limit switches. In 

this case, the extreme limit is mounted further out from the cam so that actuation only 

occurs after the clamped limit has failed to operate.

4.4.11 M ODULAR CARRIAGE DIM ENSIONS

Figure 4.7 also shows the construction of the carriage assembly. RHP linear bearings 

comprising two parallel shafts with four matched linear bearing blocks provide the basis 

of the assembly. To simplify the design and fabrication, a further two 50mm diameter rods 

have been incorporated to form the framework of the carriage. A series of cross-supports 

complete the structure and support the servo mechanism and pad assemblies. The two 

widest cross-supports form the most complex variant, whilst all other cross-supports are 

designed as dimensional subsets of these two components. Dimensioning at the stage of 

detailing, and subsequent machine setting was thereby kept to a minimum.
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4.5 ENCODING THE POLAR AXIS

4.5.1 IN TR O D U C TIO N

Ideally the telescope position sensors should be placed in close proximity to the optical 

axis of the telescope. However, in practice the polar axle encoder is situated as near 

to the intersection with the declination axle as is practicable. Once a position feedback 

sensor is calibrated so that its output can be converted into positional information, the 

sensor will automatically correct for any systematic errors from the motor shaft up to the 

position feedback sensor. Information on errors generated between the position sensor and 

the focal plane cannot be derived from the encoder. These errors, such as tube flexure 

and collimation, may be modeled by the command computer. Therefore the smaller the 

distance between the encoder and the focal plane, the smaller the errors left undetected 

by the positional transducer.

BEI Motion Systems Company incremental optical encoders have been used, largely 

because a spare encoder for the Allen telescope was available to start development. Fur

ther, compatibility with the Allen telescope was thought to be an advantage to the general 

interests of the Observatory. Given the resources high count devices requiring minimal 

gear ratios would have been chosen, however the BEI encoders used generate 5k pulses 

per revolution, and therefore require step-up gearing to provide the necessary resolution. 

They also embody a relatively high shaft inertia, a characteristic that would have been 

avoided if another choice could have been made. Because the axis of the telescope drives 

the shaft of the encoder via gearing which steps up the ratio of turns on the encoder shaft, 

so the driving torque increases at the polar axle end of the train. If the loading presented 

by the encoder shaft is too high, then undue torques at the driving end of the gearing will 

occur. Careful attention to the transmission torques and capabilities of the gears selected 

was therefore essential.
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Figure 4.8 shows the primary RA encoder gearwheel drive train.
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4.5.2 G EAR RATIOS

When calculating gear ratios between the telescope axis and the shaft of the encoder, the 

following factors should be considered;

• The RESOLUTION of the system is represented by the smallest change in position 

that the system can indicate. Since 15 arcseconds is equivalent to 1 second of time, 

then the number of increments (pulses) from the encoder for one complete revolution 

of the telescope axis needed to resolve position to 1 second of time, must not be less 

than 86400.

• To minimize software, a ratio which is a multiple of 1296000 (24x60x60x15 arcsec

onds) divided by pulses per rev. of the encoder is an advantage. If this ratio can be 

incorporated, then one pulse from the encoder is equivalent to one arcsecond.

• Gears which can be purchased from standard stock keep expenditure to a minimum; 

special gears are prohibitively expensive. If custom gears cannot be avoided, then 

incorporating standard cutters and prescribed limitations for bobbing diameters can 

also save considerable cost.

• Minimize the number and variety of gears used in the train; this reduces backlash and 

frictional loads. The fragility of encoder gearing is well known to expert engineers 

working in Astronomy (Pettie, 1989), especially when stepping up the output.

C H O SEN  RA TIO S F O R  T H E  EN C O D ER  G E A R IN G

Figure 4.9 shows a schematic diagram of the ratios chosen to link the encoder shafts to 

the telescope axes. By incorporating an 108 tooth intermediate wheel, the ratio of the 

primary wheel to the first pinion is minimized. The use of one size of pinion (20 tooth) 

throughout also simplifies the design. The train chosen has an overall ratio of 259.2:1, 

and the resolution of the system is 1296000 (259.2 x 5000 encoder pulses). This therefore 

allows the system to resolve to 1 arcsecond, although for all practical purposes the display 

will indicate to one tenth of a second of time (1.5 arcseconds).
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R ev

Overall Ratio = 48 x 5.4 = 259.2 
Revolution = 259.2 x 5000 = 1296000

Figure 4.9. Gear ratios for the encoder drives.
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4.5.3 THE RA 960 TOOTH PRIM ARY ENCO DER G EAR

Direct access to the top of the polar axle requires hoisting five tonnes of tube and dec

lination axis away from the top end of the polar axle; this proposition was not deemed 

practical. However, the polar axle of the Radcliffe telescope is unusually massive in com

parison with its load. Further, the HA circle situated at the south end of the axle performs 

setting to within plus or minus 45 arcseconds (3 seconds). The 457mm diameter silver 

engraved circle is mounted on a precision taper machined to the toe of the polar axle. The 

circle is retained by a 75mm diameter nut. Access to a machined surface concentric to 

the axis of rotation of the polar axle was therefore in principle available at this position. 

The existing circle fitted into a cutaway of the telescope mount, and consequently any 

addition to this mechanism could not exceed this diameter. Enquiries made to specialist 

gear cutting firms gave a similar limit of 470mm for hobbing (a hob cutting machine tool 

is used to cut the teeth out of the blank).

It was decided to retain the HA circle, which in any case would be essential in case of 

encoder failure, and design a primary encoder gear wheel machined to fit the taper of the 

existing arrangement.

The HA circle consists of a cast brass wheel, with six integral strengthening webbs 

radiating to the outer rim. The cast webbs were machined perpendicular to the bore 

and used to seat the 435.4mm diameter gear wheel. Six millimeters was removed from 

the back face of the collar situated on the reverse side of the HA circle, providing the 

maximum depth of precision taper for location, and the new wheel was screw fixed to the 

HA circle. Essentially the primary wheel locates on the existing polar axle taper, and is 

held perpendicular to the axis of rotation by the HA circle. Figure 4.10 shows the primary 

wheel installed on the telescope. The material used to fabricate the primary wheel was 

hard brass. This was chosen to promote better precision in the hobbing, and enhanced 

wear characteristics.
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4.5.4 PRIM ARY WHEEL TO ENCODER SHAFT G EARING  

INTRODUCTION

When slewing the telescope at a typical rate of one degree per second, the encoder shaft 

velocity is 43 revolutions per second corresponding to a step-up gear ratio of 259.2:1. Under 

such conditions it is desirable that there is some sort of escape mechanism present. When 

prescribed slew rates are exceeded, and if failures in the gear train or encoder bearings 

develop, then damage to the primary encoder wheel will result. It is likely that rapid 

replacement will not be an option, and therefore some contingency within the design is 

essential. To this end floating gearboxes have been designed, as a partial solution to this 

problem. A description of the gearbox escape mechanism is given below.

ENCODER GEARBOX

The train of gears connecting the primary wheel to the encoder shaft are mounted within 

a spring loaded and pivoted arm. In the event of frictional loads becoming too great, the 

train is tripped out of mesh with the primary wheel. This avoids direct tooth to tooth 

collision and although some damage is likely to occur, it does provide escape from absolute 

disaster. This arrangement also has the effect of spring loading the first pinion into the 

primary wheel; although not ideal in terms of wear, it provides m inim um  backlash, a 

more important factor in this application.

The intermediate wheel is a 108 tooth 56DP sprung loaded split gear which virtually 

eliminates backlash with the final pinion. Both arbours are mounted in sealed miniature 

radial contact races, and contained in a one piece frame which comprises the arm. Hinged 

covers fitted with glass windows are incorporated to prevent ingress of dust particles. 

These also permit convenient visual inspection of the gears (figure 4.10).

The casing is pivoted about bearings, which allows it to swivel into mesh with the 

primary wheel. It was decided to mount the RA encoder gearbox in close proximity to 

the HA circle’s east vernier. In the event that access to the east vernier is required, the 

entire mount has been designed to hinge out and away from obscuring the vernier.
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Figure 4.10 shows the RA encoder assembly and stainless steel tubular 
fender protecting the floating gearbox.
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SHAFT ENCODER MOUNTINGS

It is essential to minimize frictional forces due to misalignment of the encoder shaft with 

the arbour of the first pinion. Otherwise the driving torque at the primary end of the 

train (which is already high) will exceed the prescribed allowance. Misalignment may 

also introduce an un even element to the loading which could set up unwanted vibrational 

effects. If the encoder casing is fixed to the body of the gearbox, perfect alignment is 

not possible. Therefore the encoder mounts used for this project employ self-aligning 

shaft-to-shaft linkages.

In this system the encoder is supported solely by its shaft. Complete radial restraint 

is achieved by an arm fixed to the front face (casing) of the encoder. This is held against 

a post by a spring which can be adjusted for tension. The effects of non-concentricity and 

differential runouts are virtually eliminated in terms of encoder shaft loading. In effect a 

completely self-aligning linkage is provided without the overhead of radial play,

4.5.5 QUALITY CONTROL AN D  PRO DUC TIO N IN TEG R ITY

In attempting to design and build a machine that is intended to perform high precision 

measurements, it is not enough simply to hand the engineering drawings over to the 

workshop. Ultimately, an excellent design may not perform as well as it might, if critical 

aspects are not met. Installing encoders and their associated gears onto an old telescope 

whose size prohibits disassembly, has required detailed discussions with the workshop 

technician charged with the task of producing the assemblies. Ensuring the concentricity 

of large rotating components such as gearwheel blanks for hobbing requires an objective 

approach to fabrication. If boring and turning of the same component can be carried out in 

one operation and without re-clocking, then better precision can be achieved. Particular 

attention has also been given to the use of custom plugs and surrogate fitting gauges 

so that mating assemblies are thoroughly checked before final installation; an especially 

important factor when the workshop is situated at another site.
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C hapter 5

DRIVING THE DECLINATION 

AXLE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes assemblies which enable powered operation of the tangent screw and 

declination clamp. The extent of rotation in declination is analysed in terms of the latitude 

of the telescope mounting, and the outcome is then applied to the successful application of a 

two part primary encoder gear wheel installed across the otherwise inaccessible declination 

axle.

These improvements have increased the weight across the tube at the eyepiece end of 

the telescope and thus a description of the new arrangement for counterbalancing these 

additional loads is also given.

SLEW IN G  IN  D EC LIN A T IO N

Ideally the declination axle should have some form of precision 360 degree drive to enable 

powered acquisition. Typically for its vintage, the Radcliffe utilizes a tangent arm and 

micrometer screw as described in chapter 2. Retrofitting suitable gearing to provide a 

complete range of track, guide, set and slew rates is an undertaking beyond the resources 

available to the project. However, a scheme has been devised which does provide the
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mechanics necessary for powered slewing, and uses the existing tangent screw for track, 

guide, and set functions. Within the terms of the work so far undertaken, funding necessary 

for purchasing the large gearwheel and associated gearbox for slewing is unavailable at 

present (i^lOk), but a description of the proposed scheme is included in appendix C.

5.2 ROTATION OF THE DECLINATION AXLE

Having decided to incorporate a stepping motor to power the existing declination tangent 

screw (§1.5.2), considerable problems of backlash were encountered within the original 

bearings and bevelled gears. Preliminary investigations using a stepping motor connected 

to the primary bevelled gear enabled a simple assessment of the amount of backlash to 

be measured. By counting pulses supplied to the stepper motor and subtracting the 

component of backlash contributed by the gears, it was discovered that the end pivots to 

the bearings also contributed considerable play.

The elimination of the bevelled gears between the tangent screw and motor gearbox 

shaft, enabled an ‘in line’ arrangement with the screw; this removed one of the primary 

components of backlash.

However, backlash in the plain bearings and associated endstops was causing axial 

drift along the axis of the screw. If the endstops were tightened to minimize this play 

the assembly became too stiff to rotate, and in optimum adjustment the assembly offered 

the equivalent of ±1 arcminute of backlash. During the course of this assessment it was 

also discovered that the arrangement was temperature sensitive. A drop in temperature 

tended to increase the backlash, and a corresponding increase in temperature caused the 

assembly to seize from the position of optimum adjustment.

5.2.1 THE DESIG N CRITERIA FOR THE N EW  DECLINATION  

DRIVE

Taking into account the constraints imposed by retaining the tangent arm and screw 

mechanism, the following outline specification was listed:
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• The ability to provide a complete range of track, guide, and set speeds.

• Removal of the adverse effects of backlash caused by temperature and the mesh of 

the original bevelled gears.

• The provision of a scheme which will allow the eventual installation of a sub-assembly 

that will enable the declination axle to be slewed under power, and which will com

plement the existing arrangements for precision setting of the axis (appendix C).

5.2.2 NEW  DECLINATION DRIVE

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of the new tangent screw mounting.

The new assembly incorporates a pair of RHP high precision angular contact bearings 

mounted back-to-back at one end of the original tangent screw. In effect these two bearings 

suspend the screw from one end, and at the other a ballrace provides radial support only. 

Variations in ambient temperature now leave the bearing system virtually unaffected in 

terms of backlash; if the length of the screw changes, the single radial bearing is free to 

travel in its housing. Because the declination drive changes direction frequently (especially 

for autoguiding), minimizing backlash is crucial for optimum performance.

The remaining sources of backlash (within the tangent screw drive) now reside in the 

following locations;

• The mesh of the split block (nut) to the tangent screw,... equivalent to 3 seconds of 

arc.

• Backlash in the reduction gearbox situated between the stepping motor and tangent 

screw equivalent to 4 seconds of arc.

It is intended to reduce this backlash further, by accelerating (via the control software) 

the motor shaft through a substantial fraction of the mean value of backlash on the change 

of direction command. This will have the effect of improving the response still further, 

i.e. the backlash becomes residual.
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; Motor
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Tangent Screw
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Fit in Bearing

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic representation of the declination 
tangent screw suspended from a pair of back-to-back hearings.
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Figure 5.2 shows the declination tangent screw and stepping motor 
drive together with the clamp actuator.
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5.2.3 THE SPLIT BLOCK

It is a distinct advantage if the split block is positioned at the centre of its travel along the 

screw before the telescope is set on a new object. Therefore in addition to the mandatory 

limits at each end of the screw, a third microswitch has been incorporated in the centre 

position. Software can then provide auto-centring at some suitable point in the control 

sequence.

5.3 POWERED OPERATION OF THE DECLINATION 

CLAMP

It was found that the clamped position of the existing clamping mechanism varies consid

erably for different values of declination. If the clamp is operated by hand, as originally 

intended, the user turns the handle until it is reasonably tight. Therefore under power, 

the design has to account for this variation which is within ±90 degrees.

The solution implemented utilizes a torsion spring which essentially links the motor 

gearbox output shaft to the shaft of the clamp. From figure 5.2 it can be seen that a 

pair of fifty tooth pinions connects the shafts, with the torsion spring situated between 

the gearbox output shaft and the first pinion. By matching the rate of the torsion spring 

to the torque requirements of the clamp, and incorporating limits operated by rotary 

cams, powered operation has been implemented. Manual override is available by simply 

removing a pin in the primary pinion. The motor used to power this assembly operates at 

twelve volts d.c., running at approximately fifteen amps. It is the same type of motor used 

for all other clamping mechanisms on the telescope. The scheme for this assembly was 

designed by the author, but it should be noted that the workshop drawings were detailed 

by Mr A. Charalambous of the Physics and Astronomy Design office, UCL.
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5.4 ENCODING THE DECLINATION AXIS

5.4.1 IN TRO DUC TIO N

The general principles outlined in §4.5.1 also apply to the design of the encoder linkage for 

the declination axle. It was a matter of policy to ensure that gear ratios, sub-assemblies 

and commercial components were essentially the same as those used for the RA axis. By 

this means the cost of gears could be kept to a minimum, fewer spares are needed, design 

effort is reduced, and hobbing (gear cutting) the 960 tooth gear can be implemented with 

the identical set up as the RA primary encoder gearwheel.

Although differences in the construction of the telescope axes have precluded a dec

lination primary encoder gear of identical construction, the specification remains at 960 

teeth, 56 d.p. Section 5.4.2 therefore describes the features necessary to accommodate 

this variation.

5.4.2 THE DECLINATION PRIM ARY ENCO DER GEAR

Accessing a machined surface rotating with the declination axle, near to the focal 

plane and suitable for mounting the primary declination encoder gear was not practicable 

in terms of this project.

The only part of the declination axle exposed and with a machined surface, is contained 

within the RA counterweight cage situated at the opposing end of the declination axis. 

As described in chapter 3, the declination axle is supported at the tube end by a roller 

bearing stirrup, and at the counterweight end by a plain bearing.

Figure 5.3 shows a line drawing of the polar axle counterweight cage, which indicates 

protruding from the plain bearing, a section of the machined toe of the axle. To take ad

vantage of this location, removal of the cast iron counterweights (weighing approximately 

two tonnes) situated further along the axle and therefore rotating with it, was considered 

to difficult to undertake. Access to this section of the declination axle via the end of the 

shaft was therefore not possible. The only practical alternative was to access the axle by
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F igure 5.3 shows a schematic drawing of the dechiiation split prim ary 
encoder wheel and its position in the polar axis counterweight cage. 

Illustrated by Russell Jackson, 1995.
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means of a tw o  part gearwheel.

A dial gauge was used to assess the concentricity and circularity of the surface in 

question, and this gave a maximum variation of ±0.06mm.

5.4.3 SPLIT PRIM ARY ENCODER GEARS

Where access to the end of a rotating shaft is prohibited, two part gearwheels can offer 

an alternative. In applications requiring high precision, implementation of this idea has 

proved difficult. It is well known by experienced engineers working in astronomy that 

retrofitting encoder linkages are fraught with problems. Stresses incurred by clamping 

mating components across a shaft can cause distortion to the form of the gearwheel. The 

meshing of related gears across the join can also cause local errors and non-standard wear 

characteristics.

Whilst the mechanical layout of the Radcliffe telescope has been far from ideal in terms 

of a retrofit, it has been possible to take advantage of one particular feature.

THE GERMAN EQUATORIAL MOUNT, LATITUDE, AND THE EXTENT 

OF ROTATION IN DECLINATION

Taking particular notice of the perils reported on the subject of two part split gearwheels 

(Pettie, 1988), the author embarked on an examination of a variation of this idea; with 

the primary intention of avoiding these ‘joint ’ problems.

Unlike most modern telescopes, the Radcliffe employs a German equatorial mounting. 

In order to enable the instrument to cover the whole sky, the telescope must be reversed  

about its polar axle. Ignoring obstructions caused by the pier and the architecture of the 

dome, the total range of rotation (as defined by the horizon) for the declination axle was 

calculated as 360 degrees minus twice the telescope’s latitude (rounded down to 51 degrees 

to allow a safe margin over the theoretical value of maximum rotation).
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DECLINATION LIMITS

For any position on the surface of the Earth, the horizon sets the limits on the declination 

6 of stars that can be observed. For an off-ctxis German mounted telescope such as the 

RadcliflFe to cover the sky on the West side of the pier these limits can be calculated 

using standard equations (McNally, 1974) for converting the declination and hour angle H 

(expressed in degrees rather than hours) of a point into its azimuth A and zenith distance

C.
For a telescope at latitude <̂ , these equations are (making the connection that north 

latitudes are positive, and south latitudes are negative);

cos C = sin  ̂sin (f) + cos S cos (f) cos (5.1)

(5.2)
CO S <p sin (

For points on the horizon, (=90, and so we have from equation (1)

tan 6 = — cot ^ cos Zf (5.3)

For maximum and minimum values of 6 with respect to H, we find cos if  = i l , so

t a n  — i  COt ^  (5.4)

In the Northern hemisphere, this means that the theoretical minimum declination 

which the telescope can see is given by

tan Smin = -  cot (f). (5.5)

(The maximum declination is 6 = 90).

Solving this equation for Smin, we have

Smin = 0 - 9 0 .  (5.6)
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A corresponding result exists for the maximum observable declination in the Southern 

hemisphere, namely 6max — ^ + 90.

REVERSING THE TELESCOPE

As shown in the previous section, the maximum declination shift A6 that a telescope 

in the Northern hemisphere has to undergo to cover the whole of the visible sky can be 

expressed over the range 6 = 90 to 6 = ^ — 90, so that ASmax = 180 — 0. But we must 

also include reversing the telescope.

When a telescope is reversed, the hour angle is by definition driven through an angle of 

A H  = 180 degrees. Therefore, if is the effective hour angle of the reversed telescope, 

then

= H + A H  = H + 180. (5.7)

For the telescope to be pointing at the same point in the sky once it is reversed, we

require that the azimuth and the zenith-distance of the point remain unchanged. It can 

be seen that this means that the declination must be driven through an angle A6, where

AS = 180 -  2S, (5.8)

so that the effective declination is given by

= 6 -|- AS = 180 — S (5.9)

Where the effective declination, Ŝ  can exceed ±90 degrees. From looking at the

expression for A6, we can see that the declination shift is largest when S minimised (ie 

most negative), so that the maximum rotation in declination is now given by

ASmax = 180 -  2Smin (5.10)

Substituting in Smin for the Northern hemisphere gives our final result.
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^Smax = 180 -  2{(j) -  90) = 360 -  2(j). (5.11)

Therefore for a telescope to cover the whole sky theoretically visible in the Northern 

hemisphere and be reversible, the declination axle must be capable of being driven through 

360 -  2<f>.

5.4.4 PRIM ARY G EAR IN THE FORM OF A HORSESHOE

Figure 5.4 shows the extent of rotation in declination of the declination axle, and figure 

5.5 shows the basic geometrical constraints underlying the design of the wheel.

Having calculated an unused sector of 102 degrees (twice the latitude at ULO), the

next step was to calculate for the proposed wheel, what angle the required gap (necessary

to fit over the axle) was equivalent to.

This can be calculated from the following:

• Dia. of declination axle = 171mm

• Dia of 960 teeth, 56 d.p. wheel = 436.34mm

• From figure 5.5, AB = 171mm +10mm(clearance and entry tilt).

• A gap of 181mm represents an angle of 49 degrees.

10mm was added to the diameter of the shaft to enable the following:

• To allow the horseshoe to be tilted when offered to the declination axle so that entry 

to the weight cage is not obstructed by the supporting spokes. The distance between 

spokes is not greater than 425mm.

• To avoid sharp edges where the bore and the side of the bridging piece converge.
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5.4.5 CONSTRUCTIO N OF THE HORSESHOE A N D  BRIDG IN G  

PIECE

Translating the maximum angle of rotation of the declination axle into a two part gear, 

the primary component being in the form of a horseshoe representing an unbroken circum

ference equivalent to 311 degrees (360 minus the angle represented by a gap of 181mm), 

does not allow sufficient width across the tines for precision mating of the horseshoe and 

bridging piece. If the gap in the circumference of the wheel is to be kept to a minimum, 

yet sufficient to fit over the declination axle, a larger gap the equivalent of 70 degrees is 

actually required as an allowance for the precision slides. Therefore, 102 minus 70 degrees 

is well within the critical extent of rotation (360-20). In addition, if the maximum angle 

of rotation is less than the equivalent angle required for the bridging piece, the tines of 

the horseshoe can be made more substantial.

It is with these factors taken into account that the design of the declination two 

part primary encoder wheel has been based. The wheel was fabricated out of N8 (hard) 

aluminium. Although the ideal material is hard brass, as used for RA, the cost of a 

non-standard blank was thought to be too high in the first instance.

From figure 5.6, it can be seen that (tapped) holes either side of the bore provide 

clamping across the axis. Precision slides along the length of the tines offer locating faces 

to those corresponding with the bridging piece. Once the two components are mated 

across the axle, further fixings ensure face to face contact of the precision slides. Whilst 

the absolute circularity of the mating components cannot be guaranteed, circularity of 

that part of the circumference represented by the horseshoe is maintained by the precision 

separation of the tines provided by the bridging piece and associated slides. Therefore 

concentricity is maintained about that angle actually in common use.

It should be noted that the join of the two components is staggered across the face of 

the teeth (figure 5.7). In this way the locating faces of the two components extend to a 

maximum. The face width (thickness) is three millimetres greater than that of the RA 

wheel since the essential dimensions permit this without prejudice. This has the advantage 

of providing an improved wear characteristic when combined with a longer pinion.
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Figure 5.6 shows the declination split primary encoder gearwheel 
and gearbox j)rior to installation.
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Figure 5.7 shows the declination primary encoder gearwheel bridging 
piece. The staggered design allows precision slides to be incorporated.
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Figure 5.8. Installing the horseshoe across the declination axle.
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Figure 5.9. Mating the horseshoe and bridging piece 
across the declination axle.
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Figure 5.10. Clamping the horseshoe and bridging piece 
across the declination axle.
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QUALITY AND WORKSHOP PROCEDURES

Given a situation where the essential function of the design is to measure, precision is 

fundamental to the successful working of the device. If the individual charged with fabri

cating the assembly is willing to discuss workshop procedures, it is possible to maximize the 

ultimate performance of the components within the limitations of the resources available.

For the primary encoder gearwheels, careful attention to the sequence of machining 

operations was given before the removal of any metal from the raw material. In this way 

it was possible ensure that concentricity, perpendicularity, and fits were all produced as 

well as they could be prior to gear cutting. In the case of the declination encoder wheel, 

a final cut was taken on the outside diameter only after the bore was completed and prior 

to its removal from the faceplate. At this point in the process, the horseshoe and bridging 

piece were disassembled and installed on the declination axle to check for perpendicularity 

and concentricity. The components were then re-assembled, checked for correct alignment, 

and dispatched for hobbing. Copies of the machine drawings together with full written 

descriptions of the application were sent with the blanks to Reliant gears, to enable the 

technicians involved at this stage to also understand the aims of the undertaking.

5.4.6 PRIM ARY GEAR TO ENCODER SHAFT GEARING

As in the case for the RA gearing, the gearbox and encoder mount are based on the same 

design. However the essential difference when compared to that of the polar axle, is that 

the position of the complete assembly with respect to gravity, changes for different values of 

HA. To minimize backlash in the gearing, the flying gearbox must be tensioned to provide 

a positive mesh between the primary gearwheel and the first pinion. If the preset value 

of that tension is to remain constant for different positions about the polar axle, then the 

gearbox must be balanced about its mounting pivot. To this end a pair of counterweights 

have been mounted on the tail of the gear box to neutralize this gravitational effect (figure

5.11). A simple tensioning arrangement is also incorporated, which is adjusted in the same 

manner as the RA gearbox.

Careful positioning of the cable to the encoder was found to be essential in maintaining
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Figure 5.11. Declination floating gearbox showing shaft mounted 
self-aligning encoder and counterweight prior to installation.
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a consistent tension for the mechanism, and therefore strategic strain relief was provided 

for this purpose. This takes the form of a one hundred millimetre diameter loop in the 

cable to the encoder together with a secure fixing within fifty millimetres of the gearbox. 

In this way the cable imposes a minimum influence on the meshing tension.

DECLINATION ENCODER GEARBOX MOUNT

The gearbox pivot is situated in a precision bore provided in the mounting block (figure

5.11). To enable convenient removal of the gearbox and encoder, a quick release clamping 

arrangement is incoporated. By this means it is possible to easily inspect the intermediate 

gears and associated sub-assembly when the need arises.

Ensuring that the axis of rotation of the primary wheel is parallel to the axes of rotation 

of the connecting gears was achieved by carefully removing generations of paint from the 

flange surrounding the declination axle, and fixing to the hitherto undiscovered machined 

surface hidden beneath the paint. Perpendicularity to the axis of rotation of the primary 

gearwheel was measured using a dial gauge, and the mounting block was fixed to the newly 

exposed machined face.

The position of the primary gearwheel with respect to the first pinion of the gearbox 

should be equivalent to the mid-point opposite the opening represented by the tines of 

the horseshoe when the declination corresponds to -f-90 degrees (figure 5.5). The primary 

gearwheel was positioned accordingly.

Unless the telescope is rotated in declination so that the objectives go below the hori

zon, the pinion driven by the primary encoder gear does not pass over the joins in the 

two part gearwheel. However, figure 5,7 shows that the teeth extend across the bridging 

piece allowing the possibility of rotating the wheel (with respect to the declination axle) 

if damaged teeth need to be avoided.
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Figure 5.12. Primary gearwheel and declination encoder gearbox.
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5.5 DECLINATION COUNTERWEIGHTS

Because the additional subsystems are not positioned exactly along the optical axis, it 

was necessary to distribute compensatory weights at opposing locations around the tubes. 

Balancing for these additional loads was required at the objective end, with greater com

pensation situated on the 61cm tube. The construction of the twin barrels comprises 

circular cast ribbing with rolled sheet steel riveted to these annuli. Each tube is seamed, 

and the seam is also riveted together. Due to its vintage and the nature of construction, 

it was decided that new fixings should be based on a clamping arrangement, as this has 

the added benefit of leaving no damage if the assembly is subsequently removed. Because 

additional counterweights were required at different positions around the tubes, a system 

of weight bearing chains was devised.

5.5.1 COUNTERW EIGHT CHAIN

Although each tube varies in diameter by 152mm, a self-coupling link was designed en

abling two chains of suitable length to be constructed from one component. Each link 

has a pair of threaded spigots fixed to it which enables curved lead weights to be carried 

as required. The cast lead weights are retained by nuts with washers and can be stacked 

if necessary. The difference in circumference between the two chains is equivalent to two 

links. To compensate for the variation in radius, the undersides of the links are shaped 

so that the central area does not contact the tube. Rubber gaskets have been glued to 

the two supporting stubs, and this provides enhanced grip to the contacting surface. The 

chains are tensioned across a gap created by cutting one of the links in half and bridging 

the gap with studding and adjusting nuts.
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C hapter 6

DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR 

CONTROL HARDWARE

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the philosophy underlying the design of the controlling hardware, 

which includes operator safety, user defined factors, and modularity.

The techniques developed for controlling the stepping motors are discussed, and specific 

capabilities which allow indexing, open loop or closed loop control of telescope motion are 

also described.

This is then followed by functional descriptions (specfic circuitry is discussed in chapter 

7) of key modules of the digital hardware and how they combine to form typical stepping 

motor control subsystems.

The chapter concludes with a series of sections describing the consoles (containing the 

control hardware) and the connecting cableways between the rising floor and the telescope 

mount.
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6.2 SAFETY

In a teaching situation safety is a critical factor, especially when heavy machinery is 

involved. Design elements which strongly discourage the user from embarking on unsafe 

procedures are important. For example, leaving the Radcliffe telescope undamped is 

considered bad practice; when the telescope is undamped the user should either be at the 

eyepiece or at the HA circle to restrain any movement that may be caused by imbalance. 

Clearly a control system that only allows the user to unclamp from designated zones, 

minimizes malpractice. In the event that the instrument is left undamped, siting controls 

at convenient locations to enable clamping provides fast recovery from a potentially unsafe 

situation.

6.3 USER DEFINED FACTORS

For any system the behaviour of typical users should be taken into account when presenting 

the control interface. Large scale designs such as those for the military, often incorporate 

psychological studies to assess human characteristics as applicable to the operation of 

the system. Whilst no such study has been undertaken for this project, the particular 

experience (as defined by observational courses given at the observatory) of students has 

been taken into account. It is factors such as these which have infiuenced the design, 

and have therefore produced certain elements which may differ from the typical research 

based observatory approach to user interaction with the control interface. It should be 

remembered that the Radcliffe telescope represents an intermediate stage in the training 

of astronomers, and therefore cognizance of those with little or no experience must be 

taken into account.

A detailed description of task activities and skills is an essential part of any human 

factors study concerned with job design. The task description defines (Smith, 1982) the 

following three elements:

• What operators do.

• How each activity is accomplished.
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• When each activity is appropriate.

For students taking courses in observational astronomy it is important that the user 

interface presented by the New Radcliffe Control System bears some relationship to the 

operation of other instruments based at ULO. For example, training in the use of other 

refractors at Mill Hill includes an awareness of such devices as clamps, slow motions and 

tangent screws. Similar devices on the Radcliffe are now controlled automatically, and 

thus clear and comparative functionality is useful.

The transition from using a small manually operated instrument, to using a large 

semi-automatic one, calls for considerable responsibility on the part of the new user. If 

confidence can be engendered at an early stage, then the learning curve will rise rapidly.

6.4 DESIGN OPTIONS

At the start of a project the options open to the design engineer are greatest. As the 

specification is examined, a commitment to a particular strategy emerges. Intrinsic con

siderations such as user attitudes, cost, and in-house resources help define solutions.

The legacy endowed by the nature of the mechanical design of the Radcliffe telescope 

has engendered innovation to enable the marriage of new technology to old. Finnancial 

restrictions for this project have promoted in-house development of digital hardware, as 

an alternative to buying in commercially procured equivalents.

6.5 STEPPING MOTORS

Stepping motors were selected to power the axes of the telescope as described in chapters 

four and five. These devices require digital controllers to provide appropriate trains of 

pulses to implement tracking and positional control. Although commercial systems using 

dedicated interface cards might have been used, the cost of such hardware was beyond the 

resources available to the project.
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6.5.1 O PEN A N D  CLOSED LOOP CONTROL

From the project brief (§1.3), the ability to operate the telescope in a simple track and 

guide mode, without reliance on microprocessor control, implies the minimum of hardware 

complexity. In this configuration the tracking motors run open loop. However, the per

formance of a stepping motor is limited under open loop control. For example, a stepping 

motor may fail to follow a pulse command when the frequency of the pulse train is too 

high or the inertial load is too heavy. Backlash and slippage (due to clutches) in the drive 

train cannot be detected by the controlling circuitry.

Under closed loop control the performance of a stepping motor can be greatly improved 

by providing position feedback and/or velocity feedback to determine the proper phase to 

be switched at proper timings. Ideally, the motor shaft is encoded for velocity feedback, 

and the driven axle (in the case of a telescope) is encoded for position. This provides a 

means to optimum acceleration, no loss of steps, and a much smoother motion.

The stepping motors for the New Radcliffe Control System do not incorporate velocity 

feedback encoders (motor shaft mounted). However, the axes of the telescope are en

coded and these can therefore provide position feedback. Acceleration and deceleration is 

arranged over a fixed gradient, which is adjusted to a preset value for smooth running.

The upper diagram of figure 6.1 shows the hardware configuration utilized when the 

RA tracking motor runs open loop; in simple mode this then allows tracking and guiding 

without microprocessor corrections.

The lower diagram of figure 6.1 shows the hardware configured for closed loop position 

feedback control, which allows corrections to be made to the tracking rate if it drifts from 

the target position as defined by the encoder derived position for RA.

6.5.2 ST EPPIN G  M OTOR CONTROL SPECIFICATION

An examination of the requirements of a stepping motor connected through a train of 

gears to the telescope axis provides the following general specification:

• The controllers must provide a train of pulses calibrated in units suitable for As

tronomy. e.g. arcseconds per second.
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• Once a preselected shaft velocity has been attained via smooth acceleration, the 

stability of that rate must be high. Typically, not less than 1 pulse in 36x10^ pulses.

• The ability to command precise changes in rate above and below a preset velocity 

with minimum disruption, i.e. Fast addition and subtraction of rates.

• A wide dynamic range of rates should be available; typically within the range 10“'* 

to 10  ̂ arcseconds per second.

At the preliminary design stage an examination of a number of commercial controllers 

indicated that a change in rate during motion was not commonly facilitated. It was found 

that the requirements of a guidance system involving differential real-time control elements 

was uncommon for typical industrial applications, i.e. the ability to move precisely between 

moving targets.

ASTRONOMICAL TRACKING

When using a stepping motor to power the tracking motion of a telescope, the very nature 

of its discontinuous motion must be taken into account when specifying the system. A 

single step of the motor shaft should not exceed the size of the apparent seeing disk, and 

also avoid noticeable vibration. This means the typical value of one step would be 0.5 to 

0.05 arcseconds.

It is also necessary to make very small changes in stepping rates as required by errors 

corrected by the pointing model software (e.g. errors due to refraction, mechanical errors, 

etc.), with a typical increment of 0.005 arcseconds per second.

6.6 MODULAR DESIGN

Particular factors relating to reliability and the requirement to salvage simple tracking and 

guiding in the event of automatic control failures, have formed the basis for the design of 

the hardware. Other elements within the system, such as differing gear ratios dependent 

on motor size and telescope axis, have also promoted a modular design approach.
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Listing the various functions specified and concluded in discussions with the obser

vatory Director, potential users and technicians, we can see (as illustrated in figure 6.2) 

a zoned hierarchy emerging. Failure of a complex function need not necessarily include 

complete breakdown. Only the top functional modules are required to maintain a track 

and guide capability.

From figure 6.2 it can be seen that all automatic control functions lie within zone 2; 

essentially zone 1 is able to operate independently of zone 2. Zone 2 is responsible for 

auto-acquisition, corrections for pointing errors, and systems information; it is much more 

complex than zone 1 and its functions are largely interdependent; i.e. any fault within 

zone 2 may cause complete failure for all other functions controlled by zone 2. Zone 1 is 

therefore specifically hardware dedicated to simple operation of the telescope.

6 .6 .1  SIM P L E  O P E R A T IO N

Simple operation allows the telescope to track and guide in the event of complete micro

processor failure as specified in the design brief (§1.3). In this open loop mode (figure 6.1), 

the control system requires thumbwheel track and guide rates, a rate distribution board, 

a rate board, some part of the manual override board, a stepping motor power supply, 

and the relevent track motor. Other than the stepping motor, all other elements of the 

control circuitry are duplicated for other parts of the system. The system is designed so 

that this basic requirement has independence from keyboard operation.

6 .6 .2  H A R D W A R E  IN T E R C H A N G E A B IL IT Y

If the resources had been available, the amount of hardware employed may have been 

considerably reduced given a software intensive commercially based system to control the 

telescope. However, although the system is rather more bulky in hardware terms than 

otherwise might be the case, development of modular hardware has created bulk but with 

fewer different types of board. Figure 6.3 illustrates the duplication of boards in the Rate 

Crate.

Some of these boards incorporate DIL (dual-in-line) switches which allow specific cod-
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ing for particular positions in the system. A global approach offers modularity and has 

the following advantages;

• Provides interchangeability within the system and therefore simplifies fault finding.

• Reduces digital design effort.

• Allows printed circuit boards to be duplicated where one off designs may not be 

viable.

• A reduction in software is engendered, because the system contains dedicated hard

ware for the simplest areas of control. Therefore the total processing overhead is 

diminished due to savings in CPU cycles and interrupt driven functions.

• Fewer spares have to be held in reserve.

6.7 REQUIREMENTS FOR TELESCOPE MOTION

6 .7 .1  C A T E G O R IE S  O F M O V E M E N T

The requirements for telescope motion are traditionally classified into four categories of 

telescope velocity. Namely track, guide, set, and slew. In the case of the Radcliffe tele

scope, the following ranges of velocity were specified:

• TRACK 0-19.999 arcseconds per second; in increments of .001 arcseconds per sec

ond.

• GUIDE 0-9 arcseconds per second; in increments of 1 arcsecond per second.

• SET 0-990 arcseconds per second; in increments of 10 arcseconds per second.

• SLEW 0-90 degrees per minute; in increments of 10 degrees per minute.
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It should be noted that this specification is identical for both axes but with the following 

exceptions:

• Track is non-reversible in RA.

• Slew is presently unavailable in declination; although a simple expansion of existing 

hardware designs, (when the necessary mechanical linkage is installed), can be easily 

implemented.

• Continuous slewing in RA is limited to the extent of the sector. However, multi-stage 

slews using the automatic rewind facility (Calliper Clamp), are possible. ULO usage 

indicates that the majority of slews are within four hours, which is equivalent to 1 

rewind.

6 .7 .2  A U T O -A C Q U IS IT IO N

Finding objects under automatic control is an essential feature of a modern telescope con

trol system. Introducing this facility to the Radcliffe telescope has been compromised by 

limited resources for major mechanical refits, i.e. 360 degree gearing to each axis. How

ever the ability to preset the telescope with appropriate mechanical precision is implicit 

to the very nature of stepping motor drives. Although the tracking motors can run closed 

loop using the RA and declination encoders (figure 6.1) for position feedback, the ability 

to index the motors using counter control circuitry has also been provided.

This strategy was taken because it was not known just how precisely the encoder 

subassemblies would work; until pointing tests could be taken during the commissioning 

phase, no reliance could be put on the performance of this aspect of the control system. 

Under microprocessor control a choice of positional information is therefore available to 

the controlling software. This therefore allowed software development to proceed with the 

possibility of alternative options during the commissioning phase.
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6 .7 .3  F IN D IN G  O B JE C T S  U N D E R  A U T O M A T IC  C O N T R O L

By following the procedure indicated below, the control system asks the user to slew the 

telescope by hand to within plus or minus one degree in declination, and plus or minus 

half an hour in RA, and then sets the telescope under automatic control onto the target.

• The position of the target is entered via the terminal.

• The system then requests the user to unclamp one of the axes.

• If the direction of the target is not known to the operator, the telescope is hand 

slewed in any direction. If the direction is wrong, then an audible warning is heard.

• Once the telescope reaches the target area, a higher pitched audible tone is heard 

and the telescope is clamped automatically.

• The same sequence is duplicated for the remaining axis. In the case of RA, powered 

slews of up to four hours are possible (including a sector rewind).

6 .7 .4  C O N T R O L L IN G  T H E  S T E P P E R  M O T O R S

Once the ability to control the velocity of the axes of the telescope in increments pro

portional to astronomical angular distances has been achieved, a method of measuring 

the error between the telescope position and the target at any instant is needed. Were 

compensation for the Earth’s rotation not needed, the motors could be simply indexed 

over the equivalent angular distance. If we consider the case for controlling RA, then 

declination may be considered a subset of the problem, i.e. Tracking in declination is not 

common, but is not precluded.

As previously described, movement of the telescope is based on a two tier system of 

motion. Namely slew, which in RA can be implemented via the larger of the two stepping 

motors (in the case of large slews, the user), and guide which utilizes the smaller size 

of stepping motor (in declination one motor providing guide and set rates). In the most 

complex mode of acquisition, the telescope is tracking, and is slewed in RA to the desired 

position using the slew motor.
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For the system to increment an axis through a given angle to enable aquisition of a 

target and allowing for discontinuous motion due to changing from one motor to another, 

a sequence of instructions based on calculations made under microprocessor control is 

necessary. Typiccdly, the telescope is tracking and therefore compensating for the Earth’s 

rotation, i.e. Stellar objects are stationary with respect to the optical axis. If at the 

moment the telescope is instructed to move to another object the pulses that were being 

delivered to the tracking motor are diverted to a counter, then on completion of the 

slew (over the pre-calculated target distance), the major component of error generated is 

equivalent to the number of tracking pulses generated during the period of this sequence 

and now held in the counter.

This error can be corrected by accelerating the track motor which has resumed tracking, 

to compensate for the loss of position due to stopping, starting, and changing motor, i.e. 

the sky has remained stationary with respect to the telescope, but the telescope has moved 

to another position within this framework.

For example, if a typical slew takes 90 seconds, then the maximum tracking error will

be.

Time interval x track rate x no.of motor pulses per arcsecond.

90 X 15 arcsecs x 59.29 = 80041 stepping motor pulses.

Other sources of error include;

• Difference between target position and position indicated by the optical encoder.

• Loss of pulses to the stepping motor.

• Errors due to clutch slippage (motor linkage).

Note; this list does not include positional corrections for errors generated beyond the 

location of the shaft encoder linkages. Corrections for mechanical flexure, refraction, and 

other repeatable errors will be accounted for in the pointing model.

Therefore the maximum tracking error can be reduced by including a correction pro

portional to the duration of the slew. e.g. If the period of slew is equivalent to 90 seconds.
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then an addition of 80041 (steps) to the calculated distance proportional to the equivalent 

value of elapsed tracking pulses can be made.

6.8 REW INDING THE SECTOR

Using the Calliper Clamp to hold the polar axle stationary (§4.4) whilst the sector rewinds, 

allows the former tracking position to be recovered and can be illustrated by the following 

sequence:

1. TRACKING.

2. REWIND REQUESTED.

3. TRACKING OFF.

4. CALLIPER CLAMP ON.

5. RA CLAMP OFF.

6. SECTOR REWOUND.

7. RA CLAMP ON.

8. CALLIPER CLAMP OFF.

9. SECTOR RE-SYNCHRONISED OVER TRACKING DISTANCE REPRESENTED 

BY DURATION OF REWIND.

10. TRACKING RESUMED.

Note; As a control module this sequence is equivalent to a slew, where the final cor

rection is proportional to the period between starting and stopping tracking.

6.9 FUNCTIONAL MODULES

Figure 6.3 illustrates in block form the layout of the pulse generating electronics (within the 

Rate Crate) supplying the stepping motors. The arrangement for declination is identical
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to that of RA except that control for slew is (currently) omitted and the manual override 

board (housed within the control crate) serves both axes. Combinations of boards in the 

same row comprise the same designs. Each column is collectively identified by the category 

of movement that it controls and modules in any column always follow the same order of 

position.

A functional explanation of each module is now given, with detailed descriptions of 

the corresponding circuit designs following in chapter 7, Hardware Design Solutions.

6 .9 .1  T H E  H A N D S E T

The purpose of the handset is to allow the user to guide and set at the breech end of the 

telescope. If auto-aquisition is not required, then the handset controls are duplicated at 

the console to allow final positioning of the telescope to attain the desired position.

6 .9 .2  M A N U A L  O V E R R ID E  SW IT C H

This unit selects either track, set, or slew and channels it with direction to the appropriate 

motor and power supply. It generates interrupts for the microprocessor system (i.e. when 

guiding via the handset), and can be instructed under software control or manually from 

the console. It also includes signal conditioning hardware necessary to interface the Rate 

Boards (pulse generators) to the motor power supplies. This board serves both the RA 

and declination axes and is housed in the control crate (figure 7.6).

6 .9 .3  U N IV E R S A L  C O U N T E R  B O A R D

This module provides the means to count two sources of pulses and output them to the 

microprocessor control. Referring to the sequence given in §6.8, a method of counting 

the number of pulses received by the motors, and the total number of pulses which would 

otherwise have been delivered during the period of rewind is accomplished by this circuitry.

It also has the capability to continue counting whilst presenting the current total to 

an output source. Once this value has been acknowledged by the receiving circuitry, the 

next value is counted from zero starting at the previous instruction.
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Consider the following:

• For the RA track motor 1 arcsec is equivalent to approximately 59 steps.

• For the RA slew motor 1 arcsec is equivalent to approximately 1.18 steps.

Note; (The difference is due to the 50:1 reduction gearbox attached to the output shaft 

of the RA track motor).

If the maximum theoretical slew is equivalent to 180 degrees then,

180 X  60 X  60 is equal to 648000 arcsecs (equivalent to 64800x1.18 slewing steps/pulses) 

Therefore each channel of the counting circuitry comprises a six decade up/ down 

counter (equivalent to a maximum count of 999999 steps).

6 .9 .4  R A T E  B O A R D

This board contains a frequency source which is divided down by programmable rate 

multipliers such that output frequencies are equivalent to motor steps in increments of 

arcseconds/ second. Also included is circuitry to allow the fast addition or subtraction of 

one rate to another, e.g. track plus or minus guide. On board DIL switches allow the 

final output to be suitably divided down so this unit will serve any motor on either axis 

and for all categories of movement, i.e. track, guide, set, or slew.

6 .9 .5  R A T E  D IS T R IB U T IO N  B O A R D

The Rate Distribution Board selects rates from a number of different sources and presents 

them to the Rate Board. For example track plus or minus guide, set rate from the thumb

wheels, or set rate via the keyboard. It allows changes to preset rates under microprocessor 

control, and also enables the system rates to be preset with thumbwheel switches.

By placing an address on the data selection network, preset thumbwheel rates can 

be set to zero and rates from other sources within the system can be channelled to the 

Rate Board. From the schematic layout of the Rate Crate (figure 6.3) it can be seen that 

the Rate Distribution Board and the Rate Board are configured to work in pairs. An 

explanation of the functional relationship of modules follows in the next section.
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6.10 FUNCTIONAL COMBINATIONS

6 .1 0 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

Within this outline, individual modules have had their function described in the previous 

section. By combining these individual modules and duplicating the distribution of these 

combinations modularity has been achieved. The specification for stepping motors to con

trol the cLxes of a telescope has already been described in section 6,7, and what follows here 

is an explanation of how the various modules described combine to meet these functional 

requirements, A detailed description of the hardware design for each module follows in 

chapter 7,

6 .1 0 .2  C A T E G O R IE S  O F M O V E M E N T

Categories of movement are specified (§6,7,1) as a range of shaft velocities divided into 

four groups. From the hardware point of view, this is reduced to three distinct channels 

because the range of speeds represented by guide are always added or subtracted to the 

tracking rate.

Common to each motor is a power supply and the Manual Override Board, Providing 

a source of pulses generated at a frequency proportional to the range of velocities specified 

and calibrated by the control hardware, is implemented by combining a Rate Board with 

a Rate Distribution Board,

Pairs of these boards are arranged into three separate channels; track/guide, set and 

slew (figure 6,3), each providing the appropriate range of pulses. In addition, each category 

representing track/guide has a second Rate Board, and a Counter Board, This provides 

the means to index the track/guide motors by counting elapsed or preprogrammed pulses,

6 .1 0 .3  R A  T R A C K /G U ID E  P U L S E  G E N E R A T IO N

Consider the stepping motor control hardware that generates appropriate pulse rates for 

the RA track/guide motor. Figure 6,4 shows a group of four boards represented as func

tional modules (as contained in the Rate Crate), and their relationship to other parts of
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the system.

The Rate Distribution Board is addressed by a common bus which selects the requested 

source of rates, e.g. thumbwheel or microprocessor derived rates. Other groups of boards 

(i.e. set or slew) also output their pulse trains to the Manual Override Board, which 

directs the selected category of movement to the relevant stepper motor power supply (in 

this case, RA track/guide).

Rate boards are configured by means of DIL switches (preset to codes enabling the 

appropriate division ratios) in order to calibrate the quartz crystal frequency source ac

cording to the allocated category of movement. The frequency generated is dependent 

on the two selected rates presented by the Rate Distribution Board to the Rate Board. 

An addition or subtraction determines the final value of division needed to program the 

desired rate and is implemented by arithmetic hardware residing on the Rate Board.

The range of rates for the category defined as RA track/guide is the summation of the 

track rate and one of several sources of auxiliary rate. The maximum value is the same (in 

this case guide) for all sources of auxiliary rate within a specified category of movement.

Figure 6.4 also shows a second Rate Board with its track rate connected in tandem 

with the Rate Board shown above, and its guide rate input held at zero. This allows the 

Counter Board to present the total track pulses and total motor pulses for indexing the 

stepping motor under microprocessor control.

ADDRESS CODES FOR RATE DISTRIBUTION BOARDS

For each of the three categories of movement, various addresses are presented to the data 

select inputs of the corresponding Rate Distribution Board. Given that the Rate Board 

can sum two rates at a time, each address allows a combination of two rates through to 

the Rate Board.

In the first condition no additional rate is summed with the track, set, or slew rate, 

so an address which selects one channel set to zero is presented to the Rate Board. This 

address provides the Rate Board with a value corresponding to the preset value of track, 

set, or slew. i.e. The Rate Board sums two rates, one of which is zero (details of how the
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rate distribution codes are written are given in chapter 9.4.).

The second condition represents the address necessary to provide track, plus or minus 

an auxiliary rate, e.g. guide. The direction is determined by the handset or microprocessor 

control, and is implemented by instructing the arithmetic unit on the Rate Board to add 

or subtract the additional rate (auxiliary rate) to the track rate accordingly.

The set and slew channels do not respond to this address as there is no requirement 

for set or slew, to sum an additional rate. The effect of placing the address for the set and 

slew channels is to output set (or slew) plus or minus zero. In effect this therefore outputs 

the preset set (or slew) rate only.

The third condition requires the machine address code to impose an addition or sub

traction to the preset rate when under microprocessor control, e.g. When the system is 

auto-positioning, then the computed position is summed by an appropriate addition or 

subtraction to the preset rate.

SYNCHRONIZING TELESCOPE POSITION

There are also separate addresses representing specific synchronising of the telescope po

sition. If for example the sector has been rewound, compensation for the loss of tracking 

is individually specified for that particular summing of two rates; track plus synchro.

If microprocessor control fails, then the inputs to the data select channels are held 

high by default. This then allows the system to continue to deliver track, set, or slew as 

before (in the case of track the Manual Override Board provides select addresses 1 and 2 

when the appropriate handset buttons are pressed, thereby providing track plus or minus 

guide).

This maintains the twin zones of control within the hierarchy as defined in the origi

nal specification (figure 6.2). i.e. The ability to operate without microprocessor control. 

Modularity within the hardware and machine code elements of the system has been im

plemented by adhering to strict structuring of the design.
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6.11 TRACK SYNCHRONIZATION

If the system is tracking and is then slewed over a distance equal to the difference in 

angular distance of two objects in the sky, then the major component of positional error 

with respect to the target becomes the loss of position due to the curtailment of tracking, 

i.e. If the polar axis is slewing, then it cannot be tracking. Although some account of this 

loss of position can be taken into consideration by including a time/distance coefficient 

in the aquisition control software, an adjustment based on both the optically encoded 

position and track synchronization error is required to set on the target. In effect the 

system is able to monitor the tracking position whilst the target is acquired.

R EW IN D ING  THE SECTOR

The technique of treating the sky as stationary, in terms of the controlling software, was 

developed in order to satisfy the control sequence necessary to rewind the sector and 

compensate for any loss in position incurred during this process, i.e. The telescope is 

tracking, the sector is rewound, and the track motor is accelerated to re-synchronize the 

telescope to its former target.

Once the telescope has been slewed open loop to a new object based on the assumption 

of a stationary sky, the difference between the theoretical target position and the position 

indicated by the optical shaft encoder is calculated. This error is then summed to the error 

incurred by loss of tracking. Referring to figure 6.4 we can see that the Counter Board is 

connected both to the motor control, and to a further Rate Board connected in tandem 

with its companion Rate Board. A comparison of the pulses delivered to the track motor 

and pulses generated subject solely to the preset track rate can thereby be accessed via 

the Counter Board.

The microprocessor control accelerates the track motor such that the difference between 

the two incrementing values of track pulses becomes zero. i.e. Once the track motor 

resumes tracking the frequency of the tracking pulses is the same as the frequency of the 

track reference rate, but the sum of the pulses delivered to each channel of the counter 

module is unequal by a value corresponding to the total number of pulses representing
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the loss of sidereal position. Also during the sequence reference is made to the optically 

encoded position, and any residual error corrected.

6.12 THE CONSOLES

6 .1 2 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

For any telescope control system the location of the control hardware is important. The 

ideal situation is a control room which is thermally isolated and on the same level as the 

observing floor. In the case of the Radcliffe telescope the long focus optics and German 

mounting necessitates a rising floor, which therefore precludes the installation of a control 

room. From the maintenance standpoint, it was decided to situate the consoles containing 

electronic hardware in one unit on the rising floor.

6 .1 2 .2  C A B L IN G  B E T W E E N  T H E  C O N SO L E S A N D  T E L E SC O P E

The telescope is fixed upon a concrete pier and the consoles are situated on the surrounding 

rising floor. Consequently, interconnecting the telescope to the consoles by way of a safe 

and secure route was established at an early stage in the project.

The longest run of cable (40 metres) is between the breech or eyepiece end of the 

telescope and the consoles. The cables are carried in heavy duty flexible conduits which not 

only afford excellent mechanical protection, but also add stiffness with excellent recovery 

characteristics to prevent twisting. It is important that the cables do not tangle as they 

span from a fixed to a moving section of the instrument. For example, cables connecting the 

twin barrels of the telescope to the mount, form a loop which changes its shape according to 

the position of the telescope. Without the stiff but flexible nature of the conduits, twisting 

would occur. Some difficulty was experienced when reversing the telescope, as the cables 

were tending to snag on the Calliper Clamp assembly. It was eventually remedied by 

introducing elasticated strain relief to the loop of flexible conduits between the barrels 

and the mount. This device causes the cables to be lifted clear of the polar axle, and 

thereby avoid the Calliper Clamp.
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Figure 6.5 shows the consoles under development at ULO.
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CABLEW AYS BETW EEN THE RISING FLOOR A N D  THE TELESCOPE  

M O UNT

Figure 6.6 shows the cables in their flexible conduits looping over the side of the concrete 

pier supporting the telescope, and then entering the ducting entry box (which is attached 

to the rising floor) in staggered pairs. This pattern of flexible conduits ensures sufficient 

freedom in the stiffness of the loop to minimize loading on individual conduits at entry to 

the ducting. If all the conduits were combined, the total weight at entry to the box would 

cause damage to the vulcanized rubber outer sheathing of those conduits situated on the 

underside of the bunch. The weight of a single flexible conduit between the pier and entry 

box was estimated at 20Kg.

150x150mm steel sectioned cable duct was installed on the underside of the rising floor, 

and this carries the cables from the entry box to the consoles via a ramp on to the rising 

floor.

6.13 AUXILIARY DOME CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Provision for control of dome rotation, dome lighting, and the rising floor has been cen

tralised at the consoles rather than scattered about the building as before. The facility 

to command software control of the lighting and dome rotation has also been provided so 

that automatic operation can be implemented. In the case of dome lighting, the ability 

to interlock the state of the focal plane shutter is a prudent measure when working with 

sensitive detectors, i.e. If the focal plane shutter is left open, then the white dome lights 

can be disabled.

6.13.1 CONTROL OF THE RISING FLOOR

Control of the rising floor has been confined to push button operation, independent of 

any other circuitry. When operating the rising floor, careful attention is required to avoid 

collisions. Therefore a failsafe mechanism was devised to enable a preset distance between 

the floor and the breech end of the telescope to be set up. This consists of a simple mercury
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Figure 6.6. Cableways between the rising floor and the telescope pier.
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switch enclosed in a pendant. The pendant is suspended on a wire from the end of the 

telescope and topples over after contact with the floor. As soon as the circuit is broken 

the floor control is disabled. To continue operation of the rising floor, the user must hold 

the pendent upright, and press the reset button. The length of cable between the pendent 

and the telescope is adjustable for optimum convenience.

6.14 STATUS DISPLAYS

All numerical information is displayed on a VGA (video graphics array) display. In ad

dition, the state of primary control functions are also displayed using discreet indicators. 

Although the status of any user operated switch or control function is derived via micro

processor control, the displays for these principle conditions utilize hid-till-lit colour-coded 

illuminated signs. The clarity of these devices is superior to that of a video display, and 

therefore the operators attention is better commanded when an error message is gener

ated. The status display panel is divided into three sections and is shown in figure 6.7. 

These are outlined as follows:

PO W ER SUPPLY INDICATORS

The control system incorporates seventeen power supplies of varying types. If a failure 

occurs, the output status of the power supply in question provides useful information on 

the possible area of failure. If for example the RA trackmotor does not respond, a glance 

at the relevent power supply indicator will signal to the user whether the problem is supply 

or control related. The operator can choose between indicators switching on when a failure 

occurs (i.e. normally off), or vice versa. This provides an option to keep illumination to 

a minimum in the dome. Each power supply has its output directed to an interface which 

provides a TTL signal to the indicator driver cicuitry.

SYSTEM  M ESSAGE INDICATORS

The second grouping of indicators is devoted to displaying the state of primary command 

functions within the control system. These can be defined as originating from either the
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Figure 6,7 shows the front panel layout of the eonsoles.
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operator pushing a switch, or the result of software control. For example, if the telescope 

is tracking in RA and the west guide button is pressed, then the motor direction, motor 

mode, and telescope axis is indicated. Automatic functions such as re-winding the sector 

and auto-aquisition are also indicated. Each axis is colour-coded, as are other logical 

groupings.

ERRO R M ESSAGE INDICATORS

The state of any switch or control function is monitored by a software controlled interlock 

system (details of which are given in chapter 7). This monitors the behaviour of the 

operator and generates error messages where appropriate. These messages are confined to 

the safety critical areas of operator or systems error, e.g. Leaving the telescope undamped 

in RA when track, set, or slew is commanded, disables that function (if appropriate) and 

generates the error message ‘clamp RA’. Once the relevent axis has been clamped the 

interlock is cancelled. Primary errors are also supported by additional information at 

the operator display. Other errors are confined to the systems display terminal. Given 

that each error message is mapped within the interlock processor memory, its origin can be 

easily changed. The hid-till-lit legend can also be changed by removing the photo negative 

carrying the message. As the system is used, if the source of operator error changes, then 

this can be simply redefined within the system.

6.15 FRONT PANEL DESIGN

From the photograph shown in figure 6.7 it can be seen that there are three panels of 

switches situated below the status display area. At an early stage in the design it was 

decided to use switches that allow operation by a gloved hand. To this end, large push- 

to-make buttons coupled with electromechanical latches were chosen. These are easier 

to operate than two state switches because the user is required to make a less precise 

tactile movement to change state. A further advantage of this arrangement is that in 

the event of power failure, the state of the switch is maintained. This feature is critical 

to the safe operation of heavy machinery under automatic control, i.e. If a sequence of
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control functions is interrupted by power failure, then retention of the last command is 

essential for safe resumption. Interlocks within the system are also unlikely to be confused 

by power failure, since protection against certain combinations of command are dependent 

on electromechanical latching which does not change condition by default.

SW ITCH IDENTIFICATION

Switch functions are not identified by engraving on the front panel, but by inscription 

on the buttons themselves. If the function of a particular switch is changed, all that is 

required is a newly engraved button. The absence of engraving on the front panel therefore 

provides flexibility for future requirements.

PANEL 1

Panel 1 contains the switches that control the rising floor, dome lights, and auxiliary 

functions. The four auxiliary functions are essentially spare to the system, and provide 

hardwired or software controlled access for supplementary expansion. The position of 

these switches is based on the safety critical aspects associated with moving the floor and 

switching the dome lighting. Spacing of these switches is therefore sparse (to minimze 

accidental operation) which, combined with the vertical position of the panel, requires the 

operator to premeditate any action to a greater extent than for panels two and three.

PANEL 2

This panel contains thumbwheel switches for setting the rates of the driving motors con

trolling the telescope axes. These rates can also be set via the operators terminal, but are 

available in discreet form for simple operation of the system. The range and mode of each 

category of movement is labelled by means of an illuminated indicator situated directly 

above the relevent thumbwheel. Two large push buttons are provided for control of the 

dome and these override the automatic dome control. A three position rotary switch al

lows the user to select an appropriate illumination level for all the indicators, and a lamp 

test facility is also provided to verify hid-till-lit illuminators.
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PANEL 3

Panel 3 contains the remaining switch operated functions. The on-off switches are located 

to the left, with an extra large and therefore prominent ‘power off’ push button provided 

to expedite emergency use. Three columns of pushbuttons provide dedicated command of 

basic functions, including the selection of either discreet (switch) or keyboard control. To 

the right, a three position rotary switch enables the selection of track, set, or slew, and 

the handset controls are also duplicated (i.e. N,S,E,W.) for convenience.

REMOTE TERMINAL AND HANDSET

In order to monitor the status of the telescope and centre objects on the CCD, a terminal 

and remote handset has been provided in the CCD control room. This also allows the 

camera operator to verify and enter co-ordinates with the observer in the dome.

6 .1 5 .1  T H E  T E A C H IN G  E N V IR O N M E N T

In a teaching situation, the provision of clearly defined controls for the basic aspects of 

telescope motion can give new users much greater confidence at the first stages of training. 

Another adjunct to this philosophy is to colour code groups of switches relating to logical 

areas of operation, e.g. Typical groupings would be those functions relating to the RA axis 

which are coded yellow, and with blue coding for controls connected with declination. This 

arrangement has also been extended to the status display area so as to provide uniformity 

to the user. All discreet status display messages are also protected by a plexiglass screen 

so that there is no confusion between switches and indicators.

6 .1 5 .2  C O N SO L E  C O N S T R U C T IO N

Two Elmaset enclosures have been used to facilitate nineteen inch rack mounting of the 

electronic hardware. The enclosures were bolted together to form a console, and panels 

incorporating the switches and indicators have been mounted on supporting structures 

proud of the front surface of the rack. Each of the three panels of switches has been 

mounted at differring angles in accordence with efficient ergonomic practice.
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PO W ER SUPPLY M O UNTING S

During discussions on design criteria for the system, it emerged that the ability for rapid 

removal of power supplies from the consoles would provide easier access for fault find

ing. Therefore, the power supplies have been mounted on slides which allows convenient 

withdrawal for maintenance.

SITUATING THE CONSOLES

The position of the consoles on the rising fioor has been determined by the space available. 

For any instrument incorporating a German mounting there is greatest space north of the 

pier. Taking into account the logistics of the breech end of the telescope, it was decided 

to situate the consoles N-E of the mounting pillar. This is the least congested area of the 

rising fioor and in the event of obstruction, the consoles can be moved to a corresponding 

N-W location. This also allows the telescope to be used unobstructed.

NINETEEN-INCH  CRATE CONSTRUCTION

The backpanels of the crates carrying connectors have engraved legends to enable clear 

identification of interconnecting cables (figure 6.7). Several of the crates containing digital 

circuitry use front panels made of plexiglass. This allows on board LED’s (light emitting 

diodes) to be viewed through the front panel ( a detailed explanation of the digital hard

ware is given in chapter 7). Where possible, powered ventilation has been avoided, but in 

situations where it has been required, low speed high volume fans have been used. These 

devices minimize the venting velocity, and therefore turbulence in the dome. The effects 

on local dome seeing have yet to be assessed.

COMMON GRO UNDING

The consoles are connected to the telescope via a flexible braided ground cable. This is 

also connected to the common earthing point at the mains supply of the dome.
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Figure 6.8 shows the rear of the consoles under test at ULO,
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6 .1 5 .3  R E M O T E  D U P L IC A T IO N  OF C O N SO L E  S W IT C H E S

For any machine control system a compromise between the essential philosophy and work

ing practice must be taken into account for efficient operator usage. Since new users learn 

on the basis of verifying pre-conceived hypotheses (Smith, 1982), rather than rejecting 

what they already know, the learning curve can be improved by taking into account the 

previous experience of new users. Whilst the designer has an ideal which he/she is reluc

tant to contaminate, they must also include caveats to stated philosophy such that safe 

w orking prac tice  is param oun t.

The nature of observing with the Radcliffe includes periods at the breech end of the 

telescope. Duplication of such functions as the rising floor, dome lighting, clamps and 

auxiliary functions has been provided in contradiction to the original notion of central

izing switch operated functions. In addition to this, operation of the RA clamp is also 

available at the south point of the rising floor which together with a socket for the hand- 

paddle, enables convenient access to relevent functions when using the HA circle (in case 

of computer failure) or reversing the telescope.
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C hapter 7

HARDWARE DESIGN 

SOLUTIONS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Within the functional descriptions given in chapter 6 an outline of each hardware element 

has been described. In this chapter individual specifications for each board (or module) 

are given, together with a description of the circuit design. Various combinations of the 

first three boards described in this chapter reside in the rate crate (figure 6.3). All other 

boards are situated in the control crate (figure 7.6), unless stated otherwise.

7.2 RATE BOARD (DRWG. ElOO).

7.2.1 IN TRO DUC TIO N

The function of this board is to provide a programmable source of pulses, calibrated in 

arcseconds per second, and thereby supply the stepping motors with the correct range of 

frequencies necessary to control the telescope axes at the specified range of rates. The 

specification also includes the requirement to calculate the difference of two rates and 

output the equivalent frequency. Because the control system incorporates two sizes of 

stepping motor connected through different gear ratios to the telescope axes, the ability
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to change the ratio of the output frequency to suit this variation has been included for the 

sake of modularity.

STEPPIN G  M OTOR FREQUENCY RANGE

The basic mode of operation specifies that the motors are supplied with 400 pulses per 

revolution up to a safe working maximum of lOKHz. Within this bandwidth, possible 

problems of resonance at IKHz can be avoided by not starting the motor at this frequency.

The range of rates required by the stepping motors is based on the specification that 

the number of pulses which are equivalent to an arcsecond must be greater than ten. 

This is necessary so that the discontinuous nature of the stepping motors does not cause 

noticeable deterioration in the seeing disc when tracking an object.

If we now consider the following operational factors based on the range and graduation 

of the rates required, criteria for specifying the circuit elements can be determined.

FOR A N Y  M OTOR ON EITHER AXIS

• 1 revolution per second of the motor shaft is equivalent to 400Hz.

TRACK  GUIDE MOTORS

• Track and guide rates are delivered by the same motor.

• Typical guide rate is equivalent to half the track rate.

• 1 motor pulse must be equivalent to less than 0.1 arcsecond.

RIGHT ASCENSION SET/SLEW  MOTOR

• Set and slew are powered by the same motor.

• Typical set rate is equivalent to 20 x maximum track rate (which is equal to 400 

arcseconds per second).

• 1 motor pulse is equivalent to less than 2 arcseconds. Note, any discontinuity is 

not easily detectable by the user as objects are not likely to appear stationary (i.e.
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tracking) whilst setting. However, the value of unit step chosen should allow for 

smooth mechanical operation.

DECLINATION MOTOR

• Track, guide, and setting motions are delivered by the same motor.

• Typical set rate is equivalent to 20 x maximum RA track rate (400 arcseconds per 

second).

7.2.2 M ODULARITY

Based on the requirement for a universal pulse generator to be used with different motors 

and various gear ratios, the Rate Board source frequency has been calculated upon the 

following criteria:

• The quartz crystal source frequency has been selected to provide optimum precision 

for RA tracking.

• The smallest programmable variation in rate provides maximum precision when 

associated with the RA driving motors.

• All other ranges of frequency are multiples of the smallest division ratio obtainable 

by the least significant rate multipher added to the preset division ratio.

CALCULATING THE CRYSTAL FREQUENCY

If the typical RA track rate is equal to 15 arcseconds per second, and 1 revolution of 

the primary shaft (RA drive) takes 19.945 seconds (20 sidereal seconds) to deliver the 

equivalent angular velocity to the telescope axle, then the tracking motor requires a 

supply frequency based on the following calculation:

where, 1 revolution of the motor shaft requires 400 pulses.

400 X 50 (via reduction gearbox) is equivalent to 20,000 pulses per revolution of the 

primary shaft.
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Therefore the tracking frequency = 20,000 divided by 19.945 

= 1002.757583 Hz.

Taking a standard off the shelf crystal of 9.7 MHz ;

F out = 1002.757538 Hz (tracking rate).

Number of controllable decades required = 5 

For rate multipliers
_  M  X F in

^  o u t  — 10

Where the output frequency is equal to the input frequency multiplied by the rate 

input M and divided by 10.

Then
_ 9.7 X 10® X 15 X 10®
“  10® X 1451

= 1002.75672

Therefore the percentage error is calculated by subtracting the theoretical value, 

from that obtained by dividing the crystal frequency with a series of programmable 

counters ;

.0.856 x 10-3,
--------------------------  X 100
■ 1002.757538 ^

= 8.536 X 1 0 - 5  

Which is equivalent to 1 arcsecond slow in 10.77 hours.

7.2.3 RATE BOARD HARDW ARE (DRW G. ElOO).

Figure 7.1 shows a schematic diagram of the Rate Board indicating the two basic 

stages of division; namely the rate multipliers and the divide by N counters. It
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also indicates how two rates (shown as track and guide) are summed using signetics 

82S82, fast arithmetic BCD (binary coded decimal) units.

The first stage of division consists of a 9.7 MHz quartz crystal divided down by five 

Texas Instruments SN 74167 synchronous decade rate multipHers (figure 7.2). These 

are cascaded by decoding either the Y output using a NOR gate, or from output 

Z as shown in figure 7.2 (pin 5 of the SN 74167’s) using a NAND gate (figure 7.2, 

IC8).

The second stage of division is made up of a chain of four SN 74LS192 synchronous 

4-bit up/ down counters connected with a series of DIL switches mounted on the 

board. These switches are preset according to the required stepping ratio (refer to 

drawing E109 listed in Appendix 1, for the values of preset division ratios).

Rate multipliers were selected as a simple means of interfacing with thumbwheel 

switches such that the indicated value corresponds to the desired rate in standard 

sub-multiples of arcseconds per second.

A pair of Signetics 82S52 fast arithmetic BCD add/subtract chips are incorporated 

to provide fast summation of the two most significant decades of rate multiplication. 

This allows correction by auxiliary rates such as guide or processor corrections to 

the preset track rate.

The last stage after the division chain comprises a logical switch which inhibits or 

allows the selected frequency. A red/green LED indicates the state of this switch,

i.e. Green is equivalent to on. If the circuitry is enabled, then the state of the LED 

can be viewed through a plexiglass panel situated at the front of the crate containing 

the Rate Boards.
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7.3 RATE DISTRIBUTION BOARD (DRWG.EllO).

7 .3 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

The function of this board and its relationship to other modules in the system has 

already been described (§6.9.5). As the name of the board implies, rates from diifer- 

ing sources within the system are routed to the Rate Board, so that any prescribed 

combination of two rates can be summed accordingly.

Figure 7.3 shows a schematic diagram of the main portion of the data selection 

network which has been designated RA track/guide to illustrate the principle of 

operation. From the previous section (§7.2.3), it can be seen that the Rate board 

sums two rates.

These rates originate from the Rate Distributuion Board, which selects (in the case of 

RA track) either the value held on the track thumbwheels or zero, AND either guide 

(thumbwheels), zero, STE 486 guide rate, Z8671 guide rate (Arc40 microprocessor), 

OR Arc40 + STE 486 .

Each pair of rates is configured by selecting either data channel A, or data channel 

B of each of the data select chips; data is output at Y as shown in figure 7.3. 

Combinations of data select instructions form the rate distribution address codes 

(§9.4.1).

The basis of the circuit (figures 7.3 and 7.4) is the Texas Instruments SN74LS157 

quadruple 2-line-to-1-line data selector chip. Two decades of BCD data ( 2 x 4  bit 

words) are presented at the inputs of a pair of 74LS157’s and the select line is used 

to route the appropriate data to the BCD arithmetic units mounted on the relevant 

Rate Board.

If we examine the combinations of rates used for the control of RA track/guide, 

then it is this specification which generates the circuit architecture. All other com

binations, e.g. RA set, Dec track etc, are subsets of this design. In this manner 

modularity is maintained. For a listing of combinations of rates and data select
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Figure 7.3 shows a schematic diagram of the 
Rate Distribution Board, E l 10.
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codes, refer to drawing EllOA compiled in Appendix A, ‘Select codes for Rate Dis

tribution Boards’.

CATEGORY SOURCE MAXIMUM RANGE 

arcsecs per second

COMMENTS

TRACK Thumbwheels 0-19.999 Tracking

TRACK ± GUIDE Thumbwheels 19.999 ± 9 Guiding

TRACK ± STE 486. 19.999 ± 9 Rate correction

TRACK ± SYNCHRO Arc 40 19.999 ± 9 Motor synchronization

TR A C K i REW.SECTOR Arc 40 19.999 ± 9 Post rew. correction

COMPUTER 1 + 2 STE BUS 0-19.999 Via op. terminal

Table 7,1: The combination of rates shown in the above table allows for separate control 

of automatic functions related to RA tracking functions. By this means different sources 

of control can access the final tracking rate.
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7 .3 .2  C O M B IN A T IO N S  O F T R A C K /G U ID E  R A T E S

The six channels of data selection provided by the Rate Distribution Board allows 

thumbwheel or keyboard presetting of the track rate, together with fast summation 

for tracking corrections sourced from the locations indicated in table 7.1.

RA track utilizes the maximum number of data channels required for any prescribed 

category of movement. This therefore specifies the essential architecture for the 

circuit design. Where other categories of movement do not require all six (2x4-bit) 

data channels, they are not used. All unwanted inputs are held low externally to 

the board. This approach therefore ensures that one generic hardware element is all 

that is needed to serve the system.

SELECT ADDRESS CODES

A row of miniature LED indicators is situated at the front of each board, and these 

indicate the current address instructing data selection. Reference to the position 

of a particular Rate Distribution Board in the Rate Crate (figure 6.3, Rate Crate 

board positions), its designated category of movement, and the relevent address 

code (drwg. EllOa, Appendix A) enables convenient verification of a prescribed 

data select instruction.

All data inputs are held high by on board pull-up resistors, and simple operation of 

track, plus or minus guide requires no CPU sourced address in the case of processor 

control failure. This is achieved by the manual override board (E112, figure 7.6) 

which diverts select address lines one and two via the handset to facilitate basic 

tracking and guiding.

FABRICATION

A total of five Rate Distribution Boards are used by the control system to facilitate 

each category of movement for each axis. After producing a hard wired prototype and
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testing it for all five positions within the system, a double sided printed circuit was 

fabricated using artwork generated from a PC based CAD (computer aided design) 

system. The completed artwork was then contracted out to a specialist manufacturer 

who produced printed circuit boards ready for their associated components. These 

were soldered in place at the Observatory, and tested prior to installation.

7.4 COUNTER INTERFACE BOARD (DRWG. E l l l )

7 .4 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

The two six decade BCD channels embodied within this circuit are controlled by 

RS Z1040E universal counter chips. Serial inputs from the relevent stepping motor 

power supply and associated Rate Board are fed into two respective counter chan

nels. Parallel outputs enable microprocessor comparison of the contents of these two 

counters.

7 .4 .2  C IR C U IT  A R C H IT E C T U R E

Each universal counter chip is capable of counting up to four decimal decades (0- 

9999). Referring to 6.9.3, we can see that a maximum count of 866382 is required to 

accommodate the maximum slewing distance (under indexing control), and thus the 

circuit utilizes two pairs of ZN1040E counters cascaded with the two most significant 

decades unused. This therefore provides a maximum count of 999999 pulses for each 

channel.

Multiplexed outputs from each counter are fed to 4-bit bistable latches (sn74LS75), 

and enable outputs for each decade are also connected between the counter and 

the relevent latch. The parallel BCD outputs from each latch are used to switch 

individual LED indicators mounted to the edge of the board. In this manner the 

current value held at transfer can be read off the board directly.
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7 .4 .3  C O U N T E R  C O N T R O L

The counter is controlled by four lines:

— INHIBIT. This command inhibits the counting and holds the current value in 

the counter until the instruction is reversed. Counting can then continue.

— UP/DOWN. Controls the direction of counting and can be used in conjunction 

with a preset value.

— TRANSFER. This transfers the current value held in the counter to the outputs. 

Counting can continue from zero (with a reset instruction), or revert back to 

the total count accumulated before, during, or after transfer. This feature 

can be used when repeated error corrections are made during the process of 

auto-acquisition.

— RESET. Sets the counter to zero.

Each output from the latches also drives a 2 milliamp LED indicator. Groups of four 

LED’s represent a BCD decade. Any discrepancy incurred can therefore be checked 

in terms of motor shaft verses target position, i.e. The two six decade BCD numbers 

should be equal if the telescope is synchronized onto the target.

7.5 CONTROL CRATE CIRCUIT BOARDS

The boards contained within the Control Crate are shown schematically in figure

7.6 and described below.

7 .5 .1  P O W E R  P A C K  IN D IC A T O R  B O A R D  (D R W G . E 107)

The purpose of this board is to relay a signal to the power supply indicators, con

firmation that a particular power supply is providing an output. If a failure in the 

system occurs, then verification that power associated to a specific output is or is 

not present, can provide useful systems information to the user.
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SPECIFICATION

There are seventeen power supplies incorporated in the system. These range from 

bi polar stepper motor supplies, to 12 volt d.c. supplies. Each power supply has its 

output connected to the Indicator Driver Board. The circuitry also incorporates the 

following options:

1.INDICATOR TEST FACILITY. This overrides the switching network to provide 

an ‘indicator on’ signal to the Indicator Driver Board. Faulty lamps can thereby be 

identified.

2.INDICATOR INVERSION. Allows the user to select an indicator to switch on or 

off when the power output of a supply goes down. The option of minimizing light 

levels within the dome is therefore possible.

3.FLASHING INDICATOR. When power supply failure occurs, indicators can either 

change state (option 2.), or flash on and off. This option enhances the operators 

attention to power supply failure.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The output of each power supply is interfaced to a TTL logic network via an opto- 

isolator. Individual voltages from the various supplies are held at five volts using 

Zenner diodes. Each supply rail is protected by means of miniature circuit breakers. 

These are situated on the back panel of the control crate, directly opposite the two 

part DIN (Deutche Industry Standard) connector to the board. Careful attention 

to isolating each supply output has been taken in the construction of this circuitry 

and associated wiring.

Twenty such elements are combined to form the power pack indicator board. This 

allows spare capacity for future expansion. (Drwg. 107a Appendix A gives a detailed 

description of the control options).
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7 .5 .2  IN D IC A T O R  D R IV E R  B O A R D  (D R W G . E 1 0 4 ).

The Indicator Driver Board provides a number of solid state switches such that a 

TTL signal can switch a given indicator (§6.14 for a description of indicator types).

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The integrated circuitry used for this board is based solely on the National Semicon

ductor DS3686N relay /lamp driver. This device incorporates two pairs of switching 

transistors configured as Darlington drivers. A dual input ‘AND’ gate with open 

collector output stage is connected to the base input of each network. The output is 

capable of sinking 300 milliamps, which is sufficient to power two indicators. Inputs 

compatible with TTL and CMOS (complimentary Metal Oxide semiconductor) logic 

families enables simple interfacing to other cicuitry in the system. A total of thirty 

twin Darlington drivers mounted on the board, enable up to sixty indicators to to 

be individually switched at TTL signal levels.

7 .5 .3  S W IT C H  D IS T R IB U T IO N  B O A R D  (D R W G . E 108)

To command a function within the system a switch must change state. Given that 

the basic functions of the control system are operated either by individual mechanical 

switches mounted on the consoles, or via the operator terminal, a switching network 

has been implemented incorporating the following features. Taking into account 

that momentary pushbuttons have been selected on the grounds of ergonomics, a 

latching network was introduced to provide each switch with a two-state memory. 

Consideration of such factors as mains power failure, and the nature of operation of 

devices such as powered clamps, prompted the inclusion of electromechanical latches.

Where a sequence of operations is undertaken, it is important that the system has 

failsafe access to the state of the last command, e.g. If clamping has been initiated, 

then the direction of traverse must be retained if the cycle is interrupted.
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NETW ORK ARCHITECTURE

Figure 7.7 shows a schematic representation of the network employed between a 

momentary push-to-make button (switch line), and its corresponding TTL output. 

Residing within the circuitry is the capability to disable functions both individually 

or, collectively, i.e. The system can isolate a particular function from the user, 

or disable all primary commands collectively. Microprocessor command is accessed 

through the external request line, and confirmation of the output state is obtained 

via the line labelled ‘external view’.

ELECTROMECHANICAL SW ITCHING

The contacts of the push-buttons operate two-state rotary action relays. These 

devices retain the last state instructed without the need for power. They are, in 

effect, non-volatile two-state memory elements. All switching elements are held high 

via pull-up resistors, with the electromechanical switch contacts pulling the inputs 

to ground.

DE-BOUNCE NETW ORK (DRW G. E116)

The switching contacts of the two step relays are connected to the Switch Distri

bution Board via a de-bounce network. This is based on the Motorola MC 14490 

4-channel chip. The clock frequency is derived by an external timing capacitor to 

each package, the value of which is calculated on the basis of the required delay (This 

period should be greater than the bounce-duration of the mechanical contacts).

SW ITCH DISTRIBUTIO N BOARD CIRCUITRY

The Switch Distribution Board is comprised of twenty-four circuit elements identical 

to those shown in figure 7.7. As can be seen, a simple network of three gates, Nand, 

Nor, and Or provides access to the switching functions Individual Disable, Collec

tive Disable, Switch line (command request), and External Request. This circuitry
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Figure 7.7 shows the three gate logic network which forms the basis of 
the Switch Distribution Board, E108.
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therefore provides the means of implementing both operator control and automatic 

override to control system commands.

7 .5 .4  L IM IT  S W IT C H  B O A R D  (D R W G . E 1 1 5 ).

The Limit Switch Board provides twenty four de-bounced TTL channels to inter

face the electromechanical limits to the control hardware. Heavy duty Cigma limit 

switches are located at various points on the telescope to enable the control system 

to sense the state of the motorized assemblies. The circuit design is based on the 

Motorola MC14490 contact de-bounce chip, with each of the twenty-four channels 

driving an LED indicator. These are arranged on an engraved panel situated to the 

front edge of the circuit board. Visible through the plexiglass front panel of the 

control crate, the LED indicators provide immediate confirmation as to the state of 

all limitswitches within the system.

CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

Once channelled through the de-bounce chip, the signal is buffered to provide a TTL 

output. A separate buffer is also provided to drive the miniature LED indicator. 

Limit switches are configured so that when the microswitch contacts are made, the 

LED indicator is switched on.

7 .5 .5  M A N U A L  O V E R R ID E  C O N T R O L  B O A R D  (D R W G . E 112).

The purpose of this cicuitry is to allow the user to operate the handset and provide 

the system with the necessary control codes for selection of the desired axis, direction, 

and category of movement. It also enables the user to operate the handset without 

any form of microprocessor control. This is accomplished by generating (in manual 

mode) relevent select address codes to enable simple operation of track and guide.

The board is divided into two distinct (essentially identical) areas, RA (which for 

the purpose of illustration is shown in figures 7.8 and 7.9), and declination.
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Situated on panel one of the consoles, is a three position rotary selector. This selects 

one of three categories of movement, namely track, set, or slew. It is the only 

common connection to both RA and declination circuitry contained on this board.

RIGHT ASCENSION CIRCUITRY

The hardware situated on this half of the board can be further divided into three 

areas. These are associated with the handset, mode select (i.e. track/guide, set, or 

slew), and pulse train select cicuitry.

H ANDSET INTERFACE

Figure 7.8 shows the simple network of six gates which takes the east/west switch 

lines from the handset and generates a direction request for the stepper power sup

plies. It also provides an interrupt line to the CPU (informing the system that either 

the east or west button is being pressed), and supplies the first two address codes 

for the relevent data selection boards, i.e. Select address one and two for the RA 

track Rate Distribution Board enables track plus or minus guide (§9.4.1).

Under automatic control, the CPU can generate an add/subtract signal and override 

select one and two. This enables corrections sourced from software to be imposed 

on the final rate. The single pole switches (DIL on the board) allows the polarity of 

microprocessor derived signals to be inverted if required.

M ODE SELECT

Figure 7.9 shows the three position rotary selector which provides two switch lines to 

this section of the circuitry. These are first routed through the Switch Distribution 

Board, which enables CPU control of these signals if desired, and then into a decoding 

network situated on the Manual Override Board itself.

Depending on the category of movement selected by the STE 486 microprocessor 

or the console rotary selector, the two line combinational information (figure 7.9)
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is decoded to instruct mode indicators situated on panel one. The decoded signal 

is also buffered to interface with the third area of circuitry described under Pulse 

Train Select.

PULSE TRAIN SELECT.

In this section of the circuitry pulse trains representing the three categories of move

ment are switched for connection to the stepping motor power supplies. The decoded 

mode select signal is used to enable one of three Nand gates. Each gate switches 

either the track, set, or slew pulse trains and allows the relevent frequency to be 

presented at the appropriate stepper supply.

A divide by fifty network utilizing programmable divide by N counters (SN74192) 

divides the current track rate so that the set/ slew motor can be used for tracking 

if required. The preset value of fifty is determined by the 50:1 reduction gearbox 

connected to the track/guide motor shaft. SN 74121 monostable multivibrators 

with Schmidt trigger inputs are used to extend the pulse width and provide jitter 

free signals to stepping motor power supplies.

DECLINATION CIRCUITRY

This area of control circuitry is identical to that provided for RA, with the following 

exceptions

1. The pulse train which mode select interprets as slew, is commoned with the input 

categorised as set. When slew is selected, this has the effect of retaining the set 

pulses in that channel otherwise reserved for slew. As there is no slew motor for 

declination, when slew mode is selected, the declination motor remains in set mode. 

If at a later stage a slewing motor is fitted to the declination axis (appendix 3), then 

it can be seen that appropriate switching control circuitry is already available.

2. The input labelled as DIR. request on the RA half of the circuit diagram is 

identified as Dec -f/- for the declination control. This follows the convention used
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for the control of declination when used in conjunction with a German mounting, 

e.g. North and South reverse when the telescope reverses about the mounting.

7.6 ADDITIONAL CIRCUITRY

Under this heading various sub-circuits relating to particular aspects of the control 

system are described. It is not intended to cover every minor module of control 

hardware, only those elements which perform functions peculiar to the system as a 

whole.

7 .6 .1  P E A K /R E G U L A T E D  C U R R E N T  C O N T R O L  E lO l.

The control system uses two differrent sizes of stepping motor, and accordingly two 

sizes of power supply. Contained within the consoles there are a total of four Digiplan 

Ltd. stepping motor bi-polar chopper drives. Two provide up to 350 watts each for 

the smaller sized motors, and the other two up to 800 watts for the larger sized 

motors of which only one has been installed to date. Because funding is unavailable 

for the declination slewing mechanics at this stage in the project the spare 800 watt 

drive is situated within the console enclosures so as to provide rapid back-up in case 

of failure. For the smaller sized motor (which is used on both axes) there is no 

spare supply. However, it is possible for the larger supply to also power the smaller 

sized motor, and to this end the 800 watt power supplies have been modified for the 

purpose.

The stepping motor drives operate as bi-level controllers. This means that they 

employ both high and low voltage power supplies. When a coil is switched, the high 

voltage is applied across the motor winding in order to ensure a rapid build up of 

current. When the current reaches a preset level the high voltage is switched off, and 

the current is maintained at a preset regulated level from the low voltage supply. By 

replacing the presetable potentiometers which enable adjustment of these currents 

with a network which allows switching between two preset levels, settings for both
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sizes of motor can be conveniently selected. These power supplies are mounted in 

a nineteen inch crate together with their separate mains transformer and current 

regulating circuitry. The crate back-panel incorporates separate power sockets for 

both sizes of motor (polarized to prevent confusion), together with a large and clearly 

labelled rotary selector. The procedure for changing from large to small motor is 

clearly engraved alongside the selector, such that back-up to the 350 watt supply is 

easily implemented.

7 .6 .2  L A M P  IL L U M IN A T IO N  B O A R D  (D R W G .E 1 0 4 )

There are three levels of illumination associated with the status display indicators 

and push to make switches available to the operator, namely high, low, and off. 

However these devices require differring voltages if an even level of illumination is 

to be achieved for the two types of legend used. These are, hid-till-lit or surface 

engraved, and fall into distinct groups, e.g. System and error message indicators 

use hid-till-lit legends, and power supply indicators use surface engraved displays. 

Separate low voltage d.c. power supplies are used for each of the two types of 

legend, such that three individually adjustable levels can be preset and selected via 

a rotary switch situated on panel two. The circuitry for this facility is based on a 

decoding network which switches into circuit the appropriate variable resistance via 

DIL relays. The illumination levels can be preset by these variable resistors which 

are situated at the rear of the panel one crate, and are connected to the respective 

voltage control hardware built into the power supplies.

7 .6 .3  C O N SO L E  D O M E  C O N T R O L  E 106.

The controls for dome rotation are situated on panel one. These comprise two push 

to make double pole buttons, which switch 240 Volt a.c. coils activating a pair 

of three phase contactors switching power to the dome rotation motors. Under 

microprocessor control, 10 signals (open collector outputs pulled down to 5 volts)
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must override the operator activated buttons for automatic dome positioning. To this 

end solid state plug-in 8-pin style relays have been incorporated for these interfacing 

requirements.

7 .6 .4  C L A M P  C O N T R O L

There are three motorised actuators controlHng the RA, Calliper and declination 

clamps. They all use the same d.c. motor and are electrically identical. Essentially, 

these are two state devices which are either clamped or undamped. The period of 

transition from one state to another is dependent on the nature of the mechanical 

subsystem and ranges from four to ten seconds. If under automatic control (i.e. 

rewinding the sector) the transition is not completed, then it is important that the 

system knows the intended direction of traverse, so that command can be resumed.

When the user or control microprocessor commands the operation of one of the 

clamps, power is applied with the appropriate polarity corresponding to the desired 

motor shaft direction via 12v contactors. The controlling circuitry for the contactors 

is shown in figure 7.10.

Each clamp has a pair of interlocking contactors preventing simultaneous direction 

request. The use of a two step rotary relay provides non-volatile memory of the 

direction of traverse for each clamp, and all three sets of switchgear are situated on 

the telescope mount below the RA encoder (figure 7.11).
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Figure 7.10 shows the two state clamp control circuitry.
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Figure 7.11 shows the clamp control switchgear situated on the south 
side of the telescope mount.
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C hapter 8

MICROPROCESSOR 

CONTROL

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The Radcliffe Control System incorporates modularity and low functional interdependence 

as key strategies within the design approach. Other factors such as funding have also 

had a seminal influence on systems architecture. This chapter provides a description of 

microprocessor control implemented in accordance with the boundaries defined by these 

factors.

The chapter starts with a discussion of considerations such as resilience and redun

dancy, system access, hardware upgrades, and distributed processing. This is followed by 

a description of the microprocessor hardware, and the chapter concludes with an outline 

of the various tasks under software control.

A description of the software (for the control tasks described in this chapter) follows 

in chapter 9.
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8.2 RESILIENCE AND REDUNDANCY

Resilience may be most generally defined as the ability of a system to survive failures in an 

organized manner. It may also imply that the system will continue to operate usefully after 

the failure has occurred, or that organized survival to a pre-determined state allows safe 

shut-down of the control hardware. Two distinct categories emerge from these definitions.

• Applications in which mission (i.e. continued observing) survival is of paramount 

importance.

• Applications in which the safety of the operator and machinery is the over-riding 

consideration.

In terms of the Radcliffe Control System the design endeavours to include the former, 

and predominate with the latter.

The control of a large instrument like the Radcliffe telescope always involves the pos

sibility of danger to the operator and to the machinery itself. Moving five tonnes of metal 

and glass under microprocessor control can never be risk free. However, for each applica

tion certain aspects of operational practice are clearly more dangerous than others. For 

example, leaving the telescope undamped is potentially dangerous for both the operator 

and the machinery. It is not sufficient to merely warn the user that an error condition has 

occurred, interlocks preventing further use of the system must force a return to the safe 

working configuration.

To overcome the inherent unreliability of a physical system, any design must include 

some form of redundancy. This means using rather more physical resources than would be 

strictly necessary. Completely fault-tolerant systems include replication of sub-systems, 

and duplication of command structures.

For the application cited in this thesis, consideration of these concepts has resulted 

in an ability for controlled shut-down and mission survival which in turn are supported 

by multifunction hardware design and hierarchical interlocks. This can be illustrated by 

features such as the capacity to manually override clamps, provision to continue tracking
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and guiding without microprcessor control, and interchangeable modules within the control 

hardware.

The use of a multi processor system also allows redundancy, with certain software 

routines, (namely those designated under the heading of simple operation §8.7.1) able to 

run on any of the processors within the system.

8.3 SYSTEM ACCESS

The most important factor to consider when applying these features to the design of a 

system, is accessibility for maintenance during the period where fault tolerent operation 

is required. For example, in the case of aerospace applications system survival is essential, 

as maintenance access is impossible during flight. Whereas, in the case of the Raddcliffe 

telescope, attention to repairs are solely dependent on the availability of technical staff. 

However, during a period of clear weather, a major shut-down is almost unacceptable. If 

faults can be attended to by taking advantage of modularity, it is possible to attend faults 

with very little interruption.

8.4 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

The term ‘distributed processing’ implies the interconnection of two or more processing 

units. The most common interconnection technique is based on the bus, but failure of the 

bus is catastrophic and only duplication of the bus will permit communication to continue. 

Within the zones described as simple operation and automatic control (figure 6.2), a purely 

bus based architecture does not provide sufficient redundancy for the support of simple 

operation in the event of failure. Taking these factors into account, the allocation of 

replicated processing capability has been based on a combination of three identical single 

board (Arc40) microprocessors supporting simple operation (tasks 1-3), and a bus based 

system for the more complex aspects of control (tasks 4-11).

Figure 8.1 illustrates the processor organization and its relationship to the control 

hardware. Specific interconnective paths to control hardware employ parallel connection.
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8.5 EXPANSION AND HARDWARE UPGRADES

Although the lifetime of the Radcliffe Control System has not been specified, it is likely 

to be in the order of ten to twenty years. In that period, the cost and performance 

of commercially based computer products will change. Users will also expect upgrades 

commensurate with the type of work being undertaken. Therefore particular attention 

has been given to the organization of the hardware interface, such that upgrades are 

straightforward. This can be demonstrated by the replacement of the STEbus processor 

from the 80C188 (purchased in order to evaluate the potential precision of the encoders) 

to the 486LC CPU board during September 1994.

8.6 MICROPROCESSOR HARDWARE

There are four single board microprocessors used in the control system (figure 8.1). They 

comprise three Arc 40’s and one STEbus 486 processor which run a total of eleven tasks 

as listed after the following description of the microprocessor hardware.

8.6.1 ARC40 SINGLE BOARD M ICROPROCESSOR (TASKS 1-3)

The Arc40 single board microcomputer is based on the Zilog 8671 microprocessor, and 

was chosen as an inexpensive alternative to hard wired designs.

It incorporates an RS-232 serial interface, parallel I/O , an eprom programmer, and 

16k of CMOS RAM (random access memory). Designed as a stand alone controller, 

expansion for further I/O  is implemented using Arcoms range of bus compatible peripheral 

boards. Within the Radcliffe Control System, three Arc40 microcomputers are used as 

programmable controllers providing stand alone capability for tasks 1-3 inclusive (§7.2). 

They therefore maintain flexibility where hard-wired logic is unable to do so.

THE ZILOG Z8671 M ICROPROCESSOR

The Z8671 was designed as a device capable of working either as a self contained processor, 

with an efficiently organized memory and I/O  structure on chip, or as the main processing
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element in a multi-chip design. The main features of the Z8 architecture include a 144- 

byte register file of which 124 are general purpose accumulators and 2K of internal read 

only memory (ROM). The external memory can be expanded up to 126K bytes (limited 

to 16K on board the Arc40), four 8-bit I/O  ports, one UART (universal asynchronous 

reciever transmitter), two counter-timers and six maskable priority vectored interrupts.

The Z8671 also has a Basic interpreter, known as BASIC/DEBUG, which is pro

grammed into the 2K ROM. BASIC/DEBUG is a compact implementation of Dartmouth 

Basic, specially designed for process control applications. Features such as trigonomet

ric, array and character string handling, and fractional numbers have been omitted, and 

where possible memory space has been conserved by combining commands which other

wise might be duplicated. For control functions, BASIC/DEBUG does incorporate fast 

hardware tests, examination and modification of any memory location at the bit or byte 

level, and the ability to process decimal or hexadecimal input/output values.

8.6.2 STEbus BASED PRO CESSOR...(TASKS 1-11)

The STEbus based processor is capable of running all the tasks (1-11) currently controlling 

the telescope.

However, tasks 4-11 require much greater computational power than tasks 1-3. For 

this reason an industrial bus based solution was chosen to implement these aspects of the 

control hardware. The STEbus was selected as a low cost 8-bit Eurocard based solution 

to the interfacing requirements of the Radcliffe Control System. Expansion and upgrades 

are readily implemented as the need arises, and a wide range of development tools are 

available to aid programming. If the STEbus based control goes down, simple operation 

of the control system (as defined by tasks 1-3) is maintained. The STEbus is based on the 

Eurocard standard and is therefore able to take advantage of the DIN connector for greater 

reliability. The STE standard also allows use of different eight-bit microprocessor families 

with the facility for one megabyte of memory space, 4 kilobytes of I/O  space, asynchronous 

data transfer, and multiple processor board capability (up to three processor boards).
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ARCOM  SCIM88 M ICROPROCESSOR BOARD

The first processor board connected to the bus was the SCIM88 board. It was purchased as 

a development tool to assess the performance of the encoder subsystems and was eventually 

replaced with the STEbus 486.

This board incorporates the Motorola 80188 microprocessor chip, which has 16-bit 

internal architecture, an 8-bit data bus, and runs at 16Mhz. A major factor in choosing 

this processor, is the fact that it originates from the 8088 chip which derives from the 

original PC and XT computers. This feature allows code to be directly compiled onto the 

CPU board from a PC. The SC1M88 also includes an interrupt controller, three timers, 

DMA controller, 256K of battery backed RAM, 512K of dynamic RAM, up to 512K 

EPROM, a real time clock, STEbus interface, and two RS-232 channels.

ARCOM  SCIM486SLC M ICROPROCESSOR BOARD

The SC1M486SLC processor board was purchased as an upgrade to the 80188 based board 

and is used (as shown in figure 8.1) for the current control system configuration.

Once there was confirmation that the encoder linkages were providing positional infor

mation to within the original specification, it was decided to implement features such 

as a custom designed user interface, auto-aquisition and a pointing model using the 

SC1M486SLC board.

The SCIM486SLC is an AT compatible processor board for the STEbus, which uses a 

single-chip implementation of the core logic of an AT PC running at 25Mhz. It incorporates 

a SCIM interface which allows the use of piggy-back plug-in modules such as 1 /0 or 

video etc. The board is fitted with 4Mbyte of 16 bit wide DRAM (dynamic random 

access memory). An EPROM (erasable programmable read only memory) contains the AT 

(advanced technology) compatible BIOS (basic input output system), power-on self-test 

software and user application software. The board is also fitted with a Cyrix 87SLC Maths 

co-processor which is used to handle the large amount of floating point maths involved 

in the coordinate transformations and corrections. A floppy disk controller capable of up 

to IMbits/second is also provided, together with an IDE hard disc interface; this is used
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in conjunction with a 105Mbyte hard disc mounted on a separate single height eurocard. 

An AT compatible real-time clock is provided which is battery-backed to provide up to 75 

hours operation should the need arise.

8.6.3 ENC O D ER INTERFACE CARD

The Radcliffe Control System incorporates six optical shaft encoders. Two for the RA and 

declination axes of the telescope mounting, two for the X and Y axes of the X-Y head, 

one to register the rotational position of the dome, and one to output the focus position 

of the breech end of the 61cm tube. These are interfaced to the control system via the 

STEbus using Andover Microsystems incremental encoder interface cards. Each card can 

accommodate two encoders. The encoders generate square wave quadrature pulses with 

complimentary line driver type outputs, and these are converted to TTL levels by DS 

8820AN line receivers on the interface card. The use of complimentary (balanced) line 

technique eliminates ground loop noise (normally incurred with single wire transmission) 

and helps to reduce the effect of induced noise on the connecting lines. This feature has 

special relevance to the Radcliffe Control System, because the encoders are situated at up 

to forty five metres distant from the control interface.

Each encoder interface card incorporates two 32 bit up/down counters. The A and B 

quadrature signals (i.e. with 90 degree phase shift) enables the direction of counting to be 

determined. If A leads B then the forward direction is indicated and the counter counts 

up; if A lags B then the reverse direction is sensed and the counter counts down. The 

counters appear as four consecutive locations in the STE I/O  space and can be written to 

as well as read. It is therefore possible to preload the counter registers which enables the 

prevention of wrapping round (passing through) zero.

8.6.4 I /O  MODULE

Control lines are interfaced to the STE bus via Arcom’s MODlOl I/O  module. This pro

vides 40 channels of bit programmable bi-directional I/O. The I/O  chips utilized are octal 

bus transceiver/ registers with open collector outputs. Each channel can be individually
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programmed as a buffered input or output within each group of eight lines.

8.6.5 VG A G RAPHICS BOARD (M OD404)

Displays of the telescope co-ordinates and systems information are provided on a multi

sync colour monitor which is driven by a MOD404 SCIM module incorporating a VGA 

graphics subsystem. This subsystem is piggybacked onto the SCIM host board and a 

simple breakout cable from the 50-way ribbon to a 15-way VGA cable is used to connect 

to the display.

8.6.6 K EYBO ARD AN D  DISPLAY

An extended IBM PC compatible serial terminal is used to allow all telescope functions 

to be exercised, as well as displaying information (via the VGA graphics board) on the 

pointing and tracking status of the telescope. A remote terminal sited in the control room 

(Wilson building) duplicates access to the system for the convenience of the CCD camera 

operator. Communication between the dome and the control room is via a hands-free 

intercom.

8.7 MICROPROCESSOR TASKS

Under simple operation, displays of position and automatic control are not provided. Con

tinued operation in this mode is confined to using the engraved circles for position, console 

error and system messages, and manual rewind of the sector. Within these constraints, it 

is possible to continue tracking and guiding without any microprocessor control. However, 

set mode, system and error messages will not function.

Tasks 4 to 11 (Complex operation) will only run on the STEbus 486. Tasks 1 to 3 will 

run on any of the single board microprocessors in the control system.

8.7.1 SIMPLE OPERATION

1. STATUS DISPLAYS. The state of limit switches and primary command functions
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are processed to provide system message indication.

2. ERROR MESSAGES. The state of limit switches are processed to provide error 

message indication and appropriate control interlocks.

3. RATE DISTRIBUTION CODES. This ta.sk manages the selection and combination 

of rates supplying the stepper motors.

COM PLEX OPERATION (STEbus 486).

4. PRIMARY COMMAND OVERRIDE. Allows control via keyboard.

5. AUTOMATIC SECTOR REWIND. Manages the sequence necessary to complete 

rewind and re-synchronize the telescope back onto target.

6. OBJECT ACQUISITION. Enables automatic (as defined in ^6.7.2) aquisition of 

objects under software control.

7. DISPLAY OF ANGULAR POSITION. Processes signals from shaft encoders and 

generates position displays.

8. TRACKING CORRECTION. Modifies preset tracking rate to take account of tele

scope pointing errors.

9. DOME CONTROL. Translates values of RA and Dec into azimuth for automatic 

dome control.

10. X-Y HEAD. Enables offset positions of the X -Y  head to be displayed in RA and Dec.

11. TASK 11, CENTRE DEC. TANGENT ARM. Centre’s the declination tangent arm 

to provide equal traverse along the tangent screw.
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8.8 MICROPROCESSOR TASKS DESCRIBED

8 .8 .1  T A S K  1, S T A T U S  D IS P L A Y S

The purpose of this task is to interpret the state of limit switches and primary control 

functions to provide relevent signals for the lamp illumination board (E104), and thereby 

enable hid-tiU-lit system indicators to inform the user of control system status.

For example, if the telescope is tracking in RA the following systems information is 

displayed, axis, direction, and category of movement. The input signals presented to 

the Arc40 I/O  to switch the relevent indicators are motor direction and track on-off. 

The software (described in chapter 9) registers any changes to the input parameters and 

thereby instructs the indicator interface circuitry accordingly.

8 .8 .2  T A SK  2, E R R O R  M E S S A G E S  A N D  IN T E R L O C K S

The purpose of Task 2 is to monitor the state of the limit switches, generating error 

messages together with safety interlocks when appropriate. In effect, the behaviour of the 

user in relation to the control interface is scrutinized by Arc 40 no.2 and compared with 

the status of the system; resilience (§8.2) to potentially dangerous situations can therfore 

be monitored.

Four levels of interlock are generated by this segment of control:

1. ERROR MESSAGE ONLY

2. ERROR MESSAGE AND INDIVIDUAL DISABLE. In this condition an individual 

command function is disabled until the user retreats to a safe condition, e.g. Console 

selection of declination +/- (motor direction) is disabled during automatic centre 

declination.

3. ERROR MESSAGE AND COLLECTIVE DISABLE. When this state is invoked, 

all command functions are disabled other than those necessary to close down the 

telescope under power.

4. M AINS POWER OFF.
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Task 2 uses the same input information as task 1, but is processed on the second of 

the Arc40 single board microcomputers. Therefore the input interface of the I/O  is simply 

connected in parallel with that of Arc40 no.l.

8 .8 .3  T A S K  3 , R A T E  D IS T R IB U T IO N  C O D E S

In this area of control Arc40 no.3 selects the appropriate data channels by generating an 

address and outputting it to the rate coordination boards (EllO). Instructions based on 

the category of movement, direction, and ajcis are output to the Arc40 no.3 I/O from the 

manual override board (E112) and are processed to provide the correct combination of 

control signals to the stepping motor power supplies.

The first two bits (select 1 and 2) of the rate co-ordination address are generated by a 

signal from the manual override board (§7.5.5) which allows tracking and guiding w ithou t 

this task running under software control.

Figure 8.2 shows a schematic representation of Arc40 no.3 indicating how select 1 and 

2 bypass microprocessor control.

8 .8 .4  T A SK  4, P R IM A R Y  C O M M A N D  O V E R R ID E .

The purpose of task 4 is to allow the user to access primary command functions via the 

user entry terminal, and thereby enable software control for automatic sequencing. For 

example, rewinding the Sector involves a series of commands to complete the process 

required. Most of these commands have a discrete switch associated with it, and these 

reside on the console front panel. The user therefore has a choice as to the location 

from which commands may be initiated. Single-command functions may often be more 

conveniently operated from their individually labelled switches, whilst operations involving 

a sequence of functions are instigated under software control.

The STEbus I/O  accesses the primary command function via the switch distribution 

board. To initialize control via the STEbus the following conditions must be satisfied;

1. COMPUTER ON. The primary command COMPUTER ON must be on.
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2. COLLECTIVE DISABLE. The collective disable line on the switch distribution board 

(El 08) must be held low. This disables console control of primary functions.

8 .8 .5  T A SK  5, A U T O M A T IC  S E C T O R  R E W IN D .

Task 5 provides a sequence of commands to enable rewinding of the sector under automatic 

control. It also re-synchronizes the former tracking position back onto target. For this 

task, the STEbus based processor requires connection to the following areas of RA control;

1. PRIMARY COMMAND FUNCTIONS. These are available via task 4-

2. UNIVERSAL COUNTER INTERFACE BOARD E l l l .  Access to the RA counter 

board can be used to monitor tracking position and for incrementing the stepper 

motors through prescribed values.

3. ENCODED POSITION OF RIGHT ASCENSION.

4. RA LIMIT SWITCHES. The state of the RA clamp, Calliper clamp, and Sector.

8 .8 .6  T A SK  6, O B JE C T  A Q U IS IT IO N

To facilitate object aquisition a sequence is generated which positions the telescope on 

the target selected; I/O  connection to the control hardware is identical to that of task 5 

(including declination control).

8 .8 .7  T A SK  7, D IS P L A Y  O F A N G U L A R  P O S IT IO N

Information from the processor clock and encoders are computed to display position.

8 .8 .8  T A SK  8 . ...T R A C K IN G  C O R R E C T IO N

Tracking and pointing errors due to telescope flexure, misalignment of the mount, and 

atmospheric effects can be compensated for under software control. It has not been pos

sible to instal a full pointing model at this stage of the project, but the I/O connections 

necessary to correct the tracking rate are provided in expectation of this facility.
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8 .8 .9  T A S K  9 . . ..D O M E  C O N T R O L

The Radcliffe Dome now incorporates an optical shaft encoder which meshes via a spur 

gear to the rotating dome drive rack. This provides positional information which can then 

be converted into the azimuth of the dome opening. Pulses from the incremental encoder 

(identical to that used for the RA and declination axes) will be fed into an encoder interface 

card (§8.6.3), and processor commanded rotation can then be activated via the console 

dome control interface.

8 .8 .1 0  T A SK  1 0 ....P O S IT IO N  R E A D O U T  F O R  T H E  X -Y  H E A D

Two Veeder Root incremental optical shaft encoders are fitted to the X and Y axes of the 

X-Y head to enable position offsets (from the centre of the field of view) to be displayed.

8 .8 .1 1  T A SK  1 1 ....C E N T R E  D E C L IN A T IO N  T A N G E N T  A R M

The purpose of this routine is to drive the declination split block under automatic control 

to the centre position of traverse along the length of the tangent screw. This then allows 

equal travel north and south for powered motion in declination.
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Chapter 9

SOFTWARE

9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains descriptions of the program specification, software, implementation, 

and validation of the system. However, the assumption that each of these stages provides 

the defining input to the next stage is false. The programmes used were developed with 

constant reference to all elements in the design process including minor modifications to 

the control hardware and assessing operators needs.

Routines written in Basic/Debug, Z8 assembler and machine code associated with the 

stepping motor control software are described under Tasks 1-3.

The software also includes code, written in Borland C (written by Chris Clark), and 

runs under DOS version 5 (tasks 4-11); the specification and the validation was the re- 

sponsibity of the author and it is those aspects of this software which are discussed here.

It should be noted that tasks 1 to 3, designated as ‘simple operation’, are able to run 

on any of the processor types within the system. In the case of STEbus failure, continued 

‘simple operation’ necessitates tasks 1 to 3 be run on the Arc40’s

9.1 .1  S O F T W A R E  S P E C IF IC A T IO N

Once the Control system hardware had been assembled in the workshop, a specification 

based on the list of microprocessor controlled tasks (tasks 1-11) was developed in accor
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dance with the electro-mechanical and digital subsystems. This included the following:

• The layout of the user display.

• How the user interacts with the system.

• The sequence of operations under automatic control.

• The definition of errors.

• The precedence of interlocks generated by error conditions.

• System messages generated during normal operation.

• Systems engineering sub-routines.

• The key factors necessary to achieve optimum performance.

During the commsioning phase, the efficient operation of the controlling software was 

attained by careful observation of the users (i.e. students) and the telescope control system. 

Modifications to the original routines were refined on the basis of user behaviour as well 

as the performance of the engineering .

The following sections are titled under their task number and functional description. 

The complexity of these routines varies from simple combinational logic instructions, to 

sequences which position the telescope under automatic control. A discussion of the de

velopment and validation of the more complex tasks is also given under the relevant task 

number.

9.2 TASK 1, STATUS DISPLAYS

The function of the status display facility is to indicate via individual indicators (sited 

on panel 4 of the consoles) the state of the primary commands. Operation of these com

mands can be switched either by individual push-buttons (panel 1) or through a user 

access terminal. Each primary command has its current condition output from the Switch 

distribution board (E108). These are then connected (via skt 11 control crate) to DIO
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Figure 9.1. The New Radeliffe Control System consoles.
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1 ARC40 no.l. Control signals to the indicator driver board (E104) are output to DIO 

ARC40 no.l.

9 .2 .1  S O F T W A R E

This software currently runs on ARC40 no.l. It is blown into a 2764 eprom containing the 

addresses of the relevant DIO boards. The code is entered using Zilog’s ‘TINY BASIC’, 

and simply configures DIO 1 input and DIO 2 output.

The program monitors the state of the primary commands and illuminates the appro

priate status message by writing a one to the associated bit on the output DIO, Where 

switches are mutually exclusive e.g. east and west, the software takes no action if both 

are pressed simultaneously.

9.3 TASK 2, ERROR MESSAGES

The requirement of this program is to monitor the state of all primary commands and 

microswitches contained within the control system, and test for a limited number of specific 

error conditions. A column of ten hid-till-lit indicators situated on the right hand side of 

panel four, indicate to the user any specified errors generated.

9 .3 .1  S O F T W A R E

ARC40 no.2 and DIO’s 3-5 are used to run this software which is written in TINY BASIC. 

Where an error condition is indicated by a combination of two or more inputs, the program 

will not perform redundant tests. If the first input tested generates no error, the program 

abandons that branch and proceeds to the next test. For example when testing for an 

RA clamp error, the program first examines whether RA track is on; it then returns to 

determine if the RA clamp is undamped only if the RA track switch is on. Where an error 

condition is identified a bit is set high in a variable which when written to the appropriate 

output register, will turn (via the Indicator Driver board, §7.5.2) the corresponding lamp 

on. For certain errors, inhibit states are generated, which prevents possible damage to the 

system. Once the user rectifies the error, any interlock generated is released.
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EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIED ERROR CONDITIONS

For each error the following states are required to switch the corresponding indicator on.

RA CLAMP

• RA Track is on.

• RA Clamp microswitch is made.

If both conditions are met then bit 1 of variable ‘a ’ is set high, and the program 

proceeds to the next check.

RA CALLIPER CLAMP

• RA Track is on.

• Calliper clamped microswitch is made.

If both conditions are met then bit 2 of variable ‘a’ is set high.

CLOSE PHOTO SHUTTER

• Rewind sector command is on.

• The Photo shutter is open.

If both conditions are met then bit six of variable ‘a’ is set high

GET TECHNICIAN, CLOSE DOWN

• Calliper extreme microswitch is made

If this condition occurs then bit 4 of variable ‘a’ is met.
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9.4 TASK 3, RATE DISTRIBUTION CODES

The purpose of this software is to generate instructions for the rate distribution boards 

(EllO), so that combinations of rates can be sourced appropriately; rates may originate 

from the thumbwheels or from the STEbus based system. Code is also output to the 

stepper motor power supplies so that their control inputs are configured appropriately. An 

explanation of the five Rate Distribution boards (for each mode and both axes) is given at 

7.3, but an examination of the particular address code required for RA track/guide, may 

serve to illustrate the software specification.

9.4.1 R A  T R A C K /G U ID E  A D D R E SS CO DES (D R W G . E llO a)

M ODE : R .A. T R A C K

M O DE TR A C K TR A C K  +  

G UIDE

T R A C K  +  

STE  

1

T R A C K  +  

SYNCH RO

T R A C K  4- 

R EW IND  

SEC TO R

P O R T A^A2

( T O  G R O U N D )

A^A2 A^A'* A^A® B®B®

SEL. LOGIC LED LOGIC LED LOGIC LED LOGIC LED LOGIC LED

1 L # H O L # L • L •

2 L • H O L # L # L •

3 H o H O H o H H

4 H o H o L # L • L •

5 X o X o H o L • L •

6 X o X o X o H L •

7 H o H o L • L • L •

8 X o X o H o L e L •

9 X o X o X o H O L •

Table 9.1: RA TRACK ADDRESS CODES
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Fig 9.1 shows a table illustrating five combinations of rates, where L=logical zero, 

H=logical 1 and X=Don’t care. There are seven address lines output from the ARC40 

DI06 (select 3-9); select 1 and 2 are tied together.

Machine code has been written so that the addresses representing Track and Track 

plus Guide, are not dependent on microprocessor generated code. i.e. select 1 and 2 

are input directly from the manual override board (E112); figure 8.2. This allows the 

telescope to continue tracking and guiding without microprocessor control and also offers 

faster response to guiding corrections. If the manual override board were to fail, then 

the default address is Track, which precludes the use of the handset, but at least allows 

tracking. Corrections to the tracking rates from the STEbus are input via ports A3 and 

A4, and this is implemented by generating the address represented in the column headed 

‘Track-|-STEbus’. Other combinations are output by the selection of the relevant machine 

code address.

9 .4 .2  S O F T W A R E

The program for this task is written in Zilog TINY BASIC. It configures DI06 port B as 

input, and ports A and C as output. The memory locations representing inputs are polled 

to determine the axis, mode, and prescribed combination of rates required, and output as 

those values equivalent to control instructions. All values are entered as hex, and output 

as binary.

9.5 TASKS RUN ON THE SCIM486SLC (STEbus)

9 .5 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

Controlling the position of several tonnes of telescope is a safety critical task (§8.2). There

fore, the use of multi-tasking under MS Windows is not suitable because the operating 

system may pre-empt one task in favour of another. But it has proved possible to create an 

illusion of multi-tasking (when the system is lightly loaded and not locked into a sequence 

of actions requiring the full attention of the processor) by limiting the speed with which
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user input affects the system.

The program consists of a loop that simply polls for information from the various 

input devices. Under conditions of high processor load, the user input is buffered into 

the standard keyboard buffer, (up to a limit of thirteen keystrokes). Other processing 

economies which limit redundant actions such as redisplaying a co-ordinate value if it has 

not changed, also improve the apparent refresh rate. When the processor is not dedicated 

to a specific task, the principle function of the system is to display positional information. 

If the telescope is moving, then it is important that positional changes are indicated at 

what appears to be real time.

SO FT W A R E  M ODULES

The code has been divided into modules which relate to particular aspects of the system. 

Where these modules correlate to a given task, the appropriate directory label is stated. 

Other modules providing general system requirements are listed below.

• radsys.c This is the principle driver function and contains the main function.

• Screenio.c code for manipulating the VGA graphics screen.

• E rro rs .c  Code for dealing with error conditions and displaying error messages (Task 

2).

• T im & date.c  Functions associated with the conversion of solar to sidereal time and 

other related data, ie date.

• spib.c Initialization code for the 10 board.

9.6 USER ACCESS

Users operate the system by means of a generically grouped menu system. The functions 

and sub-menus are selected by entering the appropriate number and pressing the return 

key.
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9.7 SCREEN LAYOUT

The use of the Radcliffe telescope is principally designated for undergraduate training. 

Therefore the philosophy behind the screen layout is to provide a certain continuity in 

terms of previous and future experience.

The Allen telescope (ULO) incorporates a DFM telescope control system which uses 

a completely different control solution to the Radcliffe. In order to provide continuity 

it was decided that the provision of a similar screen layout to the DFM system, would 

provide students with familiarity in terms of functional grouping. This was not the most 

convenient specification, but the consistancy this approach provides has proved very worth 

while.

The screen is divided into six areas which are illustrated in figure 9.2.

1.Primary Co-ordinate Display

2.Secondary Co-ordinate Display

3.Drive Rates 4.Status 5. Menus

6.System Message Area

Figure 9.2: Layout of Display Areas.

PR IM AR Y  COORDINATE DISPLAY AREA

The primary display area contains HA, RA, Dec, last target value and XY head position 

which is indicated as an offset. Size 3 triplet font (supplied by the Borland compiler), is
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27:58 r»l»6Cot>o A%i*vih 180.0
37:07 Oo*e Azmuxh 270.0
36:1995 Epoch 1995.39

Rates Status
DA D e c  RA C la « j»  in  « « t  i o n

5.000 0.000 I:
5  mm T r # o k  ON

30 400 Dm :  T r a c k  ON

20
Air Mass 
F ocus

Menus
— MAIN MENU—

1. I n i t i a h z a t io n  nenu
2. Movement menu

4, C on so le  sw itches
5. M isc e lla n e o u s menu

Slew dlsebled
S e le c tio n  :

Usei' pcfe ivUl be fofff/ed out in  f iv e  m in u te s .

Figure 9.3 shows the screen layout of the 
New Radcliffe Control System.
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used to provide larger displays for this primary information (figure 9.3).

SECO N D A R Y  C O O R D IN A T E  D ISPLA Y  A R EA

The secondary display area contains the following information;

• U T The universal time.

• ST The local sidereal time.

• D ate  The local date in dd:mm:yyyy format.

• Telescope A zim uth  The telescopes azimuth given as a compass bearing.

• D om e A zim uth  The azimuth of the dome opening given as a compass bearing.

• E poch  The epoch at which the coordinates are converted for display.

• A ir M ass The mass of air; where 1 corresponds to the Zenith.

• Focus Position of the backplate with respect to the 24 inch tube.

D R IV E  RA TES D ISPLA Y  A R EA

The Rates display area is used to show the various drive rates for both axes of the telescope. 

STATUS D ISPLA Y  A R EA

This area contains status information, which is a functional subset of the systems message 

area (panel 4) on the consoles. In addition it also indicates the state of the clamps.

M EN U S D ISPLA Y  A R EA

The Main menu and Sub menus are situated in this region of the display area.
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9.8 TASK 4, PRIMARY COMMAND OVERRIDE

cmdproc.c

This task allows the STEbus processor to access individual disable or collective disable 

lines on the switch distribution board (E108), thereby preventing operation by the user of 

primary commands during automatic control and for certain error conditions.

9.9 TASK 5, AUTOMATIC SECTOR REWIND

The purpose of this task is to provide a sequence of control instructions that enables 

the sector to be rewound automatically. In addition, if the telescope is in the process of 

tracking an object, precision re-acquisition of that object should also be included in the 

sequence. Descriptions of related mechanical assemblies and the order in which they are 

activated has been outlined in chapter 6 (§6.8). A detailed listing of this sequence is now 

given together with an explanation of the control parameters and implementation.

9 .9 .1  R E W IN D  S E Q U E N C E  

PRECONDITIONS

• Get the current telescope position.

• Store the current RA.

• Make the target RA the current RA.

• Get the state of all microswitches and primary console commands.

• Is the declination clamp off? (If so, abandon function).

• Is the Sector start microswitch made? (If so, abandon function).

• Is the Sector tracking? (If so, store current value of RA).

• Is the system in set or slew mode? (If so, abandon function).
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• If sector rewind is not needed or cannot be performed, then display a message ex

plaining why and restore old target value.

• If all preconditions are met, start rewind.

REW IND CONTROL COM M ANDS

• Display message that rewind is in progress.

• Disable declination track.

• Disable mode select switch lines.

• Disable east and west switch lines.

• Engage Calliper Clamp.

• Wait for the clamp motor to stop.

• Disengage RA clamp.

• Disable console RA clamp on switch.

• Wait for the clamp motor to stop.

• Set the maximum slewing rate.

• Select set mode.

• Wait for motor windings to be energized (200ms).

Start setting and wait for sector start microswitch to go high, or for 20 seconds to 

pass.

Whilst the sector start microswitch is not made, delay for 20ms. If this is the 100th 

time around the loop enter slew mode.

• Check the sector start microswitch. When made, stop the slewing motor.

• Return to track mode.
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• Wait for 1 second.

• If telescope was NOT tracking, then back sector away from the sector start position 

by 6 degrees. {This allows the telescope to auto-acquire an object east of the current 

re-wound position).

• Engage RA clamp.

• Wait for 2 seconds to allow the RA clamp motor to stop.

• Was the time limit exceeded? If so, halt the system and disable all functions.

• If the telescope was tracking immediately before rewind, synchronize telescope to its 

former position.

• The sector is rewound, so reset disables and console primary commands.

Note. All clamps include timeout routines.

DISCUSSION

Within the context of the original scheme, it was envisaged that the electro-mechanical 

sub-assemblies integral to the rewind process would each provide the control command 

for the next step in the process. From the listing it can be seen that whilst the preceding 

condition initiates the next step, other parameters such as the time it takes the system 

to change mode (i.e. the transition from guide to set involves re-energizing the set slew 

motor and switching the RA clutches) must also be taken into account. It is therefore 

essential that verification of the last step is always confirmed before preceeding with the 

next step in the sequence.

During the commissioning phase certain unexpected conditions occurred which re

quired an alteration to the specified sequence. For example it was found that the sector 

rewound limit, which contains two separate switching elements (one to inhibit the step

ping motor power supplies, and one to signal sector rewound), must separate its transition 

so that the rewind sequence is not disallowed by the disabling of the stepping motor
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power supplies before the control software can restart the drive. It should also be noted 

that where the listing includes ‘synchronize telescope to its former position’, the routine 

described under Task 6 provides this module of control.

9.10 TASK 6, OBJECT ACQUISITION

The purpose of this function is to allow the user to acquire objects under automatic control. 

With the proviso (§6.7.3) that the operator slews the telescope by hand, the following 

sequence illustrates the three possible categories of movement necessary to implement 

auto-acquisition. Each stage defers to the next module if the object is already within 

the prescribed range. The listing assumes that the target co-ordinates have been entered 

under the appropriate menu option.

9 .1 0 .1  A U T O -A C Q U IS IT IO N  S E Q U E N C E  

RA SLEW ROUTINE

This routine positions the telescope within 5 degrees of the target co-ordinates.

• Calculate the difference between the telescope and target position.

• If the difference is less than 5 degrees, then go straight to SET routine.

• Disable RA track.

• Enter m ain loop. (Loop is exited when the user hits the space bar, or the telescope 

is within 5 degrees and the RA clamp is on).

• Get telescope co-ordinates.

• Get state of RA clamp.

• Calculate the distance between telescope and target.

• If the distance is greater than 5 degrees and the RA clamp is on, instruct the user 

to disengage the RA clamp and wait for the undamped microswitch.
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• If the distance is less than 6 degrees and the RA clamp is off, sound a warning tone so 

that the user knows that the clamp is about to be engaged. (If the user is currently 

hand slewing, this warning provides time to decelerate the slew motion)

• If the distance is less than 5 degrees and the RA clamp is off, clamp RA.

• If the distance is greater than 5 degrees, instruct the user to hand slew the telescope 

in the appropriate direction.

• If the distance is less than 5 degrees and the RA clamp is on, then drop out of loop.

• Determine if the distance is increasing or decreasing. If the distance is increasing, 

inform the user that they are moving the telescope the wrong way.

• Store the current distance for comparison next time around the loop.

• Has the user hit the space bar? If so, abandon the slew and return the value to the 

calling routine that indicates an interrupt.

• Has the user hit any key other than the space bar? If so, inform the user that the 

space bar will abandon the routine.

• End of the main loop.

RA SET ROUTINE

The purpose of the RA set routine is to position the telescope to within 100 arcseconds of 

the target value using the set/slew stepping motor.

• Get telescope co-ordinates.

• Calculate the distance between telescope and target.

• Determine that the target distance lies between 80 arcseconds and 6 degrees.

• Determine the direction in which to drive the telescope.

• Command set mode and wait 200ms for system to configure.
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• Start motor in the required direction.

• Enter main loop.

• Get telescope co-ordinates and calculate the remaining distance.

• If the distance is less than 100 arcseconds then exit loop.

• If the user has hit the space bar then exit the loop.

• Stop the set/slew motor.

• Command track mode and wait 200ms for system to configer.

• Check that the telescope is within 100 arcseconds and return the appropriate result 

to the calling function.

• End RA set routine.

RA G UIDE ROUTINE

The purpose of the RA guide routine is to position the telescope to within 1 arcsecond of 

the (corrected) target value using the guide mode superimposed onto the preset tracking 

rate.

• Get the telescope co-ordinates.

• Calculate the distance between the telescope and target.

• If the distance is greater than 120 arcseconds, abandon function.

• Determine the direction in which to drive the telescope.

• Command guide with appropriate direction.

• Enter main loop.

• Calculate the remaining distance. If it is less than 2 arcseconds, exit the loop.

• If the user has hit the space bar then exit the loop.
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• End loop.

• Stop guiding.

• Check the distance between the telescope and target and return the appropriate 

result to the calling function.

• End RA guide routine.

DECLINATION SLEW ROUTINE

The distance in declination over which the telescope can move under power is constrained 

by the length of the tangent screw (equivalent to 3.3 degrees). Hand slewing is accordingly 

more position critical than in RA, and it is therefore necessary to slew the telescope to 

within 1 degree of the target before powered acquisition can take over.

• Calculate the difference between the target and telescope co-ordinates.

• Is the declination clamp off? If so abandon function.

• If the distance is greater than one degree, then start slew routine.

• Disable declination track.

• Enter main loop.

• Get current telescope co-ordinates.

• Calculate the difference between the target and telescope co-ordinates.

• If the distance is greater than one degree and the declination clamp is on, instruct 

the user to disengage declination clamp and wait for the undamped microswitch.

• If the distance is less than one degree and the declination clamp is off, sound a

warning tone to instruct the user to terminate the slew.

• If the distance is less than one degree, the declination clamp is off, and the declination 

axis is stationary then engage the declination clamp.
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• Inform the user which way to slew the telescope if the absolute distance is greater 

than one degree.

• If the distance is less than one degree and the declination clamp is on, then drop out 

of loop.

• Is the distance to the target increasing or decreasing? If it is increasing, then inform 

the user that they are moving the telescope in the wrong direction.

• Has the user hit the space bar? If so, abandon the function and return the value to 

the calling function.

• If the user has hit any key other than the space bar, then display a reminder that 

hitting the space bar abandons the function.

• Store the target distance for comparison next time around the loop.

• End of main loop.

• Check that the telescope is within one degree of target and set return result accord

ingly.

• Enable declination track.

• End declination slew routine.

DECLINATION SET ROUTINE

The purpose of this routine is to position the telescope using the set mode to within 80 

arcseconds of the target.

• Get telescope position.

• Calculate the distance between the telescope and target.

• Check that the distance is greater than 30 arcseconds and less than one degree; only 

proceed if the distance is within these limits.
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• Determine the direction in which to drive the telescope.

• Command set mode and wait 200ms for subsystem to configure.

• Start motor (setting) in the prescribed direction.

• Enter main loop.

• Get the telescope position. If the distance is less than 60 arcseconds drop out of 

loop.

• If the user has hit the space bar drop, out of the loop.

• End of main loop.

• Get telescope position, calculate the remaining distance and return the appropriate 

value to the calling function.

• End declination set routine.

DECLINATION GUIDE ROUTINE

The purpose of the declination guiding routine is to position the telescope to within 3 

arcseconds of the declination target value, using guide mode.

• Calculate the difference between the telescope and target.

• Only perform the routine if the distance is less than 120 arcseconds.

• Determine the direction in which to drive the telescope.

• Command guide in the appropriate direction.

• Enter main loop.

• Calculate the remaining distance to the target. If it is less than 4 arcseconds, drop 

out of the main loop.

• End main loop.
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• Stop guiding motion.

• Check the distance between the telescope and target and return the value to the 

calling function.

• End declination guiding routine.

DISCUSSION

The original auto-acquisition software embodied a routine which indexed the telescope 

over the distance between start and target position. It was found that this technique had 

a tendency to cause over and undershoot of the target value. Factors such as mode select 

switching times (which are not entirely predictable), the accuracy of the preselected rate, 

and the ramping characteristics of the motors all contributed to these errors.

Because the precision of the encoder subassembles has exceeded the original specifica

tion (§10.7.9) the acquisition software is now able to position on the basis of the apparent 

values of RA and Dec which has simplified the controlling software.

In the sequence described above, precision is independent of the rate of the drive 

(i.e. any rate will work) because once the motor shaft is turning, the target distance is 

continually updated (within the control loop) until the target value is reached. Although 

the program cycle time can vary, due to factors such as processing corrections for refraction, 

it never exceeds 2ms. This is equivalent to a maximum error of one hundredth of a second 

of arc at a guide rate of 5 arcseconds per second of time.

Unlike RA, positioning the declination axis in guide mode involves reversing the di

rection of drive. Although an anti-backlash mounting configuration has been employed 

for the motor, gearbox, bearings and tangent screw (§5.1.2), it was found that backlash 

caused overshoot effects during the final stages of acquisition. On further investigation of 

this effect, it was discovered that the backlash was in fact due to play in the declination 

clamp, caused by wear in the clampshoe shaft. Increasing the clamping force reduced the 

effect from approximately 25 arcseconds to around nine arcseconds, and it is for this rea

son that the declination final target zone is wider than that of RA. Eventual replacement 

of the worn clamp shoe shaft will obviate this discrepancy.
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Further refinement was introduced by configuring the pulse train ramps so that the 

absolute rate of acceleration and deceleration is the same. In this manner the only point 

at which the CPU is not controlling the motor is in the interval between commanding 

motion to cease, and the completion of deceleration. As deceleration will always be over 

a predetermined period, this can be taken into account within the control software. A 

disscussion of the setting precision is given in chapter 10.

9.11 TASK 7, DISPLAY OF ANGULAR POSITION

The telescope encoder assemblies are designed to deliver one count per arcsecond of rota

tion for each of the telescope axes (§4.5.2). The outputs from the encoders are input to 

an STEbus encoder interface card (§8.6.3), and this performs all the necessary decoding 

so that the host processor can then read a 32-bit number representing the position of the 

relevent axis.

When the system is initialised, the encoder interface counters are reset to a number 

equivalent to the telescope’s parked position (HA= 0^0”*0*, S = -f30°0'0"). This position 

is chosen so that the circles, in the absence of an identified star, can be used as convenient 

fiducial markers for preliminary co-ordinate set up. In addition, a number equivalent to one 

complete revolution of the axis (1296000) is added in order to avoid problems associated 

with the counter wrapping around. Under normal operation, the counters are read every 

100ms. If the number held in the counter changes, then the co-ordinates are recalculated 

so that the display can be updated.

HOUR ANGLE

Angles for trigonometrical functions are expressed in radians when calculated using the C 

programming language. Therefore co-ordinates displayed in RA are derived by multiplying 

the number held in the counter by a constant for conversion to the equivalent value in 

radians. This procedure also subtracts 1296,000 from the current value held in the counter, 

to ensure that the result lies within the range 0 — 27t. Hours, minutes and seconds are 

then calculated in sequence by repeating the following formula:
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R = A  mod B,

where

• A = Encoder counts (denominator),

• B =  Number of counts per unit of angular measure (divisor),

• R = Remainder.

DECLINATION

A declination circle is divided into four quadrants. If the telescope is pointing at the 

equator and the HA is at 0 hours on the east side of the pier, then the value for declination 

is 0 degrees. This value increases until the telescope is pointing directly at the pole, at 

which point the declination is 90 degrees. If the telescope continues beyond the pole then 

the value decrements down to zero, but the number of counts returned from the encoder 

interface continues to increase. By converting the encoder counts to radians (as for HA),

and determining the quadrant in which the telescope is pointing, the correct value of

declination can be calculated. The sign and quadrant is calculated on the basis of the 

following values;

• Between 0 and 324000 the sign is positive.

• Between 324001 and 648000 the sign is positive.

• Between 648001 and 972000 the sign is negative, 

between 972001 and 1296000 the sign is negative.

SIDEREAL TIME

Sidereal time is calculated by referencing the STE Cx486SLC CPU on board clock/calendar, 

and the formulae shown below. (This is provided for the current year in the Astronomical 

almanac, page B6, 1995).
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G M ST  = 6^.6126705 + 0'*.0657098243rf + l '‘.0027379U (9.1)

Where G M ST  is Greenwich mean sidereal time, h is hours, d is the day of the year, and 

t is the Universal Time.

L M S T  = G M ST  + eastlongitude (9.2)

Where L M S T  is local mean sidereal time, and east longitude equals -14.4 arcminutes for 

ULO.

RIGHT ASCENSION

Right ascention is calculated on the basis of the following formula;

RA = S T -  H A  (9.3)

ASTRONOM ICAL CORRECTIONS

The co-ordinates that an astronomer uses to find an object in the sky, are usually taken 

from a catalogue which lists values of RA and Dec at a standard epoch. It is therefore 

necessary to correct for the period between the date of the proposed observation and 

the stated epoch. Geometrical displacements caused by rocking of the earth’s axis of 

rotation are principally represented by the dynamic effects of Precession and nutation. 

If for a moment we ignore the effect of the earth’s atmosphere, then the acquisition of 

objects under automatic control must first correct the catalogue co-ordinates so that the 

position of the sky with respect to the telescope (apparent position) lies within a defined 

precision. In addition to displacements caused by precession there are further factors 

which contribute to the apparent position. As can be seen in table 9.2 the magnitude 

of these displacements varies considerably. Depending on the positional accuracy of the 

drive, only those corrections that are larger than the required pointing precision need be 

included in the control software.

The Radcliffe Control System has a resolution of 1 arcsecond, so displacement caused 

by stellar parallax is not of sufficient magnitude to correct for. Although proper motion
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C O RRECTIO N MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE OF DISPLACEMENT

PRECESSION 

NUTATION 

ABBERATION 

REFRACTION 

STELLAR PARALLAX 

PROPER MOTION

%50 arcsecs/year 

%17 arcsecs 

% ±20 arcsecs

10 arcsecs at 10 degrees, «lOarcmins at 85 degrees 

1 arcsec/distance in parsec 

Individual to each object

Table 9.2: List of displacements affecting the mean position of an object

can be as much as % 10 arcsecs per year, i.e. BD=+4 degrees 3561(Barnards star), the 

correction data is individual to each object, and it therefore becomes the responsibility 

of the observer to include current values where significant. The effect of the Earth’s 

atmosphere (i.e. refraction) on the apparent position of an object is compensated for after 

all appropriate astronomical corrections have been made, and the routine compensating 

for this displacement is described in the next section.

CORRECTION FOR PRECESSION

Corrections for displacements caused by precession are based on a software routine written 

in Fortran by S Boyle (1994). Skyspot was written to assist undergraduates in preparing 

their observing programs and is based on the equations given in the astronomical almanack 

(page B18). This routine was then translated into Borland C. The routine uses a two stage 

process to calculate the value of correction. In the first the co-ordinates are precessed to 

epoch 2000 (if necessary), and are then precessed to the current date of observation. This 

correction is based on zero hours for the date of observation.

CORRECTION FOR REFRACTION

As light from an astronomical object enters the earths atmosphere, the refractive index 

of space which is based on an assumed vacuum (// = 1), changes to an index dependent
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on measured values for different altitudes with respect to the earth’s surface. In order to 

compensate for changes in the position of objects caused by refractive effects, corrections 

to the encoded telescope coordinates axe required. The following routine is based on 

formulae derived from McNally, 1974.

In order to conserve processor time, the following terms are calculated when the system 

is booted up and stored in a data structure for use as look-up tables:

• the Refraction value in radians, R;

• the cosine of the zenith distance, cos z;

• the sine of the zenith distance, sin z.

\ For all practical purposes the telescope is not used at Zenith distances of greater than

I  85 degrees. Accordingly the tables run in steps of 0.1 degrees to a majcimum value of 85

degrees.

CORRECTION SEQUENCE FOR REFRACTION IN HA

• Calculate the Zenith distance.

• Multiply the Zenith distance by 10 to calculate the table offset position.

• Get altitude dependent data from look-up table, i.e., R, cos z and sinz.

• Calculate cos 6', where S' is the encoded value of declination.

• Calculate cos rj and sin 7y, using

sin 6 — sin 6̂  cos z
cos s in . ’ (9 4)

and

(9,5)
sinz

where H ' is the encoded value of hour angle and (j) is the latitude of the telescope 

mounting.
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• Correct the HA using the following formula:

where H  is the corrected (geocentric apparent) HA.

• Correct the declination using the following formula:

6 = 6' — R cost] (9.7)

where 6 is the corrected (geocentric apparent) declination.

• Compare the corrected and uncorrected declination values to see if the sign has 

changed.

9 .1 1 .1  P O IN T IN G  C O R R E C T IO N S

At the time of writing there is no pointing model yet installed on the system. However, 

the intention is to instal TPOINT (now available for PC/MSDOS, Wallace 1993), as soon 

as the effort can be found. This pointing analysis system will allow data from pointing 

tests to be input and fitted to various models. Graphical displays of the errors can then 

be generated using this software, and any errors that are visible can be compensated for 

by adding and removing terms.

9.12 TASK 8, TRACKING CORRECTION

Corrections to the tracking rate can be based on the following Factors;

• Misalignment of the polar axis.

• The periodic error of the worm.

• Motor shaft to worm periodic gear errors.

• Drive train torsion errors

• Frequency reference source inaccuracy.
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• Loss of pulses delivered to track stepping motor.

• A change in the apparent value of RA (see Pointing corrections),

• Mount and tube flexures.

The magnitude of these errors in comparison with the positional accurracy of the encoders 

(including any pointing corrections) ultimately determines the reference source of possible 

corrections to the RA tracking rate. In the case of the control system discussed here, 

the cumulative effect of these errors is significantly greater than that of the positional 

inaccuracy of the telescope position readouts. Therefore at this stage of development in 

the system, a tracking rate correction routine which synchronizes the track rate to the 

current value of RA is utilized to minimize these errors. Since the major source of error is 

at present the misalignment of the polar axel (an offset in altitude of 3.1 arcminutes south 

and 7.6 arcminutes in azimuth east, Boyle 1994), re-alignment of the telescope mount at 

some future date will invoke a review of current tracking errors.

9.13 TASK 9, DOME CONTROL

NOT YET IMPLEMENTED

9.14 TASK 10, X-Y HEAD OFFSET

The X-Y head allows the user to scan the field of view of the 18 inch guiding telescope. 

This is achieved by driving a carriage (supporting an eyepiece and/or autoguider) in X 

and Y by means of DC printed circuit torque motors.

Originally absolute multi-contact encoders were incoporated in the X-Y head. Al

though providing absolute position, the circuitry necessary to decode these signals was 

too complex and did not offer compatibility with other encoders already used. They were 

replaced by Veeder Root type E15-0500-163 incremental optical shaft encoders.

These devices provide 500 pulses per revolution of the input shaft, which when con

nected to either slide (via the driving train of the respective carriage screw) equates to
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99.3 counts per millimetre of traverse. Signals from the encoders are input to an STE

bus Andover microsystems incremental encoder interface card (§8.6.3), where A and B 

quadrature signals are added or subtracted to the total the number of counts held in the 

32 bit counter.

Each slide has a total traverse of 140 mm (13,902 counts) and the position is displayed 

in millimetres over the range minus to plus 070.00mm. When the head is initially centred 

(by observing a mechanical datum or defining the centre of the CCD camera on the 24 

inch telescope) the counter is preloaded to 20,000 counts which is defined as the centre 

position. The software is therefore based on the following formula:

X Y  HEAD OFFSET(mm) = (ENC. COUNTS x 0.01) -  200 (9.8)

9.15 TASK 11, CENTRE DEC. TANGENT ARM

Powered rotation of the declination axle is via a tangent screw (§5.1,1). During use, the 

split block (which is attached to the telescope) tends to migrate to one end of the tangent 

screw leaving little or no further traverse in one direction. If during aquisition, there is 

insufficient distance along the screw in the direction of the target (this might require up 

to one degree as defined §9.10.1, (declination slew routine) then the completion of this 

sequence is not possible. It may also be the case that the user attempts to guide or 

set in a direction (north or south) for which there is no traverse remaining; i.e. a limit 

has been reached. Therefore a routine which enables the user to centre the position of 

the telescope with respect to the tangent screw has been implemented incorporating the 

following sequence. It should be noted that there are three microswitches defining the 

position of the telescope in relation to the tangent screw; i.e. Top, centre, and bottom.
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CENTRE DECLINATION TANG ENT ARM  SEQUENCE

• Cet the state of the microswitches.

• Is the tangent screw centre microswitch made? If so, inform operator and abandon 

routine.

• Is the declination undamped? If so, inform operator and abandon routine.

• If preconditions have been met, then start centring routine.

• Display a message that centring is under way,

• Disable north, south, mode select and dec + /- primary commands.

• Select maximum set rate in declination.

• Select set mode.

• Start the motor.

• Wait for 0.5 seconds.

• Start the timer.

• While top and centre microswitches are not made and the timer value is within limit, 

enter loop.

• Get state of limits.

• Delay for 20ms.

• Exit loop (ie Stop motor).

• Confirm that the timer value is within limit. If not shut the system down. If the 

timer value is within limit, then reset the timer value.

• Check state of centre microswitch. If it is made, then centring routine is complete.

• If the top microswitch is made then start setting south.
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• While the timer is within limit and the centre microswitch is not made, enter loop.

• Get state of microswitches.

• Delay 20ms.

• Exit loop (i.e. stop motor).

• Check that the routine has not timed out. If so, shut down the system.

• If the routine has not timed out, then the tangent screw is centred.

• Return system to track mode.

• Cancel north, south, mode select, and dec+/- primary commands.
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C hapter 10

AN EVALUATION OF THE 

NEW RADCLIFFE CONTROL 

SYSTEM

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The intention of this chapter is to make an assessment of the durability, operation and 

precision of the new Radcliffe Control System. Beginning with the mechanical subsystems 

and control hardware, this chapter also examines the user interface and how the soft

ware performs. Modifications made after installation are also included, and any specific 

proposals for future improvements are contained in the final chapter.

10.2 POLAR AXLE MECHANICS

1 0 .2 .1  R A  C L A M P  A C T U A T O R  

INTRO DUCTIO N

The RA clamp actuator was the first assembly to be detailed, fabricated and subsequently 

installed. Given that the telescope was to continue in use during the period of refurbish-
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ment, and with consideration for the discontinuous progress of the project, it was decided 

to proceed with the installation of those assemblies whose operation provided stand-alone 

improvement. Push button control of the RA clamp enables the user to operate the 

mechanism from the end of the telescope. This provides an improvement in operational 

convenience, as the observer is no longer required to access the clamp at the south end 

of the pier. As a consequence, taking the floor down when observing at low altitudes to 

operate the clamp is now also unnecessary.

THE M ECHANISM

Preserving the original clamping mechanism has entailed a design which incorporates a 

self aligning coupling (§4.3.1), and removable pin for manual override. Since installation, 

it has been found that the initial alignment of the motor shaft to clamping screw affects 

the smooth running of the mechanism under power, and that the pin has a tendency to 

creep out of the coupling over a period of several weeks of typical use. Although these 

effects have caused no failures, careful attention to re-alignment during maintenance and 

the subsequent provision of a locking grommet has ensured improved reliability. Slight 

snagging of the chain (connecting the pin to the manual override sign) on the edge of the 

motor support plate was also found to affect the smooth running of the mechanism. This 

has therefore been replaced with a soft silver and fine linked chain. The new chain is now 

tethered to the support plate itself (rather than the override sign), and has removed any 

foreseeable possibility of snagging.

10 .2 .2  R IG H T  A S C E N S IO N  D R IV E  

INTRO DUCTIO N

The RA drive was installed during the summer of 1994, and was the last mechanical sub- 

assembly to be fitted to the telescope (to date). Until this stage in the project, all the new 

subsystems were essentially additional to the existing mechanics of the telescope. In the 

case of the new RA drive, the old drive had to be completely removed from the mount. 

Once this had been stripped out, it could be said that the sight of the empty mounting
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marked a turning point in the transition to the new system.

W ith the new RA drive in place, the position of the worm with respect to the sector 

was checked for its height and tangential alignment; gauges were clamped to the sector 

and values noted for the position of the worm compared with those for the original drive. 

These measurements were then used to set the final position of the worm now supported 

by the replacement sub-assembly. In addition, a parallel was aligned along the axis of 

rotation of the worm, with its centre coincident to a position defined as half the length 

of the worm. Gauges were then used to check that the distance between the ends of the 

parallel and the sector were equal. Engineers blue was also used to confirm optimum 

contact spread in the mesh between the worm and sector.

During the course of the installation of the RA drive it was decided to modify the orig

inal specification (§4.2.2), by the addition of manual rewind to the sector. The primary 

drive shaft was extended with a supporting plain bearing to take the original (detachable) 

rewind handle. In order to ensure safe operation during manual rewind, the holder nor

mally containing the handle incorporates an electrical interlock which releases the clutches 

when the handle is removed. Apart from the provision of simple back-up for rewinding, 

this modification has proved useful whilst setting up the sector limits.

LUBRICATION AND W EAR

One advantage a sector driven polar axle has, is that the position of the sector with respect 

to the axle is not fixed. In systems that employ a worm drive for track and slew, the gear 

is often permanently fixed to the axle, and thus subject to wear primarily over the section 

close to the meridian. In the case of the Radcliffe, although the worm is slewing the sector 

whilst rewinding (with the telescope off load), wear is at least distributed evenly over the 

extent of the sector.

For ideal lubrication, the tooth profiles should roll over one another, rather than slide 

as they do in the case of a worm. Therefore, the formation of a hydrodynamic lubricant 

film is not possible and wear to the brass sector is likely. For this reason the frequency of 

the cyclic lubrication to the worm (§4.2.3) has been increased from that originally planned.
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so that the worm is lubricated every 4 minutes in order to minimize wear.

During initial tests under power, the original pair of bronze gears (§4.2.3) connecting 

the primary shaft to the worm shaft exhibited slight ringing effects when ramping up 

and down from slew. Although care was taken to synchronize the mesh to that of the 

original configuration, it proved necessary to try several remedies until satisfactory smooth 

running was achieved. In the first instance various sizes of flywheel were introduced to the 

front face of the worm shaft gear, but these only rendered partial success; whilst a heavy 

flywheel solved ringing during deceleration, occasional stalling during acceleration made 

this solution untenable. Eventually, the use of a small amount of heavy (low temperature) 

grease between the gears, together with adjustments to the peak and regulated drive 

current (set/slew power supply, §7.6) reduced this effect to a satisfactory level.

PERIODIC ERROR OF THE WORM AND RELATED GEARS

Two methods were used to assess the periodic error of the worm. In the first, the telescope 

was left tracking and the value of RA (as defined by the system clock and RA encoder 

count) logged (at one second intervals) over repeated periods of the worm (the period of 

the worm is 44 seconds). The maximum and minimum values of RA observed for any 

one period (one complete revolution) was found to be within 0.4 seconds; equivalent to 6 

arcseconds periodic error.

The raw data was apodized by fitting and subtracting first and second order polyno

mials. The fourier transform was then calculated using FTRANS accessed through Dipso 

(via Staxlink). From the power transform the amplitude spectrum was obtained indicating 

peak frequencies with a typical bin width of 143 x 10~^ Hz, and this is shown in figure 10.2. 

The peak frequencies were then measured and compared with the gear periods shown in 

tables 10.1 and 10.2.

From the graph of peak amplitudes shown in figure 10.2, it can be seen that the peak 

amplitudes have been labelled with the corresponding frequency, and that these values 

can be used to identify the gears in question by referring to tables 10.1 and 10.2.

In the second method an unguided CCD exposure of approximately a minute was
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Figure 10.2 shows a plot of peak amplitudes of periodic gear errors
in the RA drive.
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GEAR PERIOD IN SID. SECONDS

TRACK.MTR GBOX.

PRIMARY GEAR (98 teeth) 

SECONDARY GEAR (216 teeth) 

WORM GEAR

90 (final drive) 

20 

44 

44

Table 10.1: Table showing RA drive gear periods determined at the sidereal rate and 

given in sidereal seconds. Where the period is the same for successive entries, then these 

components are situated on the same arbour.

G E A R PERIOD IN SID. SECONDS

PRIMARY WHEEL (960 teeth) 1

FIRST PINION (20 teeth) 1800

FIRST WHEEL (108 teeth) 1800

FINAL PINION (20 teeth) 330

ENC.SHAFT 330

Table 10.2: Table showing encoder gear drive train periods determined at the sidereal 

rate and given in seconds. Where the period is the same for successive entries, then these 

components are situated on the same arbour.
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taken of a 4th magnitude star. The position of the object selected was chosen such that 

the drift in declination due to misalignment of the mount was minimized, and so that 

any elongation of the image due to periodicity in the worm was confined to the RA axis. 

Subsequent measurements across the extent of the image in RA and Dec were then taken 

to compare the height of the seeing disc (Dec) and the width of the image (seeing disc plus 

periodic error) in RA. Whilst this method is largely dependent on the quality of seeing 

for accuracy, with typical seeing conditions for ULO (3-4 arcseconds), it is possible to 

corroborate the magnitude of the errors found by the former method (figure 10.3).

10.3 CALLIPER CLAMP

10 .3 .1  IN T R O D U C T IO N

The Calliper Clamp is the largest of the mechanical subsystems installed as part of the 

new control system. It is also the only mechanical subsystem to be associated with one 

function; namely, automatic rewinding of the sector. Control of this device is, as far as 

the user is concerned, solely under computer control. However, it is possible to operate 

the mechanism outside the rewind sequence (via key lockable switches or the systems 

manager menu) and this function has been used for testing polar axle displacement during 

commissioning. Although the principle of operation is essentially simple (§4.4.7), any 

discernable disturbance by the clamping action to the stationary polar axle cannot be 

tolerated.

10 .3 .2  T H E  C A L L IP E R  C L A M P M E C H A N IS M  

PO LAR AXLE DISC

The two halves of the Calliper Clamp disc (§4.4.5) are tensioned across the tapered polar 

axle by six studs compressed by six bolts. Regular inspection of the tell-tale varnish 

applied to the copper seating blocks indicates that no movement has been detected since 

installation. The original specification stated that the annular disc should be made of 

stainless steel, but this was disallowed on the grounds of economy. As a cheaper alternative,
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the disc was fabricated from mild steel and finished in hard chrome. Owing to the porous 

nature of this coating and the damp conditions prevailing in the dome , a regular build 

up of rust (as expected) is now a permanent maintenance job. The disc therefore requires 

cleaning once a month with a scotchbright scouring pad to remove the rust. It is important 

to keep the surface of the disc smooth, otherwise the pads may impart a rotational force 

(pinching) to the disc during their initial alignment and contact with the clamping surface 

(§4.4.9).

THE CARRIAGE

The mechanical operation of the carriage has performed in a satisfactory manner since its 

connection to the control consoles in September 1994. Refinements such as minimizing 

the pad to disc traverse, and reducing the compressive distance of the springs has enabled 

a reduction in the time taken for the clamping cycle (from 15 seconds down to 8 seconds).

However, in order to minimize frictional forces during clamping and recovery some 

minor adjustments to the fits of the linear bearings have been made; it was found that 

these had been set unnecessarily tight during installation. In addition, modification of the 

counterweight linkage has reduced the total counterbalance by 10kg. This was achieved 

by introducing ball races to the pulleys and replacing the stainless steel cable with a finer 

(halving the diameter to 5mm) wire. Although the original configuration was operating 

within the permissable deflection specification (§4.4.3), these improvements have reduced 

the imbalance between carriage and counterweight thereby diminishing the possibility of 

disturbance to the polar axle during operation of the mechanism.

10.3.3 PERFORM ANCE

Ultimately, the performance of the calliper clamp can be divided into two categories; where 

a positive result for the first category will obviate assessment of the second.

• NO DETECTABLE D ISTURBANCE TO THE OPTICAL AXIS

• Q UANTIFYING  A N Y  DISTURBANCE TO THE OPTICAL AXIS
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During the commissioning phase, a series of measurements were undertaken using a 

dialgauge (calibrated in one hundredths of a millimetre) to see if any mechanical movement 

could be detected during the operating cycle. The dialgauge stylus was placed at the top of 

the polar axle (perpendicular to clamping action), and on the disc (180 degrees antiphase 

to the brake pads) with the support to the base of the gauge firmly fixed to the telescope 

mount. Using this configuration no movement was detected.

The HA position display of the control system has a resolution of one tenth of a second 

and this was used to detect the possibility of radial movemement caused by the clamping 

cycle. Whilst the precision of this test is dependent on the stiffness of the RA encoder 

linkage, it can be seen that the situation is that of two wheels rigidly attached to the same 

massive axle, which is unlikely to incur torsion between the disc and the RA encoder gear. 

Using this test no radial movement was detected.

ASSESSING IM AGE DISPLACEM ENT

The cumulative effect of any displacement of the polar axle during the calliper clamping 

cycle will be amplified by the increased moment caused by the extension of the optical 

axis from the axis of rotation of the polar axle. Therefore any linear displacement of the 

image will be greater at the focus of the telescope compared with a corresponding linear 

displacement (for the same angular distance) at the disc.

Initially, a star was centred in the field of view (near the prime meridian) using an 

eyepiece containing a graticule and the crosswires carefully aligned with the RA and 

declination axes. The drive was then stopped, and the polar axle (calliper) clamped. 

Drift in RA was then carefully monitored during the clamping action. Using this test it 

was not possible to detect any displacement in declination. It should be noted that the pads 

act in a plane parallel to the plane of the prime meridian, and therefore any displacement 

when observing in this region is likely to be in declination and any radial (RA) error will 

not be seen.

Tests for image displacement (in both axes) were also carried out using successive CCD 

images, in which no clamping displacement could be found (figure 10.3).
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100 Pixels
East West Trail During Caliper Clamp Operation

  ...
76 X 15 P ix e ls

I 100 P ixels

North South Trail While Tracking

Figure 10.3. The upper trail shows no discernable (displacement) drift 
111 declination whilst the Calliper Clamp is in operation. The lower trail 

shows a sinusoid whose period is that of the worm shaft (44 seconds), 
obtained by tracking at 15 arcseconds per second in RA 

and 1 arcsecond per second in declination.
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1 0 .3 .4  R IG H T  A S C E N S IO N  E N C O D E R  G E A R IN G  

INTRO DUCTIO N

The RA primary wheel and associated gearing was the first encoder sub-assembly to be 

installed on the telescope. A temporary display of RA was rigged using an 80C188 (§8.6.2) 

processor board in order to try the mechanism out. The successful transition to numerical 

display of RA from the use of an engraved HA circle, was of critical importance to the 

future use of the telescope. It also provided some experience towards the design of the 

declination encoder gearing, which was essential to the project as a whole. The precision 

of the encoders and their respective gearing is addressed under the heading Display of 

angular position (§10.7.9), and an evaluation of the mechanism follows.

THE RIGHT ASCENSION ENCODER MECHANISM

The designs for the encoder shaft to axle gearing used for the Radcliffe control system 

employ some novel features. Firstly, it is not normal practice to spring load gears into 

mesh (§4.5.4), and so careful inspection of possible wear between the primary wheel and 

the first pinion has been given. Also, because the primary wheel is situated in a fixed 

position with respect to the polar axle, wear is more likely to occur in the region close to 

the primary meridian, as this is the area of most frequent use. Over the three years since 

installation, no sign of wear has been observed between these components.

During the evaluation of this mechanism, the telescope was slewed as fast as possible in 

order to observe the behaviour of the spring-loaded gearbox and its mesh with the primary 

gear wheel. This procedure was also used to set the tension of the spring with respect to 

the pivoted arm of the gearbox; the minimum tension being just above that required to 

cause jitter at the maximum (but not normally permissable) slew rate.
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10.4 DECLINATION AXLE MECHANICS

10 .4 .1  D E C L IN A T IO N  C L A M P  A C T U A T O R  

INTRO DUCTIO N

Powered operation of the declination clamp is based on a scheme which retains the original 

clamping action (§5.2). It also embodies a design philosophy which includes the use of 

the same or similar components (where possible) as the RA and Calliper clamps. The 

actuating mechanism for the declination clamp provides the user with a consistent clamp

ing force in declination, which had hitherto not been possible under manual operation; 

physically weak students often found it difficult to clamp the telescope safely, even when 

using two hands.

THE DECLINATION CLAMP MECHANISM

During 1991 the declination clamp gearbox failed due to a loose cam on the clumped limit. 

On examination it was found that two teeth from the final drive gear were broken; the 

overcurrent protection had not cut in soon enough to prevent damage to the gearbox. It 

is not clear whether fatigue in the gearwheel itself produced premature failure before the 

electrical protection cut in, or if the current limit (which is the same for all three clamps) 

was preset too high for the rise in torque caused by overtightening. The gearbox was 

subsequently rebuilt in-house, and the fixings to the limit switch cams improved.

A criticism of this design is that the gear box is of too high a ratio (200.1) to be back 

driven by the spring when in the clamped position (i.e. the gearbox efficiency is too low); 

therefore when clamped, the gearbox output shaft is holding the spring in tension. Slight 

fatigue in the spring has also been noted since installation, and spares are available when 

adjustment becomes inappropriate.

An examination of the possible causes of backlash during the auto-acquisition routine 

(§9.10), showed that the end sleeve containing the shaft supporting the declination clamp- 

shoe, no longer provides as good a sliding fit as originally intended, resulting in up to 

25 arcseconds backlash. It was also found that hand clamping as tightly as possible (i.e.
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beyond the level achieved under power) reduces the backlash to within 6 arcseconds. As 

a short term expedient the clamping tension has been increased reducing this effect to 

within 8 arcseconds. (table 10.1); a new end sleeve will be fitted as soon as possible.

10.4.2 DECLINATION DRIVE  

INTRO DUCTIO N

The declination drive sub-assembly was originally installed with a surrogate stepper power 

supply and simple oscillator controller (to allow use without the control consoles). At the 

time the telescope was mainly used for taking photographic plates. Improvements in the 

response of the fine motion and a reduction in backlash (the former declination drive had 

backlash of approximately 2 arcminutes), gave an immediate improvement whilst guiding 

in declination. During final installation of the complete control system in the summer of 

1994, the positional performance of the telescope while acquiring objects under automatic 

control was found to be affected by backlash (§9.10.1). Play in the declination clamp and 

backlash in the declination drive sub-assembly itself were both found to be components of 

this effect.

THE DECLINATION DRIVE M ECHANISM

Over the course of investigations into the possible causes of backlash in declination, the 

prime suspect was the split block (§5.1.2. In order to determine the source of the backlash, 

a dial gauge was fixed to the declination drive baseplate with the ball of the stylus regis

tering horizontally (thus avoiding friction and maximising accuracy) on the north face of 

the split block. The dialgauge was callibrated in one hundredths of a millimetre, and the 

measured extent of backlash in the split block was found to be within 0.02 millimetres. 

By counting the pulses delivered over the period representing no discernable movement^ 

backlash in the split block to tangent screw mesh equated to 0.94 arcseconds. A similar 

measurement was made between the end of the back-to-back tangent screw bearing sleeve 

and the declination base plate. Any longitudinal movement (backlash) present was found 

to be beyond the precision of this method of measurement, ie. Equivalent to less than 0.1
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SOURCE BACKLASH IN ARCSECONDS

BEARINGS 

SPLIT BLOCK 

ANTI-VIB. COUPLING (new) 

GEARBOX

DECLINATION CLAMP

BEYOND PRECISION OF TEST 

0.9 arcseconds 

1-2 Arcseconds 

< 2 arcseconds 

% 8 arcseconds

Table 10.3: List showing the amount and sources of backlash in the Declination drive and 

Clamp.

seconds of arc.

Wear in the gearbox to tangent screw anti-vibration coupling was also found to be a 

source of considerable backlash. The coupling consists of two aluminium contrate splines, 

interspaced by a matched rubber damper. Unnoticed since installation, wear and dete

rioration (of the rubber damper) amounted to an additional 25 arcseconds of backlash. 

Replacement of the rubber damper reduced this component of backlash to less than two 

seconds of arc. It was also noticed that the coupling is designed so that as the rubber 

faces of the damping element wear, subsequent play can be taken up by closing the gap 

between the inclined shaped splines.

1 0 .4 .3  D E C L IN A T IO N  E N C O D E R  G E A R IN G  

INTRODUCTION

The declination encoder gearing is based on the same design as that of the corresponding 

sub-assembly in RA (§4.5.6). However, its position at the end of the declination axle, 

means that the orientation of the sub-assembly changes with respect to the position of 

telescope. In addition the primary wheel (unlike RA) is constructed in two parts (§5.3.3) 

and is made of aluminium, and therefore more vulnerable to oxidisation unless coated in 

protective fluid silicone.

Once the declination encoder sub-assembly had been installed and connected to the
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temporary 80C188 processor and display, setting the telescope using values of declination 

rather than North Polar distance via a sighting eyepiece and vernier, ushered in a new 

lease of life for the telescope.

The precision of the declination encoder assembly is dealt with under the heading. 

Display of angular position (§10.7.9).

THE DECLINATION ENCODER M ECHANISM

During installation, tests on the smooth running of the mechanism, showed that an unduly 

high meshing tension was required if jitter was to be avoided. On investigation, it was 

found that one of the miniature ball races used in the floating gearbox, was faulty (probably 

damaged during assembly). This was replaced, and the spring tension reduced accordingly. 

If this fault had occurred with a fixed instead of a floating gearbox, permanent damage, 

or (at the very least) premature wear to the primary wheel would have occurred.

Originally the eduminium wheel was to be protected from the effects of the atmosphere 

by anodizing, as other aluminium components in the system are. The principle disad

vantage of this approach was that if the teeth of the wheel were to be coated, then their 

dimensional consistency would be adversely effected by the additional thickness of the 

deposition. Instead a coating of liquid silicone (Dow Corning, 200/500 cs) has been used, 

and careful observation of the gear wheel has shown that no surface deterioration can be 

seen. The gear wheel is re-coated with the silicon fluid every three months.

Wear to the aluminium teeth by the primary steel pinion of the declination encoder 

gearbox, is undetectable by eye after two years of use.

10.5 POLAR AXIS ALIGNMENT

TELESCOPE M OUNT M ISALIGNMENT

Without the inclusion of a pointing model in the control software, the setting precision is 

affected by any misalignment of the polar axle to the earth’s axis of rotation. Observations 

using a CCD camera (12.7 x 8.5 arcminutes field) and involving a sequence of exposures
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taken of the same starfield at ten minute intervals, were undertaken to assess the extent 

of polar axle misalignment.

The resulting drifts were then measured by S. Boyle using the ATI program (Wright, 

1991). The centre of each image was determined by visual inspection using the ATI zoom 

facility, and the apparent centre of each frame was calculated using the program Astrulom 

(Boyle, 1994), from the x-y measurements of the centre of three star images. This then 

gave the drift in declination whilst tracking over the period representing the maximum 

continuous tracking extent of the sector, i.e. almost two hours.

A sine curve was then fitted to the declination drift data by the method of least squares 

using the program Test Axes (Boyle, 1994), which provided an approximate value for the 

polar axle offset.

This can also be expressed in terms of the telescope mount misalignment; where an 

adjusment in azimuth causes a rotation about the north end by screws situated at the 

south end of the mount.

In azimuth (looking down on the mount, facing north) the mount must be rotated 

anticlockwise 5.7 arcminutes towards the east, and in altitude the north end of the polar 

axle must be lowered by 2.5 arcminutes.

10.6 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

10.6.1 INTRO DUC TIO N

The majority of the control hardware is situated in the consoles. After six months of use, 

there have been several minor component failures as might be expected during the burn-in 

period (most occurring within the first five weeks after installation). Problems with two 

d.c. power supplies accounted for half the faults, and the others relate to two on-board 

component failures which are reported in this section under the assessment of individual 

boards. There have also been commisioning faults with some of the microswitches located 

on the mechanical subsystems and these are also described in this section.
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1 0 .6 .2  R A T E  C R A T E  B O A R D S  

RATE BO ARD ElOO

There are a total of seven ElOO boards in the system. The design and execution of this 

printed circuitry has proved to be reliable, although access to the crystal oscillator trim

ming pot has proved to be somewhat inconvenient. The preset rate multiplied frequencies 

have all been stable since installation and have shown no sign of drift.

RATE DISTRIBUTIO N BOARD EllO

Five Rate Distribution Boards reside in the Rate Crate (figure 6.3), and the printed 

circuit construction has been reliable to date. On board DIL to ribbon cable connectors 

have proved to be awkward when removing the boards from the crate, otherwise the 

functionality of the design has proved satisfactory.

UNIVERSAL COUNTER INTERFACE BOARD E l l l

Two of these cards are contained in the Rate Crate. The original intention was to use 

these counter cards to provide positional information to the control processor during auto 

aquisition of an object (§6.9.3). Prior to installation, this technique was successfully tested 

during the construction of the control system using auxiliary counters to confirm positional 

synchronization. However, the precision of the encoder subsystems (§10.7.9) has proved 

to be sufficiently accurate to enable subsequent simplification of the control software. 

Position acquisition software is based on the encoded values of RA and Dec, and does not 

now include indexing the stepping motors. However, the counters are used to monitor the 

stepping rates and can be used for system diagnostics when setting up stepping ramps.

1 0 .6 .3  C O N T R O L  C R A T E  B O A R D S  

LIMIT SW ITCH BOARD E115

All the limit switches situated on the telescope feed into this board before being condi

tioned and distributed to other parts of the system. A row of labelled LED’s indicates
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if a microswitch is made, and although the condition of the limits can be displayed at 

the system terminal, this (on board) facility has proved invaluable during commisioning. 

Some of the limit switches contain two separate switching elements as in the case of the 

Sector limits. This is in order to have a direct and independent direction interlock to the 

stepping motor power supply from that of the control system. Ensuring that the inde

pendent direction interlock operates after instruction to the system as a whole has caused 

some initial problems. During routine maintenance checks, it is essential to confirm the 

proper operation of the limits and therefore had the limit switch board included two sepa

rate indicators for each switching element, adjusting the sequence of switching would have 

been easier to monitor.

PO W ER SUPPLY BOARD E107

The power supply board has behaved in a satisfactory manner since commisioning of the 

system. To date there have been no problems associated with this circuitry.

SW ITCH DISTRIBUTIO N BOARD E108

The functionality of this board has a direct influence on user interaction with the system 

(§7.5.3). During development of the software, it was found that individual disables have 

not been used as much as had been expected; either the system allows use of discreet 

primary commands, or the controlling processor has control and disables console operated 

primary commands. Replacement of one 74LS32 quad input positive-OR chip proved 

necessary during the first month after installation; the reason for this failure is unknown.

INDICATO R DRIVER BOARD E104

To date there have been no problems associated with this circuitry.

M ANUAL OVERRIDE BOARD E112

Designing a control system that includes the ability to tolerate redundant modules (§8.2) 

and still continue operating, will to some extent generate rather more complexity than
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might otherwise be required. A criticism of the system, is that use of the telescope in any 

mode depends on the manual override board; i.e. it is the only single point component in 

the control harware (a spare is being built).

Whilst there have been no problems associated with the circuitry of this design, access 

to DIL switches and test points are only possible with an extender card which is not 

as convenient as it might be. The board includes functionality for both axes; system 

redundancy would therefore be better served if each axis was represented (identically) and 

on separate cards.

SW ITCH INTERFACE BOARD E l 16

Failure of two of the motorola de-bounce chips occurred during an incorrect boot up 

sequence. If the STEbus and the consoles are powered up at the same time, irregular 

transitions across the 10 of the STEbus can cause false triggering of primary functions; 

the observed effects were found to be incorrect system messages appearing momentarily.

As long as the consoles are not switched on at the same time as the STEbus, this 

problem can be avoided. Note: The consoles are normally powered up permanently in 

standby mode. A separate power supply has now been provided for the STEbus, and 

simultaneous power-on is no longer possible.

10.6.4 THE CONSOLES

Seventeen power supplies occupy three quarters of the available space in the consoles, 

with a furthur four 6U 19in crates of hardware taking up the remainder. Depending on 

ambient conditions the extracting fans have maintained temperatures within the consoles 

from 60 to 85 degrees fahrenheit. Most observing is carried out south of the consoles, 

and no obvious thermal effects on dome seeing have been noted during the commisioning 

phase.

The console switches and indicators have performed to a satisfactory standard, and 

the consoles have provided a robust housing for the control hardware.
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PO W ER  SUPPLIES

The cost of purchasing the ideal d.c. power supplies for the consoles was too great to im

plement all at once . As a result certain power supplies were borrowed from old equipment 

and bussed together in order to meet particular requirements. The unnoticed failure of 

one of the smaller supplies, caused two others in the same group to work at near overload 

for a period, resulting in occasional overcurrent cut-out after a couple of hours on load. 

This group of three five volt supplies was replaced by a single twenty amp variable d.c. 

supply in november 1994. It also enabled a small re-organization of other d.c. supplies, 

and there have been no other faults of this nature to date.

10.6.5 CLAMP CONTROL

During instedlation of the consoles, the panel supporting the clamp switch gear (figure 

7.11), was tilted from its temporary horizontal position to the vertical position it now oc

cupies below the RA encoder sub-assembly. This caused several of the contactor actuating 

coils to burn out. Although this equipment had worked reliably since installation of the 

RA clamp (in the horizontal position), it was found that the volt drop from the contactor 

power supply situated 30 metres away from the consoles, was causing a now inadequate 

supply voltage to the contactor coils. In their new vertical position, the contacting mech

anisms required a stronger magnetic flux because gravity no longer assisted the contactors 

to make. The coils were replaced and the operating coil voltage was increased accordingly.

10.7 SOFTWARE OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONALITY

10.7.1 INTRO DUC TIO N

For any computer controlled system, the software undergoes a process of inevitable and 

continuing change or becomes progressively less useful (Lehman, 1985). During the initial 

stages of installation basic functionality can be verified by the behaviour of the system 

and as experience evolves, continuing refinements to the original design can be made with 

the benefit of user operational information. Experience with the New Radcliffe Control
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System has shown that this process is consistent with improving the effectiveness of the 

original design.

In this section a discussion of the operational effectiveness of each software task and 

an account of user interaction with the control interface is described in the same order as 

chapter 9.

10 .7 .2  T A SK  1, S T A T U S D IS P L A Y S

The display of primary commands on the status display indicator panel has supported 

systems information as intended. If the user is not logged in, then primary commands are 

universally disabled. In the event of a primary command left on (via console rather than 

keyboard control), then as soon as the user logs in, current status is displayed. Under 

automatic control e.g. rewinding the sector, it has proved particularly useful to identify 

primary commands as they are instructed by the software to implement a sequence of 

actions. This software can run on the STEbus as well as the Arc40’s, but the use of an 

independent task dedicated processor increases redundancy,

10 .7 .3  T A SK  2, E R R O R  M E S SA G E S

The provision of a limited number of dedicated error messages, allows the system to 

highlight the more serious errors which may occur. These are supported by further error 

information on the terminal display status area. In the event of sole operation via the 

console, this facility offers a back up option.

10 .7 .4  T A SK  3, R A T E  D IS T R IB U T IO N  C O D E S

Essentially this software generates the operational codes necessary for the control of the 

stepping motors. It also offers the possibility of modification at a systems level if the need 

arises. The use of a dedicated processor for low level combinational code, provides a higher 

level of autonomy for this fundamental aspect of the control hardware. No changes to the 

original address codes (§9.4) have been required to date.
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1 0 .7 .5  S C R E E N  L A Y O U T

The screen layout (§9.7) has functioned as originally intentioned. The additional option 

of extra large size displays of RA and Dec, was added to the system message area during 

the first month of commisioning. This feature enables the user to read RA and Dec 

some distance from the display, which is useful when hand slewing the telescope. Recent 

additions and modifications to the system messages have disallowed continued availabihty 

of this option, but the intention is to enlarge the existing displays of RA and declination 

in the future.

Until the new control system was installed, the Radcliffe telescope had been primarily 

a third year instrument, but the ease with which the telescope can now be set on objects 

has enabled frequent use by first year students.

The original philosophy behind the screen layout (§9.7) was to offer compatibility with 

experience on the Allen telescope. However, first year students are (in the forseeable 

future) unlikely to use the Allen (in their first year), and so the screen layout (and indeed 

the use of a larger computer controlled telescope) is new to many Radcliffe users. Our 

experience indicates that the inclusion of functional information (unlike the Allen control 

interface) during operation of the telescope has been extremely successful in contributing 

to the learning process.

It is also apparent that young people are positively stimulated by such technology, 

and that any inspiration for observing that can be engendered at an early stage in the 

degree, promotes interest in the more advanced observational courses. The screen layout 

and the manner in which this system presents information to new users will be a key area 

for future refinement of the system.

10 .7 .6  T A SK  4 , P R IM A R Y  C O M M A N D  O V E R R ID E

Originally it was intended that this facility would either allow control using the console 

switches, or operation via the keyboard. In practice users have preferred to operate pri

mary commands such as Rewind Sector, Centre Dec, Clamp RA, and Track on-off, by 

means of the large size labelled pushbuttons provided at the console. Therefore, the con
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sole switches are now collectively disabled only under the following conditions

• WHEN THE SYSTEM IS LOGGED OUT

• DURING PROCESSOR CONTROLLED OPERATIONS, i.e. Rewind Sector.

• FOR CERTAIN ERROR CONDITIONS (§9.3)

1 0 .7 .7  T A SK  5, R E W IN D  S E C T O R  

INTRO DUCTIO N

A description of the rewind sequence is given in chapter 6 and a listing of the control 

steps are detailed in chapter 9 (§9.9). During trials it was found that if the telescope is 

rewound then on completion, new targets east of the rewound limit may not be acquired 

immediately after rewind. In other words there is, for this situation, no sector traverse 

(east) available for the telescope to drive. If the telescope is left tracking, then eventually 

the distance gained to the west will allow automatic acquisition to the east and it is over 

this interval (within five degrees and equivalent to the automatic setting window) that the 

sector must traverse to obviate this limitation.

The rewind routine was accordingly modified so that if the telescope is not tracking, 

then on completion of rewind, the sector is driven back six degrees west to accommodate 

an acquisition to the east. If however the telescope is tracking immediately before rewind 

is requested, then on completion, the former tracking position is re-acquired. This assumes 

that the user does not want to acquire another object straight after rewinding, unless they 

switch the tracking off beforehand. Various options could be implemented in order to 

overcome this difficulty e.g., asking the user if a new object is to be acquired after rewind, 

but if the maximum Sector tracking distance is to be maintained, then a trade off between 

complexity and operator convenience is necessary.

PERFO RM ANCE

Disturbance to the polar axle during clamping has been dealt with earlier in this chapter 

(§10.3.3). The intention of this section is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the rewind
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routine as a function of the mechanical and digital control combined.

Two methods of testing the rewind and re-acquisition routine were used to measure the 

precision with which the system re-synchronizes on the former target. In the preliminary 

test, a star was placed on the crosswires of an eyepiece at the eighteen inch guiding 

telescope, and the rewind sequence initiated. On completion of the rewind the target 

could be clearly seen re-entering the field and centring on the previous position as defined 

by the cross wires. The best seeing experienced for this test was estimated at between 

2-3 arcseconds. Therefore the ability of the observer to visually average the centre of the 

seeing disc in relation to the crosswires defines the precision of this test. Using several 

successive rewinds, it was visually assessed that the system re-synchronized on the former 

target to within ±1 arcsecond, based on an interruption of the tracking of 90 seconds 

(rewind time over majdmum sector traverse).

In the second test, an attempt to measure more precisely any displacement of the 

target engendered by the rewind process, was implemented taking successive images with 

a CCD camera; no displacement due to rewinding was detected.

DISCUSSION

From the results obtained it was observed that any loss of position due to interruption 

of tracking by the rewind routine, displaces the object by an amount equivalent to less 

than the average value of seeing at Mill Hill. For all practical purposes this disturbance 

is less than that experienced by random movement caused by atmospheric effects. If an 

observation (exposure) is interrupted by the necessity for a rewind, then this error can be 

readily compensated for in the usual way by typical guiding techniques i.e. the observer 

or an autoguider.

1 0 .7 .8  T A SK  6 -A C Q U IS IT IO N  O F O B JE C T S

The purpose of this task is to enable observers to find objects in the sky to within ±1 

arcminute of the telescope optical axis (chapter 1). This routine (§9.10) combines almost 

all the control functions embodied in the system, which under automatic control are trans-
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parent to the operator. Therefore, in assessing this (menu selectable) software module of 

control, the following questions should be asked;

DOES THE ROUTINE FIND OBJECTS TO W ITH IN THE PRECISION  

SPECIFIED?

From the pointing tests shown in section 10.7.8 it can be seen that the telescope will easily 

find objects to within 1 arcminute (as originally specified in chapter 1) even w ithou t a  

po in ting  m odel, and providing one of the following conditions are met;

• A correction is made for polar misalignment.

• The polar axis of the telescope is re-aligned (currently under way).

It should be noted that the pointing precision will therefore be considerably improved 

by the inclusion of a pointing model (§10.7.10, TPOINT)

IS THE CONTROL SYSTEM  EASY TO USE?

Typical operation in the most stringent sense can be defined as the ability of an under

graduate student to acquire objects (providing the sky is clear and the dome is open) 

having had no previous observational experience and within a few minutes of entering the 

dome. Because menu driven interaction with the telescope is structured with explicit in

structions, little  or no opera tional skill is now requ ired  to  locate ob jects a round  

th e  sky. However, supervision for the safe position of the telescope and rising floor will 

always be necessary with undergraduate users.

IS THE PROG RAM  PROCESS EFFICIENT IN TERM S OF THE M ACH IN

ERY IT IS CONTROLLING?

Embedded within the user entry level command structure are a number subroutines that 

sequence the primary and low level commands of the control to enable automatic operation. 

These processes, which have been described in chapter 9, are based on procedures required 

to position the telescope and how the machinery best responds to a specific sequence.
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Within the context of task 6, hand slewing the telescope in declination to within a two 

degree window has caused the system to generate more error conditions than are strictly 

necessary. These error conditions are prompted if  the following factors occur;

• When instructed by the system to move the telescope in a specified direction, users 

do not know which is north or south.

• Users forget to centre the declination tangent arm, which may leave insufficient 

traverse for auto-acquisition.

The question is, whether the user or the control system should have responsibility 

for these factors because experience has demonstrated that it is causing the process (and 

hence the machinery) not to be as efficient as it might.

If the process of acquiring objects is to be improved, then changes at this stage of 

developement will depend on further operational experience.

1 0 .7 .9  T A SK  7, T H E  P R E C IS IO N  O F A N G U L A R  P O S IT IO N  

INTRO DUCTIO N

In order to verify satisfactory operation and overall mechanical precision of the position 

readouts a set of preliminary tests were made (separately) for RA and Dec. These were 

followed by a second series of observations which were taken in order to assess the pointing 

potential of the telescope. Telescope availability (due to undergraduate teaching commit

ments) and bad weather severly hampered the number of clear nights accessible for this 

aspect of the project, but the following results show that the system performs well within 

the original specification.

The criteria for these measurements were based on the following factors:

• Preliminary tests in RA took no account of mechanical errors. Objects were observed 

with differences in declination of less than 100 arcseconds; for the stars observed, the 

measured separations in RA were largely unaffected by the polar axle misalignment 

as given in §10.2.
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• Preliminary tests in declination were designed to take account of displacement caused 

by polar axle misalignment and no other mechanical errors.

• The second set of observations were made in order to evaluate the potential rms 

pointing error of the telescope, using TPOINT.

Preliminary assessment of the precision of the RA and Dec position readouts was 

carried out by observing objects around the sky and logging the displayed positions. The 

displayed positions were then compared with the catalogue co-ordinates for those objects 

as described below.

RA PO SITION DISPLAY TESTS

The object of this test was to measure the angular separation of two stars in RA from the 

control system display, and to compare this with the known separation derived from the 

co-ordinates given in the Yale Bright Star Catalogue (Hoffleit, 1982).

Two stars were selected, HR4960 and HR5802, with a declination of approximately 

-1-10° and a separation in RA of less than 3 hours. Their separation in declination was less 

than 100 arcseconds, which allowed the telescope to be moved from one star to the other 

without any change in declination. The stars were centred on the vertical (declination 

axis) crosshair of a guiding eyepiece on the 18-inch telescope. The telescope was moved 

repeatedly between the two stars and the encoded value of RA, and the HA of each object 

was noted.

Four positions were recorded for HR4960, and five for HR5802, obtained over a period 

of approximately one and a half hours. Each encoded position was corrected for atmo

spheric refraction for the HA of observation; these were then combined into a mean value 

of RA for each object.

The mean RA of each object, corrected for refraction, is given in Table 10.4 together 

with the geocentric position of date, calculated by S. Fossey. The slight difference between 

the two sets of values is due to a systematic offset in RA following telescope initializa

tion. The measured angular separation in RA was calculated and compared with the 

true separation; the difference is 0.7 seconds of time, which corresponds to 10 arcseconds.
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OBJECT MEAN OBSERVED RA RA* DIFFERENCE

HR4960

HR5802

13^08"»53\6

15'‘36”*12±7

13^08'"51'.4

15'»36"*09±8

SEPARATION 02'*27"*19M 02'*27”*18±4 0 \ 7 ± 0 \ 3
^Geocentric apparent position of date.

Table 10.4; Shows mean positions and observed displacements for RA encoder tests.

By calculating the separations obtained from each pair of observations, the same mean 

separation is obtained with an error on the mean of ±0.3 arcseconds. These results show 

that,

• Allowing for the error on the mean, it is unlikely that the difference between the 

measured and known angular separation of these stars is greater than 20 arcseconds 

(Note tha t this result includes all mechanical errors).

DECLINATION PO SITIO N  DISPLAY TESTS

The object of this series of positional display tests, was to evaluate the pointing accu

racy (including mechanical errors other than mount misalignment) of the telescope in 

declination.

The telescope was initialised by centring HR5055 on the crosswires of the guiding 

eyepiece of the 18-inch. The co-ordinates for this object were then taken from the astro

nomical almanac (referred to the mean equator and equinox of J1995.5) and entered into 

the telescope display of RA.

The next step in this procedure was to centre another pre-selected object in the 18-inch 

and log the hour angle, sidereal time, zenith distance, RA, and Dec as displayed by the 

control system. This sequence was repeated for a number of objects as shown in table 

10.5, each object being observed twice.

Note that the values of Zd in table 10.5 are given to the nearest tenth of a degree,
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STAR

HR5055

HR5015

HR5793

HR4534

HR5055

HR5015

HR5793

HR4534

HA

23^ 55^ 10'

00^09^23*

22^ 03^ 17'

01^ 57^ 28'

00^ 30^ 17*

00^ 46^ 02'

22'M0"'57*

02^ 37^ 06'

Zd

3^4

46^.2

33*.2

43«.9

5 .̂5

47^.1

29^.1

4&\5

A6 

0 "  

4- 6"  

+ 177" 

- 202 "  

-6 2 "  

-4 8 "  

+ 132" 

-258"

A(5ax 

0 "  

- 21 "  

+ 139" 

-193" 

-5 3 "  

-7 8 "  

+99" 

-256"

A^ref

+59"

+37"

+54"

+5"

+61"

+32"

+64"

A6p

-3 2 "  

+  1" 

-6 3 "  

-1 4 "  

-3 1 "  

+  1" 

- 66 "

HA = Hour angle of star at epoch of observation.

Zd = Zenith distance of star at epoch of observation.

A6 = Difference between displayed and almanac declinations.

A6ax =  Component of AS arising from polar axle misalignment (calculated 

from the model of S.J. Boyle, 1995).

A(5ref = correction for refraction.

A6p =  AS - (A ^ax+A ^ref)

Table 10.5: Shows the results of the declination pointing tests.

as corrections for refraction below Zd=50*^ are less than one arcsecond per tenth of a 

degree Zd. The diference between the displayed and almanac value of declination was 

calculated and is given as A6. Corrections for atmospheric refraction (A^ref) and polar 

axle misalignment (A^ax) were subtracted from A6 to leave A^p, which represents the 

pointing error in declination.

Although these tests were confined to within ±2 hours of the meridian and north of 

the equator, this region represents the area where most observations are made at ULO. 

It should be noted that this method of evaluation provides an indication of the pointing 

precision of the declination position display system, and should not be interpreted as
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completely rigorous.

The results obtained in table 10.5 show,

• The principle source of error arises from misalingment of the telescope polar aode.

• The residual pointing error in declination is typically less than one arcminute.

• The residuals for each star are consistently under 68 arcseconds, which implies that 

these errors can be considerably reduced by a pointing model.

1 0 .7 .1 0  T P O IN T  P O IN T IN G  T E S T S

As the initial stage towards the installation of a pointing model TPOINT (Wallace, 1993), 

and in order to assess the RMS pointing error, a further set of observations was made.

TPOINT is available via Starlink, and allows the generation of a number of models 

which can then be fitted to pointing data. Residual errors are examined with the aid of 

a variety of graphs, which can be used to refine the model. The program includes a large 

number of physical and empirical pointing terms, and it is possible to add additional terms 

(such as those peculiar to a German mounted refractor) in order to improve performance 

(Wallace has very kindly advised us in this matter). To date the coefficients have been 

limited to the terms shown in table 10.6.

The coefficients were determined by measuring pointing errors for 25 stars distributed 

around that area of the sky accessible to the telescope on the west side of the pier (a 

separate model will be required for operation of the telescope on the east side of the pier).

The value of rms residual error, 6.8 arcseconds (figure 10.4) may vary with the outcome 

of further tests and the inclusion of custom coefficients (based on advice from Wallace), 

but this result is unlikely to be wrong by more than a factor of two. Also, it is not known 

at this stage of development how the coefficients change over time and what therefore will 

be the optimum refresh period for consistent pointing performance. However, the prospect 

of pointing to better than 12 arcseconds rms is now a realistic possibility (Wallace, private 

communication 27,6.1995).
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C O E F FIC IE N T VALUE

ARCSEC

STD. DEV. 

ARCSEC

NON.PERP.DEC.AXIS 110 9.8

POLAR AXIS EL.ERR. -48 20

POLAR AXIS E-W ERR. 424 5.8

CANT.DEC.AXIS FLEX. -249 14.4

TUBE FLEX.-sinçlaw 176 31.7

TUBE FLEX.-tançlaw -98 18.5

sin(2a)DEC.TERM. 35 6.9

DEC.CENT.ERR.(cos) 34 21.6

Table 10.6: Table showing the current TPOINT telescope model which gives an rms error 

on the sky of 6.8 arcseconds

Figure 10.5 shows a map of the pointing residuals as error vectors shown on an ortho

graphic projection. This is displayed as a distant view of the celestial sphere looking down 

on the zenith from above. The vectors (lines projecting from the square symbols which 

mark the stars) are the great circle continuations of the pointing residuals.

Figure 10.6 shows a plot of the same pointing residuals as error vectors on a cylindrical 

projection also produced using the TPOINT package.

1 0 .7 .1 1  T A SK  8 -T R A C K IN G  C O R R E C T IO N S

Currently, tracking corrections are confined to a routine that controls the track motor so 

that it locks onto the current value of RA (§9.12), as determined by the encoded position. 

Whilst this substantially reduces the effects of periodic worm error, tracking errors due 

to encoder gear periodicities and the processor clock reference are limiting the potential 

tracking precision.

In order to compensate for mechanical errors in the drive train using software, the 

control system needs to know the relative position of gear errors with respect to the motor
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Figure 10.4 shows rms pointing residuals as a scatter diagram  view of 
the telescope field, with a view of s tar positions as if the telescope

had been set bhnd.
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Figure 10.5 shows a map of pointing residuals in arcseconds as e rro r 
vectors on an orthographic projection.
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Figure 10.6 shows a map of pointing residuals as e rro r vectors 
on a cylindrical projection.
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shaft. Errors in the track motor gearbox are not always in phase with periodic gear errors 

beyond the motor gearbox output shaft, because the track clutch connecting the two sets 

of gears disengages each time set/ slew is selected; i.e. its radial position (with respect to 

the worm side of the transmission) changes. In order to implement software controlled 

dynamic error compensation, an electronic marker will also be required for the worm side 

of the track clutch. Kibrick (1984) describes a project to correct for these types of error on 

the 120-inch telescope at Lick observatory. The solution implemented in this case involved 

attaching an optical encoder to the worm, and using the positional information generated 

to change the tracking rate to compensate for periodicities. In addition, this technique 

was used to damp oscillations in the truss structure caused by ramping the set and slew 

rates.

Since the reference for computing RA is based on the 486 STEbus based pocessor clock, 

any apparent drift in the track rate is also affected by the accurracy of this standard. 

Unfortunately, the internal clock on our 486 processor board gains 17 seconds per day. 

This equates to 10.7 arcseconds error in the displayed value of RA in one hour. Internal 

adjustment of this frequency source is not possible, but correction for the rate in software 

has been implemented as a temporary measure (now reduced to 4-0.5 seconds per day) . 

Until a more stable reference can be implemented further refinement of the tracking rate 

will be impaired.

10 .7 .1 2  T A SK  9, D O M E  C O N T R O L

NOT IMPLEMENTED YET

1 0 .7 .1 3  T A SK  10, X -Y  H E A D  O F F S E T

The routine described in chapter 9 functions as intended, but still requires the user to 

operate the joystick at the breech-end of the 18-inch guiding telescope to effect an offset. 

At present the offsets are displayed in millimetres, but provision for angular measure will 

prove a useful addition. Whilst the control system knows the position of the X-Y head it 

has no connection to the servos, and this has proved a limiting factor during operation.
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Various subroutines based on STEbus based position control are described in chapter 9, 

(§9.14).

1 0 .7 .1 4  T A SK  11, C E N T R E  D E C L IN A T IO N  T A N G E N T  A R M

The ability to press a button and automatically equalize the extent of traverse along the 

tangent screw has functioned as intended, (§9.15). However, it has become evident during 

the commisioning period that there are two limitations to this facility, which are as follows;

TR A N SPA R E N C Y  TO THE USER

For frequent users, remembering to press the centre declination button is usually based on 

forgetting at some stage in the past. Although the knowledge that the Radcliffe telescope 

incorporates a tangent arm drive in declination is an aspect of the operation which is 

conveyed to users during training, our commisioning experience has shown that it is easily 

overlooked. If during automatic acquisition the sequence included a centre declination 

subroutine, this would prevent the possibility of running into the limits in the event of 

insufficient traverse. However, this modification could increase the acquisition time by 

up to 30 seconds. In addition, if the tangent screw is off centre it is quite possible that 

sufficient traverse still remains, which then makes centring unnecessary. The problem is 

that the system only knows if the tangent screw is on, or off centre. Therefore, if the 

relative position of the tangent screw in relation to the split block were encoded this 

situation would not arise.

Positional information on the tangent screw could be achieved by means of the decli

nation counter board, E l 11. This possibility is currently being investigated.

CENTRING  TIM E

The centre declination routine (§9.15) assumes that the tangent screw always migrates 

to the south. This assumption is based on operational behaviour observed during comm- 

sioning, and is related to the methodology employed in the declination acquire routine 

and is not necessarily the case every time. For example, reversing the telescope can affect
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the direction of migration, and hand slewing overshoot can also cause the screw to drift 

north. If the tangent screw does migrate south, then the screw is driven north directly to 

the centre limit. If the screw drifts north, then the routine as it now exists drives in the 

opposite direction to the centre limit before reversing south in the direction of the central 

position, thereby wasting time.

The rate at which the declination drive centres the tangent screw is at present limited 

to the maximum set rate, 990 arcseconds per second which can be equivalent to 40 seconds 

centring time. The stepping motor used is in fact capable of up to four times this rate, and 

a modification to this effect will improve the cycle time for the centre declination routine.

For the present, as long as users follow the prescribed routine, no restrictions during 

auto-acquisition will be encountered.
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Chapter 11

CONCLUSIONS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The final chapter of this thesis consists of a general discussion of the principle conclusions 

drawn from the project. These are: that the performance of the New Radcliffe Control 

System exceeds the original specification; that successful solutions to the well known 

problems of retrofitting encoders to the telescope axes have been developed; and that it is 

possible to implement computer controlled acquisition (on a ninety-four year old telescope) 

using a sector drive by means of a novel clamping mechanism. All of these conclusions 

have been validated over a successful season of undergraduate use.

It also includes commentary on the possibilities for expansion of the historical aspects 

of the research, followed by a list of specific modifications which might be made in order 

to refine the performance of individual sub-systems.

11.2 GENERAL DISCUSSION

11 .2 .1  H IS T O R IC A L  C O N S ID E R A T IO N S  O F T E L E S C O P E  D R IV E S

All of the pre-1900 material discussed in chapter 1 was first sourced by J. Darius and the 

author, and provides a reference base for future work on the subject. However, there are 

also areas which it has not been possible to include, namely east European and Ameri-
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can instrument makers. For example, Henry Draper’s alt-azimuth water-driven telescope 

which was built for lunar photograghy and incorporated a sliding plateholder to correct 

for drift in declination (Smithsonian contributions of knowledge, 1864) and the work of 

Alvin Clark, (The work of Alvin Clark and Sons: Artists in Optics, Deborah Jean Warner 

1968). Evidence that European clock drives found their way to America as early as 1840, 

is supported by the description of the U.S. Naval expedition to the Southern Hemisphere 

during 1849, vol.Ill Washington, 1856. In his description Commander Gillis says, ‘... the 

construction of the stand is that devised by Fraunhofer (§2.2), and since so successfully 

built by Messrs. Mera and Mahler for observations in many parts of the world’.

Research into early attempts (before 1890) at using electromechanical regulation is ad

ditional territory that could be expanded within this subject area. Although Sir Howard 

Grubb’s Electromechanical Fine Regulating Mechanism (as employed on the original Rad

cliffe drive, §3.3) was used very successfully in various forms on British instruments, ob

servations using the 31cm Bamberg refractor at the Wilhelm Foester observatory in Berlin 

during the late 1880’s (Handbuch der Astronomischen Instrumentenkunde, 1899) suggests 

that direct drive electric d.c. motor centrifugal contact regulation was also an effective, if 

not the first application of an electrically driven and regulated drive.

From the material on nineteenth century telescope drives given in chapter 2, it can be 

seen that although centrifugal regulators were a feature of all the examples investigated, 

variations between the German, English, and French designs show a distinct approach in 

their execution. From the evidence found during the course of this study, it is probable 

that the first successful clock drive was German and based on the design of Fraunhofer 

(quick train centrifugal friction braked), whereas French designs (derived from Foucault’s 

ideas) settled on friction regulated centrifugal air braked weighted vanes, with the English 

maintaining their association with friction regulated fly-balls from the beginning (Smythe 

6-inch equatorial. Science Museum London, circa 1829).

The first half of the 20th century saw the gradual if not the reluctant demise of the 

centrifugal governor, to be replaced by a.c. frequency controlled drive regulation, i.e. 

simple mains regulated synchronous motors, and devices such as the McMath-Hulbert
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drive (§2.3). During this progression, fine regulation of centrifugal governors with systems 

such as the Grubb chopping wheel controller (§3.4) and the gradual demand for a wider 

range of powered rates beyond track and guide spurred the development of complete and 

more precise electro-magnetic control.

Whilst developments such as military requirements for aiming heavy artillery prompted 

the design of stepping motors (McClelland, 1926), optical encoder technology derives from 

electronic organs (BEI, 1992) designed in the 1940’s. Yet it was not until the advent 

of commercially available intergrated circuits (§2.6), that these digital controllers were 

applied to telescope control.

The computer revolution and its meteoric progress during the seventies and eighties 

catagoricaUy defined the approach to position control. Larger instruments and the need 

for ever more precise pointing corrections, have led to the development of pointing models 

which not only position the telescope, but take account of mechanical imperfections and 

real time flexure of the complete telescope structure.

Based on the reference material gathered for chapter 1 of this thesis, and on further 

research into this uncharted area, it is the intention of the author to provide a more 

detailed publication at a later date.

11 .2 .2  D O E S  T H E  N E W  R A D C L IF F E  C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M  P E R 

F O R M  A S IN T E N D E D ?

From the evaluation given in the previous chapter, it can be seen that the telescope will 

set on an object to within one arcminute (given correction for misalignment of the polar 

axis) thus meeting the original requirement. In addition, the pointing accuracy may be 

improved to less than 12 arcseconds rms (Wallace, 27.6.95) if corrections for mechanical 

errors can be made using TPOINT (currently under way).

The Radcliffe telescope is now also capable of tracking an object at a pre-determined 

and stable rate with periodicities due to worm gear errors compensated by using software 

generated corrections.

The potential setting precision of the New Radcliffe Control System is therefore (figure
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10.4) a factor five times better than the original setting specification of 1 arcminute (§1.1).

FUNCTIO NALITY AND ITS EFFECT ON USER DEM AND

Functionality includes the ease with which targets can be acquired, user interaction and 

ease of maintenance. The skill required to find targets using the old control system involved 

considerable effort for those not familiar with setting circles, verniers, the process of hand 

setting a telescope, and the use of north polar distance instead of declination.

Users with little or no training can now follow a set of instructions generated from 

the on-screen menu, and find (accessible) objects reliably, given the correct co-ordinates 

for a stated epoch. Experience in the first season of undergraduate use has shown that 

it is normal procedure for first year students to position the telescope on an object using 

the auto-acquire routine and make a comparison with earlier observations obtained on 

one of the smaller instruments. With typical class sizes of a dozen students, this means 

that the throughput (if necessary) can be high. The Radcliffe telescope is now within the 

operational ability of any of our students, whereas previously only final year students had 

the appropriate capability. It is this feature of the new control system which can be said 

to have improved the user base more than any other factor.

SYM PATHETIC STYLING

Unlike control systems designed for more contemporary telescopes, the New Radcliffe 

Control System has had to accommodate a sympathetic design philosophy in relation to 

the original style and layout. Improvements have had to be made in the form of additions 

rather than alterations, and there has also been a considerable amount of restoration 

involved. For example, replacing the 24-inch breech end with an entirely new assembly 

would have reduced the time and effort taken to provide an efficient mounting for the 

CCD camera (Appendix B).

Does the telescope still retain the broad stylistic feel of the original engineering? I 

believe the answer although somewhat subjective and with the following qualification, is 

in the affirmative. Although it might be argued that some of the mechanical subsystems
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would better harmonize with the original design if they were covered by casings, in the final 

analysis the telescope is first and foremost a working instrument, and strict limitations on 

technical resources have imposed compromise in this area.

11.3 ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS DESIGN

The three key factors that determine the systems design are;

1. THE SPECIFICATION

2. THE FUNDING

3. THE TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE

Taking these constraints into account on the basis of the original specification and 

funding, but with the benefit of the experience now gained after completion, the following 

alternatives might be considered for future reference:

11 .3 .1  M E C H A N IC A L  S U B S Y S T E M S

If the essential mechanical layout of the telescope is (as originally specified) to remain 

unchanged, fundamental alteration to the existing approach would be difficult. However, 

within the boundaries of individual subsystems, there is scope for the following systems 

design options;

• RIGHT ASCENSION DRIVE. It may now be possible to use one stepping motor to 

provide a complete range of rates. This would entail the use of microstepping power 

supplies, (not available at the start of this project) and would obviate the need for 

two motors and their associated clutches.

• RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION CLAMPS. Since both these devices 

involve a rotary transition between fixed stops, the use of pneumatic actuators which 

can run up to a stop without damage might provide greater reliability.
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• CALLIPER CLAMP. This device could be reduced in size, and situated within the 

telescope mount (note the current design was constrained by the economy of using 

redundant stock materials).

• DECLINATION DRIVE. Powered slewing would give improved performance during 

object acquision (Appendix C).

1 1 .3 .2  C O N T R O L  H A R D W A R E

There is a case for designing this type of control system to incoporate the maximum 

amount of commercially available (off the shelf) control hardware; this assumes that basic 

resources are in the form of money rather than manpower, (which has not been the case for 

this project). The principle advantages are that the time required to develop customized 

control hardware is significantly reduced, and access to external support for an established 

product range provides technical back-up in case of difficulty. A disadvantage of maximum 

reliance on commercially procured hardware is that product availability and support may 

not last as long as the working lifetime of the system, which could promote premature 

retirement of an otherwise working control system.

A criticism of the New Radcliffe Control System is that the volume of in-house cus

tomized hardware (and the time it has taken to develop) is excessive within the context 

of commercially available off the shelf bus-based control systems. However, the system 

design does allow for straight foward computer upgrades, and also operates a high level of 

redundancy in the event of failure. Unless total parallel back-up is available on the control 

side, the essential philosophy of this system (i.e. low hardware interdependence, §6.6) does 

maximize the possibilty of primary function survival and long term maintenance.

11.4 REFINEMENTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Following the process of evaluation (chapterlO) and commissioning, it became apparent 

that the implementation of a number of specific minor refinements (as opposed to alterna

tive systems design discussed in the previous section) to the control system would improve
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the reliability and operation of individual subsystems. These refinements are included 

below:

1 1 .4 .1  M E C H A N IC A L  S U B S Y S T E M S  

RIG HT ASCENSION DRIVE

• Replace original 1901 bronze gears (216 and 98 teeth) to primary and worm shaft. 

Damage extending over approximately eight teeth during the 1960’s, caused by what 

appears to be a taper pin entering the mesh, may be contributing to the periodicities 

reported in chapter 10 (§10.2.2) of 19.94 and 44.02 seconds.

• Extension of the cyclic lubrication feed to include plain bearings to worm shaft and 

standby rewind arbour.

• Absolute encoder to worm shaft. This allows the system to indicate the relative posi

tion of the sector and display elapsed tracking time. It also enables synchronization 

of software corrections for periodic errors in the worm and primary drive gears.

RIGHT ASCENSION CLAMP

• Introduce a mechanical torque limiter to prevent possible damage to clamp gearbox. 

Although there is overcurrent protection to the d.c. actuating motor, this interlock 

may not cut in before damage occurs.

DECLINATION DRIVE

• Absolute encoder to the declination tangent screw. As in the case of the RA sector, 

this provides continuous information on the position of the tangent screw relative 

to its limits. Experience during the commissioning period has shown that it is easy 

to forget the restricted extent of the tangent screw when confronted with keyboard 

operation of the telescope, so that this improvement will allow more intelligent ac

quisition software to obviate this inconvenience.
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DECLINATION CLAMP

• The introduction of a mechanical torque limiter (as in the case of the RA clamp) to 

prevent damage to the clamp gearbox.

BREECH END FOCUS CONTROL

• With the introduction of a tandem Radcliffe control system terminal in the Wilson 

control room (next to the CCD camera control), remote operation of the focus 

mechanism for integration with the focus position readout will increase operator 

efficiency. Users will then be able to enter a selected focus position via the key 

board instead of at the telescope.

11 .4 .2  A D D IT IO N A L  S O F T W A R E  D E V E L O P M E N T  

X -Y  HEAD

The following user selectable routines in combination with the autoguider will enable users 

to set the telescope on an object more efficiently:

• optional display of offset position in angular measure; i.e. RA and Dec.

• Centre X-Y head to centre of CCD detector.

• Auto-acquire offset position.

• Raster scan for finding guide stars,

A PO INTING  MODEL

The possibilities of installing TPOINT have been discussed in chapter 10. Although for all 

practical purposes better pointing than that achievable with the new control system (and 

a well aligned polar axis) is not strictly necessary within the context of undergraduate 

teaching at Mill Hill, inclusion of such a technique is ultimately the most versatile way of 

coping with pointing errors.
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11.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ease in finding targets, reliability, and minimum maintenance have been the overall aims 

for the design of the New Radcliffe Control System.

The project started with what appeared to be a straightforward control system up

grade. It soon became apparent that there were unique problems (which had not been 

previously solved) associated with providing computer control for the Radcliffe telescope 

and retrofits in general. Limited financial resources have promoted lateral thinking to

wards the solutions to these problems including:

• The precision mounting of a two part primary encoder gear across an otherwise 

inaccessible telescope axle.

• A novel method of incorporating a sector into a computer controlled telescope drive 

system.

• A systems design which provides the possibility of exceptional pointing performance 

for a telescope of this class.

• A control system which allows continued tracking and guiding without microprocessor 

control.

The New Radcliffe Control System has substantially exceeded the original specification, 

and has shown that contemporary levels of performance can be achieved on a 94 year old 

telescope.

Over the last observing season the New Radcliffe Control System has clearly demon

strated a vast improvement in the amount of astronomical observations any student can 

achieve. This is supported by the favourable response students have towards the ease of 

operation now available on the Radcliffe telescope. New and more ambitious observing 

projects are being considered, including imaging of a seventeenth magnitude quasar and 

the photometry of variable stars.

This project has demonstrated (as documented in this thesis) that it is possible to 

install rotary position sensing devices so that performance is readily improved and with
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minimal disruption to the structure of the telescope.

When updating older instruments to a level which provides contemporary standards 

of precision and convenience, careful attention to the ergonomics must also be taken into 

account; over complex automation can detract from the original aims of the undertaking. 

Attention must also be given to the original design of the instrument so that no undue 

mechanical stresses interfere with the basic precision obtained before an upgrade.

Careful updating of older telescopes may grant a new lease of life to often very well 

constructed instruments. The techniques developed for this retrofit now demonstrate an 

elective approach to restoring the efficient use of otherwise neglected telescopes.
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A ppendix A

DRAWINGS INVENTORY  

(HELD IN ULO ARCHIVE)

A .l LIST OF MECHANICAL DRAWINGS

PRINCIPAL MECHANICAL DRAWING INVENTORY
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

Ml A2 R.D, bearing House A PKT

M2 A2 R.D, bearing House B PKT

M3 A2 R.D, track/slew axle PKT

M4 A2 R.D, bearing retainer and track motor mount PKT

M5 A2 R.D, sub-assembly 1. PKT

M6 A2 R.D, set/slew motor mount PKT

M7 A1 R.D, track/slew sub plate PKT

M8 A2 R.D, sector clamp sub plate PKT

M9 A2 R.D, lubricator/ sector sub plate PKT

MIO A1 R.D, base plate PKT

M il A3 R.D, Sector Endstop PKT

M12 A2 R.D, bearing block A PKT

M13 A2 R.D, bearing block B PKT

M14 A2 R.D, bearing block C PKT

M15 A3 R.D, sector switch pillar PKT

M16 A2 R.D, schematic assembly -

M17 A1 R.D, disc for Calliper Clamp PKT

M18 A2 R.C.S, panel no.l PKT

M19 A1 R.C.S, panel no.2 PKT

M20 A2 R.C.S, panel no.4 PKT

M22 A3 Radcliffe, studs for disc PKT

M23 A2 R.C.S, studs and threaded inserts PKT
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

M24 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp pads PKT

M25 AO R.D plate for RA clamp servo PKT

M26 AO R.D bracket for RA clamp servo PKT

M27 A2 R.D RA clamp accessories 1. PKT

M28 Al R.D RA clamp accessories 1, 3 and 4 PKT

M28a A3 R.D RA clamp servo micro-switch mounts PKT

M29 A2 R.D Dec mech. bearing house A PKT

M30 A2 R.D Dec mech. accessories HSNG.A PKT

M31 A3 R.D bearing retainer A PKT

M32 A2 R.D Dec mech. bearing housing B PKT

M33 A2 R.D Dec mech. accessory housing B PKT

M34 A2 R.D Dec mech. lock nuts for accessory housing B PKT

M35 A2 R.D Dec mech. bearing retainer B:keys for nuts PKT

M36 A3 R.D Dec mech. BRG. Ret B PKT

M37 Al R.D Dec mech. motor mount and shim PKT

M38 Al R.D Dec mech. sectional assembly PKT

M39 AO R.D Dec mech. base plate PKT

M40 A2 R.D pads for Calliper Clamp PKT

M41 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp support for pad PKT

M42 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp support block for pad PKT

M43 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp 2nd support for pad PKT

M44 Al R.D R.D Calliper Clamp threaded shaft PKT

M45 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp threaded nut PKT

M46 A2 R.D Calliper Clamp bearing ret. and lock nuts PKT
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

M47 A2 R.D, retainer spanners PKT

M48 A3 R.D, support frame PKT

M49 A2 R D, Calliper Clamp bearing housing PKT

M50 A2 R D, Calliper Clamp bearing retainer PKT

M51 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp inner shaft to sprung pad PKT

M52 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp outer shaft to sprung pad PKT

M53 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp primary spring adjusting nut PKT

M54 A3 R.D, Calliper Clamp PKT

M55 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp collars with key ways PKT

M56 Al R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support A PKT

M57 Al R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support B PKT

M58 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support A(i) PKT

M59 A3 R.D, Calliper Clamp spacers PKT

M60 A3 R.D, Calliper Clamp motor support bars PKT

M61 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support A(ii) (for motor) PKT

M62 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support A(iii) (for motor) PKT

M63 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp cross support B(i) PKT

M64 A3 R.D, spring support bars PKT

M65 A3 R.D, Calliper Clamp stop PKT

M66 Al R.D, Calliper Clamp schematic assembly PKT

M67 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp fixing plates PKT

M71 A3 R.D, B.C.D switch support PKT
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGN

M72 A3 R.D, components for console PKT

M73 A2 R.D, components for console PKT

M74 A3 B.C.D, illumination PKT

M77a A3 Assy of psu base plate -

M78 A3 Display supports -

M82 A2 R.C.S, console component PKT

M83 Al R.D, Calliper Clamp pulley support west PKT

M84 Al R.D, Calliper Clamp pulley support east PKT

M85 A2 R.D, Calliper Clamp counter weight brackets PKT

M88 AO Schematic Assembly, guiding eyepiece PKT

M89 AO Radcliffe cross-webs cassette PKT

M90 Al R.C.S, Frame for 19-inch Panel

M184 AO R.C.S, counter-weight chain PKT

M185 Al R.C.S, RA counter weight components PKT

M186 A2 R.C.S, Rate Crate back panel PKT

M187 A2 R.C.S, Rate Crate back panel PKT

M188 A2 R.C.S, switch interface crate back panel PKT

M189 A2 R.C.S, switch interface crate back panel PKT
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

M190 A2 R.C.S, Switch Interface Crate back panel PKT

M191 A2 R.C.S, switch interface crate back panel PKT

M192 A2 R.C.S, switch interface crate back panel PKT

M193 A2 Clutch P.S.U rear panel CC

M194 A2 Clutch Control Crate CC

M194b A3 Clutch Crate base (NoNum). CC

Ml94a A2 Clutch Crate frame CC

M300 A2 Starlight Cu S04 filter CC

M301 A2 Sodium ”D” filter holder CC

M302a A2 CCD camera guard frame PKT

M302b A2 CCD camera guard post PKT

M302c A2 CCD camera guard ring PKT

M303 A2 Comparison lamp Cu S04 filter CC

M304 Al R.C.S, hour angle drive blank PKT

M305 Al R.C.S, declination encoder horseshoe PKT

M305a Al R.C.S, declination horseshoe bridgepiece PKT

M306 Al R.C.S, encoder carriages PKT

M306 A2 Dome Encoder Mounting bracket CC

M307 A2 CCD guard side plate PKT

M308 A2 Telescope balancing weights PKT

M309 A2 R.C.S, microplate back panel PKT

M310 A2 R.C.S, microcrate back panel PKT

M311 A2 R.C.S, microcrate back panel PKT

M312 A2 CCD guard side plate PKT
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A.2 LIST OF CONTROL HARDWARE DRAWINGS

PRINCIPAL ELECTRICAL DRAWING INVENTORY.
DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

ElOO AO R.C.S, Rate Board PKT

ElOl A3 R.D PKT

E102 A1 R.D, Panel Three Crate PKT

E103 A1 R.C.S, Sound Effects Board PKT

E104 A2 R.C.S, Lamp Illumination Board PKT

E105 A2 R.C.S, Voltage Control Board PKT

E106 A2 R.C.S, ilium, level crate, console dome control PKT

E107 A1 R.C.S, Consoles Power Pack Indicator Board PKT

E107a A2 R.C.S, Power Pack Indicator Board addendum PKT

E108 A1 R.C.S, Switch Distribution Board PKT

E109 A2 R.C.S, Rate Codes PKT

Elio A1 R.C.S, Rate Distribution Board PKT

EllOa A1 R.C.S, Select codes for Rate Distribution Board PKT

E l l l A1 R.C.S, Universal Counter Interface Board PKT

E112 A1 R.C.S, 1/50 Set Track Control Board PKT

E112a A2 R.C.S, 1/50 Track control (package layout) PKT

E114 A2 R.C.S, Interconnecting guide 1 PKT

E115 A1 R.C.S, Limit Switch Board PKT

E116 A2 R.C.S, Switch Interface Board PKT

E117 A3 R.C.S, Rate Crate Board positions PKT

E118 A2 R.C.S, smc. intercon. guide rate crate: PKT
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DRWNG No. SIZE TITLE DESIGNER

E120 A2 Radcliffe & RA Clutch Control Circuit CC

E120a A2 Slew Clutch P.S.U. CC

E120b A2 Track Clutch P.S.U. CC

E121 A3 RA Clutch inhibiting network CC

E122 A2 Interconnection of switch and clutch control rates CC

E123 A2 Clutch control crate connection PKT

E145 A4 Radcliffe telescope: low voltage ilium, network

(24” breech end). PKT

E146 A4 Radcliffe telescope Low Voltage ilium, network PKT

E146a A4 Radcliffe telescope (24”) NPD PKT
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A ppendix  B

REFURBISHMENT OF THE 

BREECH END

B .l INTRODUCTION

From chapter 1, it can be seen that the Radcliffe telescope is comprised of a 61cm pho

tographic telescope and a 46cm visual telescope. For most purposes the photographic 

telescope is normally used for imaging onto a detector, and the visual telescope is used for 

finding.

During 1993 a Wright Instruments CCD camera was purchased for use on the Radcliffe 

photographic telescope. Because the Radcliffe is a refractor, provision must be made to 

change the position of the detector (along the line of the optical axis) in order to select 

the red or blue focus.

B.2 THE FOCUS MECHANISM

Trials with the CCD camera showed that the focus mechanism did not maintain the 

backplate perpendicular to the optical axis for the two different focus positions; these are 

separated by approximately 20mm. It was therefore decided to restore the entire breech 

end and focus mechanism of the 61cm tube.
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This involved re-aligning the three precision slides and cam-operated adjustment for 

the backplate, modifying the backplate to accommodate a computer controlled filter wheel 

and resurrecting the long defunct field rotation mechanism. It was also found that the 

original focus position engraved scale and pointer did not provide sufficient repeatabilty 

for convenient use, and therefore a new scale and indicating mechanism was also included 

in the re-fit.

B .2 .1  E N C O D IN G  T H E  F O C U S P O S IT IO N

In addition to mechanical indication of focus position, a linear optical encoder was installed 

to enable a display of focus position at the control system terminal; this also allows the 

CCD camera control operator to verify focus position in the control room.

The basis of both the new focus scale and encoder mounting linkage are spring loaded 

anti-backlash plungers which contact the backplate of the 61cm telescope. Figure B.2 

shows the refurbished breech end with the Wright instruments CCD camera and camera 

guard installed on the backplate.
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Figure B .l shows E.W. P os ter and Professor C.W. Allen at the breech 
end of the Radeliffe telescope (circa 1968), ULO archive.
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Piqûre B.2 shows the refurbished breeeh end of the Radeliffe teleseope 
ineluding CCD camera and new x-y head.
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A ppendix C

A SCHEME FOR POWERED  

SLEWING IN DECLINATION

C .l INTRODUCTION

The Radeliffe telescope now incorporates precision tracking, guiding, and setting. This 

is achieved by means of a stepping motor connected to the original tangent screw of 

the instrument which allows up to 3.3 degrees of traverse. To enable powered slewing 

a 360 degree linkage to the declination axle is required. Often this linkage is also used 

for tracking, guiding, and setting. But since these categories of movements are already 

available, the precision required for the proposed slewing mechanism is not as critical as it 

might otherwise be. The scheme outlined in this section is based on the use of the existing 

tangent screw for precision positioning, and is therefore not proposed as an ideal solution.

C.2 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The layout of the declination axis is based on the form of a T-shaped casting, the vertical 

axis representing the RA axle and the horizontal member the declination. Whatever 

mechanism is employed to slew the telescope, it is essential to decide which side of the 

polar axis the assembly is to be situated, i.e. Near to the optical axis, or at the opposite
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end of the declination axle in the area occupied by the counterweight system. Ideally the 

slewing motor and associated driving gear should be as near as possible to the optical 

axis. The torque required to rotate the axle is equivalent to 2000 newton metres, and this 

will require an assembly weighing as much as 120kg. If the new assembly were situated 

on the tube side of polar axle, then this would introduce an imbalance to the polar axis. 

Counterbalancing this effect by adding extra weight to the counterweight cage would result 

in an increase in the total payload carried by the polar axle bearings of up to twice the 

weight of the new assembly. Avoiding this extra loading is important both in terms of the 

dynamics and the stress characteristics of the instrument. It is therefore proposed to site 

the new assembly on the counterweight side of the polar axle.

The essence of the specification requires that the declination axle can be slewed to 

different positions at a typical rate equivalent to a maximum rotation of 5 degrees per 

second and to within plus or minus half a degree. Unlike typical telescope positioning 

mechanisms, precision setting is accomplished by a second and separate drive utilizing 

the tangent screw. It is therefore necessary for the slewing linkage to be disconnected 

from the declination axle for any fine motions actuated via the tangent screw. Further, 

if the capability for manual slewing of the telescope is to be retained, then the ability to 

de-clutch the slewing mechanism becomes essential to the scheme.

C.3 THE PROPOSED SLEWING MECHANISM

Taking into account the requirements described in the previous section, it follows that the 

assembly should include the following basic elements;

C .3 .1  T H E  M O T O R

On the grounds of economy it is intended to use an identical stepping motor to that 

incorporated in the RA slewing assembly. The consoles already contain the necessary 

power supply and circuitry to control the motor, and this entails minimum modification 

to implement. Modules of existing software already implemented for RA can be adapted 

to index the motor over prescribed counts, and the requisite cabling can be run along the
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existing ducting.

C .3 .2  T H E  R E D U C T IO N  G E A R B O X

A 900:1 in-line reduction gearbox has been selected, with a capability to deliver an output 

torque of 3800 newton metres. This compares with the measured requirement of 2000 

newton metres. If the declination axle is to turn at one rpm, a supply frequency of 3khz 

is required by the stepping motor. The weight of the Radicon gearbox is 76 kilos, and its 

dimensions are 514mm by 374mm.

C .3 .3  C L U T C H  A N D  C O U P L IN G

The scheme incorporates an electro-magnetic clutch to couple the end of the declination 

axle to the output of the gearbox. When the clutch is disengaged, it allows the tangent 

screw to drive the axle once the slewing motion is complete. Warner Electric produce an 

electromagnetic single disc clutch which is capable of transmitting 3200 Nm of torque; well 

within the measured loading. This unit is both compact and offers no radial disturbance 

during engagement.

C .3 .4  M O U N T IN G  P O S IT IO N

From figure 5.3 it can be seen that residing within the weightcage, the declination axle 

protrudes out of its plain bearing to support the primary encoder drive wheel, and further 

along, are a series of large counterweights. The end of the cage consists of an annulus of 

cast iron one meter in diameter. The inner bore has a diameter of 55cms which is presently 

obstructed by a lead weight. This auxiliary 80kg counterweight was installed in order to 

compensate for the extra payload created by the addition of the new declination drive and 

powered clamping arrangements. It is proposed that the 80kg counterweight is removed 

and the slewing assembly mounted in its place. The total weight of the new assembly will 

therefore cause no change in the total loading across the polar axle if a similar effective 

weight is removed from the existing counterweight arrangements.
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C.4 DISCUSSION

For the solution described in this section, slewing motion for declination is dependent 

on reduction gearing between the motor and axle. A particular problem with the prac

ticality of introducing a clutch between the output of the gearbox and the axle is the 

high cost of commercial units. Electromagnetic clutches become disproportionally expen

sive for the higher torque ranges. For example, Warner Electric produce the ideal clutch 

capable of transmitting up to 3200Nm of torque at a price of ^6000. This device mea

sures 300mmx400mm and is therefore relatively compact. Other manufacturers produce 

mechanical clutches, but supplementary actuating mechanisms have to be introduced for 

electric control and these combined systems take up a lot more space.

If the clutch is placed further up the chain of reduction, a saving in the torque require

ments can be made. Multi-stage gear boxes are assembled by manufacturers on a modular 

basis, and it may be possible to take advantage of this and purchase a combined gearbox 

and clutch unit. If this option were taken, careful consideration of the back driven torque 

value must be taken into account. The use of spiroidal or epicyclic gearing at the final 

stage is possible, whilst a worm reducer is not because the declination axle would then be 

unable to back-drive the gearbox.
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